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Abstract

The work considers issues in the execution of the Z notation in a logic programming language. A subset of Z which is capable of being animated is identified, together with the necessary theoretical foundations for the relationship of Z to its executable form. The thesis also addresses the transition from research results to potentially useful tools. The thesis has 4 major parts:

- **Tools Survey:** A survey of tools which support the animation of Z is presented and the advantages (and disadvantages) to be gained from an animating system which uses a logic programming language are discussed. Requirements, particularly correctness, are described and discussed and weaknesses in the current tools are identified.

- **Correctness – Program Synthesis:** If a program can be deduced directly from the specification, then it is partially correct with respect to the specification. This method of obtaining a program from a specification is one form of **logic programming synthesis**. We examine such formal links between a specification (in Z) and an executable form and also some translation techniques for synthesising a logic program from a Z specification. The techniques are illustrated by examples which reveal important shortcomings.

- **Translation Rules to Gödel:** New techniques for the animation of Z utilising the Gödel logic programming language are presented which circumvent these shortcomings. The techniques are realised via translation rules known as **structure simulation**. Two substantial case studies are examined as proof of concept. These indicate both the coverage of the Z notation by structure simulation and the practicality of the rules.

- **Correctness – Abstract Approximation:** Published criteria for correctness of an animation are compared and contrasted with the method of Abstract Interpretation (AI). In AI a concrete semantics is related to an approximate one that explicitly exhibits an underlying structure present in the richer concrete structure. In our case, the concrete semantics is Z associated with ZF set theory. The approximate semantics of the execution are the outputs of Z.

The criteria are applied to a logic programming language (the original was applied to a functional language). Formal arguments are presented which show that the structure simulation rules obey the criteria for correctness. Finally, areas of work which had been omitted by the original authors are presented explicitly.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The public demand for increased safety exists alongside the economic imperative for manufacturing and servicing institutions to increase functionality at lower costs and (if possible) with low environmental impact. To achieve the latter, a computer component is frequently included in manufacturing, transport and medical systems. For example, technological improvements to road transport in Europe and the United States have involved the significant employment of computer systems in vehicles, in roadside equipment and in traffic control [116]. The Air Transport Industries make use of computers in, for example, decision support systems for aircraft flight plans [121, 79], ‘fly-by-wire’ computer systems in aircraft [111] and in collision avoidance on aircraft [53]. Other high integrity systems involving a computer component include financial systems, such as on-line banking [107]. The security of computer systems remains a problem on account of the activities of terrorists and other criminals [77].

There is an on-going account of computer problems which have resulted in risk to the general public [87]. One of these was the Therac 25 linear accelerator which was used for radiation therapy for cancer patients [112]. A computer malfunction caused overdosing of patients resulting in injuries and deaths. Fortunately, problems resulting in serious injury or death are rare, but they underline the fact that we
require assurances that any equipment with safety or reliability implications behaves as we expect. However if such a system contains software it is unlikely to have been exhaustively tested because the number of possible states of the system (involving all conceivable paths through the program for all inputs) would be too large. In order to provide sufficient confidence in the safety and reliability of a high integrity system we must rely on an assessment of its development process. Development must be via a strict stage-by stage process and be accompanied by tangible output at each stage, that is via a system life-cycle. Such systems should be engineered.

‘Traditional’ electro-mechanical systems are developed in two stages, ‘design’ and ‘production’ [61]. The ‘design stage’ consists of requirements, design development and the prototype creation. Once a prototype is created, the quality of the product is maintained through its production phase and quality control. However, engineering processes for systems which have embedded software differ from electro-mechanical systems in that software does not have a corresponding ‘production’ phase; all the effort goes into its design. ‘Production’ of multiple copies is straightforward, for the ‘quality’ lies in the design. A typical life-cycle for a computer based system consists of

1. Systems Requirements and Analysis;
2. Design;
3. Coding;
4. Testing.

This is somewhat of an over-simplification, for the first few stages of the life-cycle are within a system/engineering environment. Software is always part of a larger system, sometimes known as the containing system, which can comprise hardware, humans and frequently an electromechanical system, such as traffic control equipment. The overall system implications are particularly important for high integrity systems, for failure of a system component may ultimately lead to loss of human life or significant financial losses. Thus (for example) safety considerations will be involved in all stages of the life cycle, leading to an enhanced version of the life-cycle called the safety life cycle [2]. In this case the successful performance of the end-product depends on adequate Hazard Analysis, and the correct identification and documentation of any associated safety requirements. Subsequent implementation of the system must take account of these safety requirements; they add an extra dimension to system development.
Two activities which take place throughout the development process are Verification and Validation [44]. Validation is derived from the Latin 'validate' meaning to confirm or ratify. It is concerned with demonstrating the consistency and completeness of a description with respect to the initial ideas of what the system should do. Verification is derived from the Latin 'veritas', meaning truth. It is the comparison of the output of each individual phase of system development with the output of the previous phase. Verification always requires a comparison to be made, the objective being to ensure that the output from the new phase fulfils the requirements specified in the outputs of the previous phase. Informally, validation can be thought of as answering the question “are we building the right system?”, whereas verification can be thought of as answering the question “are we building the system right?”. Testing is used as a part of both of these activities. Acceptance tests are agreed with the user that the system functions in a manner expected. This is an example of a test for validation. Unit testing (of software components) and integration testing (of the software component with the whole) are for the purposes of both verification and validation.

Validation of a computer system involves the establishment of appropriate requirements for the system and this presents problems. Gladden [40] reports experiencing 35% of delivered software as not being used because of the distance between it and the user’s concept of the system. A problem with requirements which are written in a natural language is that such a specification can be ambiguous. The same is not true if the specification is formal. The use of formal methods in the development of computer systems is widely recognised by the software engineering community [33]. Formal methods involves the use of mathematics to model computer systems - just as in other Engineering disciplines. Formal Methods are recommended by many standards bodies concerned with Safety-Critical systems (e.g. IEC 1508 [2]) and for some they are mandatory (e.g. DEFSTAN 00-55 [1]).

Formal methods can be used to aid system development in the following manner:

1. Systems Requirements and Analysis: The functional elements of a computer system are modelled via a formal specification. Formal reasoning is then used to attempt to ensure that the specification has desirable functionality but with no undesired side-effects. A flaw or error in a formal specification is a part which gives rise to undesired behaviour in the delivered system. However the correspondence between the formal specification and the requirement expressed by the customer cannot be proved and a formal specification can never be said to be correct;
2. Design: Refinement is the process of moving from abstract specifications to less abstract or ‘concrete’ specifications, via some data or operation transformation which allows the behaviour of the abstract system to be replicated by the refined (concrete) specification. Since the abstract and concrete systems are both formal objects, the design can be shown to be correct with respect to the specification. *Proof tools* are used to aid the formal arguments;

3. Coding: The design is further refined to become code and the latter shown to be correct with respect to the design;

4. Testing: a version of the specification is executed in order to demonstrate its functionality and detect flaws. In addition a specification can be used to generate tests [30].

DEFSTAN 00-55 recommends mature specification languages including the Z notation [105], a language based on set theory and logic: A particular recommendation of the standard is for the execution of the formal specification. Since many specification languages (including the Z notation) are non-executable, the standard suggests *animation*, the translation of a specification to an executable form. Subsequent animation of the specification then allows its functionality to become apparent. Non-executable specification languages such as Z allows the specifier to concentrate his or her effort on expounding what a specification does and are in general easier for humans to understand. In contrast executable languages must contain information on how specified functionality should be achieved and the extra information can be distracting to humans.

Animation is also known as *prototyping*, for prototyping is also used in other engineering disciplines to create a working model of the engineered product. The draft standard IEC 1508 states that the aim of prototyping/animation is:

“To check the feasibility of implementing the system against the given constraints. To communicate the specifier’s interpretation of the system to the customer, in order to locate misunderstandings.”

The use of the animation and prototyping tools is somewhat akin to conventional testing of software through the use of test cases. In addition the test cases can also be preserved and used for validating the final system [122]; the results of the animation are compared with the results of the final tests.

Animation and proof are *complementary* activities [85]. Formal proof compensates for the fact that tests used for animation can seldom be exhaustive. On the
other hand there is no use in seeking a formal proof of a property of a specification if counter examples indicate that the property is not present. In summary, although executable languages are undesirable for a specification, tools which execute a formal specification are necessary as a means of testing. Although a specification cannot be proved as correct, tools which animate it can at least make it possible to test to see that a specification conforms to our intuition in specific cases. The requirements and development of animation tools for Z form the subject of this thesis, together with the choice of language for animation.

1.2 Logic Programming Languages for Animation

The executable form of the specification needs to be in a form which “challenges” the specification [95]. The challenge can take the form of executing the specification to ensure that it behaves as expected. If a logic programming language is used for animation purposes [123], the tests can take the form of queries of the “what if” variety: given predicate \( \text{Pred}(x, y, z, w) \) the value(s) of \( w \) can be established where \( x, y, z \) are ground or (in principle) the value(s) of \( x \), where \( y, z, w \) are ground. For example, in the IMPRESS and FAROAS projects [121, 79, 80], a tool was developed which successfully supported validation of requirements in an air traffic control (ATC) domain. A formal specification of the domain requirements was animated using the logic programming language Prolog and a test set provided by ATC experts. A set of tools based on machine learning techniques was then used both to trace any flaws in the specification and to correct them.

The Prolog logic programming language comprises the Horn clause subset of first order logic and has been presented as suitable for executing the Z notation. Examples are [119, 70, 67, 69, 68, 29]. This is because of the basis of both languages (Z and Prolog) in first order logic and the ‘obvious’ translation technique of transforming Z to a set of Horn clauses. However there are difficulties in representing sets in Prolog as formal objects. Further, Prolog is unsound, for many reasons including the existence of extra-logical features such as ‘assert’ and ‘cut’ and problems with negation if the literal is not ground. The logic programming language Gödel has a greatly improved declarative semantics compared with Prolog, and supports a set data type. Apart from some well-defined exceptions, a program in Gödel is defined as a theory in first order logic and an implementation must be sound with respect to this semantics [56]. Gödel has a flexible computation rule that can be constrained by user-defined control declarations and ensures that all calls to negative literals are
ground. This means that it is possible to present some formal arguments that show the link between the formal specification (in Z) and its executable form and this is mandatory in DEFSTAN 55.

However little work has been done in establishing such a formal link [17]. One method is program synthesis, the transformation of Z in its first-order form to a set of clauses, and hence to a logic program. Another is suggested by [17], who present the notion of abstract approximation, whereby a concrete semantics (Z) is related to an approximate one (the semantics of the animating language). Thus an animation is ‘correct’ if the program execution underestimates the concrete Z interpretation. In their paper, the authors have also suggested other requirements for a useful tool in the animation of Z: coverage (of the Z grammar), sophistication (less likely to go into an infinite loop), and efficiency (performance of the animation). However, one requirement for animation which is not identified is the facility of the tool to trace the source of unexpected results from the animator. In Chapter 2 of this thesis we survey some of the tools which have been developed for support of formal specifications. The survey of tools includes those which animate Z specifications and we look at case studies which have been undertaken, as indicative of the coverage of Z provided by the tool. The tools performance and efficiency is also surveyed in so far as this information is available. Correctness issues are also examined. We found that there are weaknesses in all of these areas, the most significant being the lack of attention to correctness. Also, the ability of the answers to identify flaws in the specification is rarely mentioned. Breuer and Bowen present a prototype animator which adheres to their proposed correctness criteria, however it has not been used for any case studies, for it does not allow for any sets apart from the integers. The subject of this thesis is to attempt to address all of these areas, to produce rules for translation of a Z specification which cover the important features of Z and which produces an animation which perform well and can be applied to ‘real world’ case studies. We would also wish to be able to trace any flaws discovered in the specification after animation. For this we chose Gödel, a logic programming language with an implementation which is sound with respect to the semantics of first order logic and with sets and types.

The reason for this is that we ultimately show that the rules we present (in Chapter 4) do adhere to the correctness criteria of Breuer and Bowen so that any animation is correct. The framework and proofs are in Chapter 5.
1.3 Contributions

Our research addresses the lack of formal methods technology, the transition from research results to potentially useful tools. A subset of Z which is capable of being animated is identified, together with the necessary theoretical foundations for the relationship of Z to its executable form. The work presented here examines issues concerned with the execution of the Z notation in a logic programming language. Contributions to research are described as follows:

(1) **Requirements – Animation Tools for Z** A survey of tools which animate Z is presented in Chapter 2 and the strengths and weaknesses identified. Animation tools are used to discover flaws in formal specifications. However there is then the necessity to trace and subsequently correct these flaws and this is rarely discussed in work concerning the tools. This requirement is evident when examining the achievements of the IMPRESS project which used a logic programming language to animate a formal specification. The strength of the logic program is the potential for tracing the source of unexpected results of the animations;

(2) **Correctness – Program Synthesis** If a program is deduced directly from the specification, then it is *partially correct* with respect to the specification. This method of obtaining a program from a specification is one form of *logic programming synthesis*. This formal link between a specification (in Z) and its executable form is investigated, together with possible translation techniques which potentially synthesise a logic program from a Z specification. The techniques are illustrated by examples, and reasons provided as to why this is not a suitable method. The work is described in Chapter 3 of the thesis;

(3) **Structure Simulation** New techniques in the animation of Z utilising the Gödel logic programming language are presented. These techniques are realised via translation rules known as *structure simulation*. Two substantial case studies are examined, indicating the coverage of the Z notation by structure simulation and the practicality of the rules. The work is described in Chapter 4 of the thesis;

(4) **Formalisation of Structure Simulation** This contribution is presented in Chapter 5 which contains criteria for correctness of the animation previously presented by other authors [17]. The criteria are applied to a logic programming language (whereas the original was applied to a functional language).
Formal arguments are presented which show that the structure simulation rules obey the criteria for correctness. Furthermore, areas of work which had been omitted by the original authors are presented explicitly in this thesis.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The structure of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 presents previous work both by ourselves and by other authors. The chapter involves Contribution 1 of the work presented in this thesis in the extension of the work of Breuer and Bowen in identifying requirements for animators of Z.

The chapter commences with an illustrative example of two ATC projects (FAROAS and IMPRESS). The example is of a tool which has successfully supported validation of requirements in the air traffic control (ATC) domain. The previous work of other authors includes examples of software tools which support formal notations, and in particular tools which support the Z notation. These are described and discussed and weaknesses in the supporting methodology are identified. In [17], requirements for tools which animate Z are presented. However a missing requirement is the potential of the tool to identify flaws in the specification. The ability to trace and correct flaws in a specification is the main achievement of the IMPRESS project which used a logic programming language to animate a formal specification. The strength of the logic program is the potential for tracing flaws in the specification. The necessity of tracing and subsequently correcting these flaws is rarely discussed in work concerning the tools. The advantages (and disadvantages) which accrue from an animating system which utilises a logic programming language are presented;

Chapter 3 discusses formal program synthesis, the logical derivation of a program from a specification using (for example) rules of inference such as resolution, combined with clausal form transformation. Contribution 2 of this thesis is the identification of the link between finite set theory and Z, the attempt to exploit this link by using it to synthesise an animation and the reasons for the failure. Z is based on Zermelo Fraenkel Set Theory (ZF) [36, 22] and this is compared with the axioms for the theory of finite sets [76] in logic
programming. The concluding part of the chapter describes the difficulties in proceeding with the method, and why it was abandoned;

In Chapter 4, the logic programming language Gödel is briefly described, together with its advantages as an animation language. The manner in which Gödel implements the finite sets of [76] is also presented. Contribution 3 of this thesis is structure simulation which is the adaptation of Z schema characteristics so that the logical structures of the specification are preserved as far as possible in the resulting model. The rules for the translation of Z via structure simulation are presented using simple examples. Two substantial specifications are then translated to Gödel: the Unix file store and an assembler;

In Chapter 5, abstract interpretation is explained informally, in which a concrete semantics is related to an approximate one that explicitly exhibits an underlying structure implicitly present in the richer concrete structure. The criteria for a correct animation of Z are based on abstract approximation, which itself is based on abstract interpretation. In abstract approximation the approximate semantics of the animations of Z is compared with the richer concrete semantics of Z associated with ZF set theory. The criteria are applied to compare a Z specification, and its animated version using structure simulation, using a subset of Z. Structural induction is used to show that the animated version of the specification underestimates the Z specification. This covers Contribution 4 for in order for the comparison to be made, the resolution inference rule is framed in a novel way. Furthermore, the theory of finite sets is extended to include the possibility of non-termination when computing a set term;

In Chapter 6 we present a summary of the preceding chapters and some suggestions for further work, including the automation of the tool. Contribution 1 concerned the potential of the tool to trace flaws in the specification. The suggestions for further work include the development of tools which exploit the ‘what if’ capabilities of a logic program by enabling flaws in the specification to be traced and subsequently corrected. A further suggestion was for the adoption of a functional logic program for animation;

Appendices A – D are as follows: Appendix A presents the ZF theory of Sets and Appendix B, the theory of finite sets. These support Contribution 2 of this thesis which was the link which was established between the two theories in Chapter 3. Appendix C presents the Gödel code which was developed in
Chapter 4 for the animation of Z for the case studies and this supports Contribution 3. Appendix D presents the proofs of correctness of the animations and is a fuller version of the proofs of Chapter 4. This supports Contribution 4.
Chapter 2

Review of Related Work

The term “Formal Methods” is defined on the Formal Methods Europe web page\footnote{http://www.fmeurope.org/}

“Formal methods are mathematical approaches to software and system development which support the rigorous specification, design and verification of computer systems. The use of notations and languages with a defined mathematical meaning enable specifications, that is statements of what the proposed system should do, to be expressed with precision and no ambiguity. The properties of the specifications can be deduced with greater confidence and replayed to the customers, often uncovering facets implicit in the stated requirements which they had not realised. In this way a more complete requirements validation can take place earlier in the life-cycle, with subsequent cost savings.”

This chapter provides examples of some commonly used formal methods and specification languages (notations). Support for formal methods includes both validation and verification, and we discuss the reason why validation is so important and present an example of an environment which supports it. The environment was developed in two projects concerning Air Traffic Control (ATC) procedures and is described. In general, formal notations are not executable, although there are some directly executable formal notations Larch [49], Spill [65], ObJ [102], Horn Clauses [27]. This chapter explains why it is preferable for specifications to be
non-executable. We also explain how it is sometimes possible to execute formal specification notations via a translation to an executable language: such a translation is known as an animation. We provide examples of formal notations, together with generic tools which support them. These notations include ‘Z’: it is noted that there is a dearth of usable tools which support the animation of the Z formal notation. Examples of the work of other researchers in the animation of Z are then provided and compared. Requirements for animations of Z which have been presented by other authors are extended. The extension draws on the experience of the ATC domain projects and this forms Contribution 1 of this thesis.

2.1 Tools for Verification and Validation

In Chapter 1 of this thesis we indicated the role of formal methods in all phases of software development. In a survey of the use of tools by commerce and industry [8], the main benefits of the use of formal methods are seen as

- the lack of ambiguity of mathematics compared with natural language in specification and design;

- the potential of mathematics for reasoning and proof.

The participants were asked what they thought were barriers to the use of formal methods and over 50% cited the lack of usable tools. There are tools for verification and for validation (or both). Verification tools enable a proof that (for example) a refinement of a specification is correct with respect to a specification, or that the code which implements the refinement is also correct. Validation tools aid the specifier in his/her task of specifying a system which satisfies a user’s (often informal) requirements. Validation of a formal model has problems and advantages: it may be harder for a non-computing professional to understand, and be more detailed than a conventional requirements document [91]. On the other hand, the formality brings with it the opportunity for powerful tool support. The use of formal techniques and the production of a formal model of requirements can be said to produce enhanced quality rather than correctness [15], for the correspondence between the formal specification and the requirement expressed by the customer cannot be proved; a formal specification can never be said to be correct.

The problems in coordination of large software system projects are detailed in [35], which emphasises the importance of requirements analysis and tracking and
the effect a good quality specification has on subsequent design and implementation. In [74], 387 software errors uncovered during the development of Voyager and Galileo space-craft are analysed. This analysis showed that errors in identifying or understanding functional or interface requirements frequently lead to safety-related software errors; this is because safety-related functional faults are particularly related to imprecise or unsystematic specifications. The requirements documentation for a software system is important because it

- provides primary input to design stage;
- may provide a (legally binding) contract between supplier and client;
- provides a baseline against which acceptance tests are carried out.

In the FAROAS\(^2\) project, a formal specification in many sorted first order logic (here called msl) was established for ATC procedures. A later project which built on the results of the FAROAS project was the IMPRESS\(^3\) project.

The reasons for the choice of msl for the specification language included its suitability for the ATC domain and its expressiveness. The choice of formalism took place early in the project and before the Formal Requirements Engineering Environment (FREE) was developed. In order to improve the quality and accuracy of this specification a diverse range of validation strategies were used, and this is described in the next subsection for illustration purposes.

### 2.1.1 An Environment Supporting Validation

The FREE is described in full in [80] and supports requirements written in msl. It was utilised as an aid in validating the formalisation of requirements in an air traffic control domain, viz the separation standards for aircraft over the eastern North Atlantic Ocean. Air traffic in airspace over the eastern North Atlantic is controlled by air traffic control centres in Shannon, Ireland and Prestwick, Scotland. It is the responsibility of air traffic control officers to ensure that air traffic in this airspace is separated in accordance with minima laid down by the International Civil Aviation Organisation. Central to the air traffic control task are the processes of conflict prediction – the detection of potential separation violations between aircraft flight profiles and conflict resolution – the planning of new conflict free flight profiles. The controllers have tool assistance available for their tasks in the form of flight
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data processing system (FDPS) which maintains detailed information about the controlled airspace. A key component of the FDPS is the ‘conflict software’, that provides assistance for the processes of conflict prediction and resolution. A new FDPS is currently being developed and the FAROAS project was chiefly concerned with requirements capture for the conflict prediction component of the proposed FDPS. The axioms for the domain were written in msl and denoted the ‘Conflict Prediction Specification’ (the CPS). The CPS was created to contribute towards the requirements specification for a decision support system for air traffic controllers. The functions of the FREE tool included four processes:

- parsing the ‘Theoretical Form’ (TF) of the formal specification and identifying syntactic errors;
- testing – an ‘Execution Form’ (EF) of the specification was automatically generated (in the logic programming language Prolog) and batches of expert-derived test cases were used to compare expected and actual results. The raw test data was translated to msl via the FREE environment, and hence to Prolog;
- viewing the specification in non-technical form – a ‘Validation Form’ (VF) of the specification was generated and was used by Air Traffic Control experts for visual inspection;
- reasoning about internal consistency – a reduced minimal set of the specification axioms were shown to be consistent.

A fragment of data in its msl and Prolog forms is shown in Figure 2.1. The data comprises part of a segmented flight path of a single aircraft with call sign XXXX, where the real call sign and some other details are undisclosed for confidentiality reasons. A non-atomic axiom is given in Figure 2.2, which also contains its executable and validation forms. The axiom defines a temporal relation between two aircraft which at some point are using the same profile track. Variables are universally quantified by default, and represented by capitalised identifiers, and the symbol ‘E’ is used for existential quantification. Note that the executable form of the CPS respects the modular structure of the original, for all or part of each Prolog clause represents an axiom. Also each Prolog clause logically follows from the original axiom in the CPS, following [73]. The process was general enough to cover all the axioms of the CPS which comprised over 300 non-atomic, quantified msl expressions. The initial form of the CPS was built up from the existing manual system and
other documents supplied by ATC experts. The five validation procedures outlined above were subsequently run in accordance with a test plan [80] and various errors in the initial encoding of the requirements were identified and removed. However in a specification of this complexity the manual forms of validation had a limited (although essential) contribution, and batch testing formed the most dominant part of validation. The validation processes involving execution of a derived prototype were fully automated, and therefore could be easily re-executed after maintenance of the CPS. The ‘testing’ of the specification was achieved by animation. This included

1. testing of ‘lower level’ axioms. These included ‘auxiliary’ axioms (which defined ATC terms) and also axioms defining trigonometrical relationships;

2. translating to TF (in msl), then to EF (in Prolog) historically generated raw data from pairs of flight profiles. For each pair there is an expert decision as to whether the pair are ‘in conflict’ or ‘conflict free’.

The aircraft XXXX is flying at a constant speed of 0.86 Mach and at a height of 35,000 feet and is planned to enter the first and second segments at 1042hrs and 1122hrs respectively:

%% TF of data fragment
"(the_Segment(profile_XXXX, 57 N ; 010 W ; FL 350 ; FL 350 ;
  10 42 GMT day 0, 57 N ; 020 W ; FL 350 ; FL 350 ;
  11 22 GMT day 0, 0.86) belongs_to profile_XXXX)".

%% EF of data fragment
the_Segment(profile_XXXX, fourD_pt(threeD_pt(twoD_pt(lat_N(57),
  long_W(10)),fl_range(f1(350),f1(350))),time(10,42,0)),
 fourD_pt(threeD_pt(twoD_pt(lat_N(57),long_W(20)),
  fl_range(f1(350),f1(350))),time(11,22,0)),0.86)
   belongs_to profile_XXXX.

Figure 2.1: Flight Data and its Prolog Form
Theoretical and Executable Forms of axiom

" (Segment1 and Segment2 are after a common pt from which profile _tracks are same thereafter) => [(the_aircraft_on Segment1 precedes_the_aircraft_on Segment2) <= Segment3 [(Segment3 belongs_to the_ProfileContaining(Segment2)) & the_entry_2D_pt_of(Segment3) = the_entry_2D_pt_of(Segment1) & the_exit_2D_pt_of(Segment3) = the_exit_2D_pt_of(Segment1) & (the_entry_Time_of(Segment3) is later_than the_entry_Time_of(Segment1))] ] "

the_aircraft_on_segment1_precedes_the_aircraft_on_segment2(Segment1, Segment2):-
are_after_a_common_pt_from_which_profile_tracks_are_same_thereafter(Segment1, Segment2),
the_ProfileContaining(Segment2, Profile1),
Segment3 belongs_to Profile1,
the_entry_2D_pt_of(Segment3, Two_D_pt1),
the_entry_2D_pt_of(Segment1, Two_D_pt2),
same_2D_pt(Two_D_pt1, Two_D_pt2),
the_exit_2D_pt_of(Segment3, Two_D_pt3),
the_exit_2D_pt_of(Segment1, Two_D_pt4),
same_2D_pt(Two_D_pt3, Two_D_pt4),
the_entry_Time_of(Segment3, Time1),
the_entry_Time_of(Segment1, Time2),
Time1 is later_than Time2, !.

Validation Form of axiom

‘For any two segments Segment1 and Segment2, in the case where Segment1 and Segment2 occur after a common point from which the tracks of their profiles are the same, we say that the aircraft1 on Segment1 precedes the aircraft2 on Segment2 if there exists a Segment3 in the Profile containing Segment2 such that Segment1 and Segment3 have the same entry and exit points, and aircraft2 enters Segment3 later than aircraft1 enters Segment1.’

Figure 2.2: An Axiom of the CPS and its Executable and Validation Forms

The expert decision for each pair of aircraft is compared with the results of the animation run. If the expert decision is at variance with the prototype’s decision it is evident that there are flaws in the specification which need removing. However where tests fail it is still very difficult to identify the faulty or incomplete requirements. For this reason, the FREE tool was later extended (in the IMPRESS project) to incorporate machine learning and theory revision, for example training examples were used which had the effect of inductively altering the executable form of the theory [121, 79]. The fact that this form of the CPS closely followed the structure of the original was one reason that these tasks were possible.
2.1.2 Executability of Formal Specifications

The CPS described in Section 2.1.1 is written in msl which is itself non-executable. The issue of executability is examined by Hoare [58], in which three forms of the greatest common divisor function (gcd) are compared. The first version involves logic, set theory and arithmetic which is (in theory) ‘executable’ via a search of all proofs. It can be paraphrased:

**Greatest Common Divisor**: The greatest common divisor \( z \) of positive non-zero integers \( x, y \) is such that \( z \) is the greatest member of the set of numbers satisfying \( z \) divides \( x \) and \( z \) divides \( y \);

**Divides**: “\( p \) divides \( q \)” means “there exists a positive whole number \( w \) such that \( pw = q \)”;

**Greatest of a Set**: “\( p \) is the greatest member of a set \( S \)” means “\( p \) is in \( S \) and no member of \( S \) is strictly greater than \( p \)”.

The first version is refined and translated to the logic programming language Prolog to produce the second version. However the resulting Prolog program would not terminate because of problems with negation. The third version (which does terminate) is a functional program:

\[
\begin{align*}
gcd(x, y) &= x \text{ if } x = y; \\
gcd(x, y) &= \gcd(x - y, y) \text{ if } x > y; \\
gcd(x, y) &= \gcd(y, x) \text{ if } x < y. \\
\end{align*}
\]

The gcd of a number pair is calculated as the result of a terminating sequence of substitutions and this is proved by Hoare. However as can be seen, the ease of understanding of the latter is less good than the original version. In other words, clarity of requirements decreases with executability of the gcd function\(^4\). The inference of this paper is that clarity should not be sacrificed for executability. Hoare suggests that the high level language chosen for program implementation should be as close as possible to the original specification. In addition it should not be so inefficient that ‘program tricks’ are necessary to ensure execution. Hoare also suggests the use of such an implementation for a rapid check on the adequacy of a specification.

Some notations are themselves executable and examples are Larch [49], Spill [65], ObJ [102], Horn Clauses [27]. Examples of non-executable notations are the Z

\(^4\)However in current declarative languages such as Gödel or Haskell, it is possible to write a \( \text{gcd} \) function which looks very similar to its definition.
notation [105], the Vienna Development Method-SL [64], the B Abstract Machine Notation [5], CSP [57], CCS [82], LOTOS [14]. There are conflicting points of view about the advisability of a notation being executable. The opposing views are in [52] and [38]. The former argues against executable specifications in that implementation details needed to make the specification executable are undesirable. This is so because there is a tendency for over-specification because of the need to follow algorithms in the specification. The authors provide several examples to illustrate. A possible assignment of values of two set-valued variables \( s1, s2 \) can be expressed:

\[
s1, s2 := s1 \cap s2, s1 \cup s2.
\]

This simple, clear expression contrasts with the many procedures involving linked lists required to specify the same assignment in an executable language. The authors also state their opinion that proving general theorems about properties of the specification is a more powerful tool for validation, and this procedure is more difficult with an executable specification. In order to verify that an implementation meets its specification it is necessary for a comparison to be made but it is hard to match an executable specification against an implementation. However the authors end the paper by distinguishing between an executable specification and executable prototype of the specification, in that an executable prototype is acceptable but typically has implementation detail.

The argument for executable specifications in [38] is that when a specification is executed its behaviour can be demonstrated to potential users. Thus validation problems are tackled before design decisions are made. An example is given of LSL, a logic programming language which can cope with sets. The authors provide a translation of \( \cup \) and \( \cap \) to LSL, demonstrating that logic programming languages are declarative: they are capable of stating what is to be computed, and not dwelling too much on how. In response to the argument that executable specifications cannot be reasoned about, they reply that reasoning is limited in its application to validation.

A full discussion and summary of the two opposing views is contained in [42]. It is apparent that although the authors of the two papers disagree on many issues, there is a consensus:

1. clarity of specification is of great importance;

2. the ability to be able to reason about a specification is an important validation task;
3. the potential is required for showing that a refinement agrees with the original specification;

4. the ability is also required to demonstrate the functionality of a formal specification to a customer or user.

In order to achieve consistency between (1) – (4) above, the solution is to utilise a non-executable formal specification for requirements then translate to an executable form to demonstrate and to test its functionality as was described in Section 2.1.1 with the FAROAS and IMPRESS projects.

2.2 Formal Notations, Methods and Tools

2.2.1 Formal Notations

The survey described in [8] lists the most popular notations (as used by industries) as the Z notation [105], the Vienna Development Method Specification Language (VDM-SL) [64], and the B Abstract Machine Notation (B AMN) [5]. These are all model-based: they model in terms of mathematical structures such as sets, lists, sequences, mappings and are based on states of the system. They contrast with algebraic notations which are based on equational logic/algebra (examples are OBJ, Larch [39, 48]) and with process algebras which deal with Concurrent and Communicating systems (examples are CSP [57], CCS [82], LOTOS [14]).

Of the model-based notations, Z is strong on modularity but weak on development support. In contrast B AMN is fairly strong on both modularity and development support (as it is associated with a method). However B AMN is more restrictive than Z. VDM-SL is also associated with a method and is strong on development support. However it is weak on modularity. The next section describes some model-based specification notations and the tools which support them. The notations are restricted to the most popular of the survey in [8].

2.2.2 Software Tools which support Formal Methods

2.2.2.1 The Vienna Development Method

The Vienna Development Method (VDM) [64] is a collection of techniques for the formal specification and development of computing systems consisting of (i) a specification language called VDM-SL, (ii) rules for data and operation refinement to
the level of code, and (iii) a proof theory allowing for rigorous arguments involving both the properties of specified systems and the correctness of design decisions. The proof theory involves a form of logic called the logic of partial functions. The refinement of a specification into a design is called reification in VDM and there are proof obligations as to whether the design correctly refines the specification. VDM arose from research on formal semantics of programming languages at IBM’s Vienna Laboratory in the sixties and seventies [64]. VDM-SL has been standardised by ISO [89]; it is a model-oriented specification language which also provides basic types like natural numbers, characters, and type constructors like sets and maps.

Tools which support VDM include the IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox [45, 46], and Mural [83]. VDM has also been translated to Prolog for the purposes of animation [12]. The IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox [45] is a set of tools that supports the development of formal specifications using the ISO VDM-SL standard. Although standard VDM-SL does not support modules, the Toolbox itself supports a structuring mechanism based on the concept of modules. The VDM-SL Toolbox supports syntax and type checking of the specification and also the animation of a subset of the specification. VDM++ is an object-oriented extension of Standard VDM-SL which includes concurrency [34] and is supported by the IFAD VDM++ Toolbox.

Two case studies which utilised the IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox are presented in [85]. The case studies involved two specifications: the Single Transferable Vote system (STV) and the NewSpeak language specification. The Toolbox analysis and animation facilities were used to validate the specifications and revealed errors. For example, type analysis exposed the attempted use of subtraction with non-numeric arguments. A subset of the VDM specification of the STV system was executed via the utilisation of 13 ‘standard’ test cases. This revealed that a set had been used inappropriately in part of the specification, as opposed to a sequence, which would have been correct. There is a discussion in the paper as to whether or not animation and proof complement each other or overlap. The conclusion is that formal proof and animation complement each other, whereas informal proof (a proof outline) and animation can overlap. Several errors in the STV specification were identified by both informal proof and by animation. However an error detected by formal proof would have evaded detection by animation. On the other hand formal proof is difficult and time consuming and time can be saved in attempting to prove a hypothesis if counter examples indicate it to be false.

Proof support for VDM is described in [10]. For example, the Mural proof tool was used to aid the development of a VDM specification of a memory model
(shared memory synchronisation for parallel processing). The tool automatically translated the VDM specification to its corresponding theory (formal language and set of inference rules). The proof obligations which were also generated were proved interactively with the tool. Although the tool will aid the user with suggestions as to the verification of a line of proof, the thinking comes from the user for the set of inference rules used by Mural is visible. The proofs were an aid to a simpler specification, in that the intuition required by the user in discharging the proof led to a clearer specification.

2.2.2.2 The B Abstract Machine Notation

B AMN [5] is state based and utilises the concept of a ‘state machine’. A central feature of B AMN is its module structuring capability; a B AMN specification is composed of several ‘abstract machines’. A typical abstract machine state comprises several variables which are constrained by a machine invariant and initialised. Operations on the state contain explicit preconditions; the postconditions are expressed as ‘generalised substitutions’, giving the language a ‘program-like feel’. Machine composition is achieved by (for example) the INCLUDES mechanism which allows one machine to alter the data of another. B AMN is associated with ‘the B method’ [98, 125], and there are rules whereby machines can be refined and subsequently implemented by code. Support is provided for B AMN and the B method by the B-Toolkit:

- document preparation: it allows the editing of source files, translation to a marked-up form (i.e. latex) and viewing and printing of the documents;

- analyser: it allows syntax checking and type checking of the source files. Machines can call other machines and each called machine is also checked;

- animation: it allows a check that the machine does what is required and it is for validation;

- proof obligation generation: this generates proof obligations (theorems) for checking consistency. For example a proof obligation is generated which checks that the invariant is obeyed initially. If a set is to be a certain type, then this must be true initially, and the condition must remain true after each operation;

- proof: the proof obligations can be discharged – the theorems are proved using the automatic, or interactive prover;
refinement leading to code: refinement is the process of moving from abstract specifications to less abstract specifications, via some data or operation transformation which allows the behaviour of the abstract system to be ‘simulated’ by the more refined system. Thus, all behaviour of the abstract specification is replicated by the refined specification.

The proof engine of the B-Toolkit uses backwards and forwards inference, and rewriting is treated as a special form of backwards inference and is used for animation. The B User Trials project which explored the application of the B AMN method of formal software development is presented in [11] and describes six case studies. There is a comparison of B AMN with both VDM and Z and some shortcomings of the B AMN notation are also described. For example the B AMN notation does not lend itself as easily as VDM and Z to capturing the complex data types required by the case studies. Also (compared with Z) the mechanism for composing abstract machines is restrictive, for only one machine can include a particular machine. The restriction is to facilitate proof. However, although the automatic theorem prover is a considerable aid, it was found that those theorems which were not provable automatically were more difficult to prove interactively than in, say, Mural. This was because, and unlike Mural, in that version of the Toolkit the proof rules were not visible to the user.

However, in spite of these limitations, the B AMN notation and Toolkit have been found to speed up the development of an avionics subsystem. A case study [113] describes the MIST and SPECTRUM projects. The aim of the MIST project was to compare the application of the B-Method to the application of conventional software engineering techniques. The software functions under consideration were coded (and tested) in Ada using parallel teams, one using a formal approach and the other a conventional one and it was found that the effort required by the former team was about 80% of that of the latter.

2.2.2.3 The Z Notation

The initial work in the development of the Z notation was at Oxford University in the early 1980’s. Its designers’ intention was for the major part of the notation to be ‘conventional’ first order logic and set theory. However the notation has a modular form: the data types, constraints on data types and the means of updating data types are grouped into schema which are composed using schema calculus. The no-

\footnote{In later versions of the Toolkit the proof rules were made visible.}
tation (like B AMN) supports the concept of a state and processes on it, but it is not obligatory to structure Z specifications in this way. When a specification is structured by means of states and associated processes, the proof obligations are similar to those of B, that the state can exist initially, and that its invariant is preserved after the operations on it. The notation is in the process of standardisation [90] and is described more fully in Chapter 3. Supported tools for Z include the Z/EVES proof tool [81], the FUZZ typechecker [105] and the Formaliser interactive editor and type checker [37]. The HOL theorem proving system has been used for proof support [16]. A number of tools exist which integrate Z with a semi-formal method. Examples are the SAZ system [75], which extracts functional information (which is subsequently formalised) from SSADM products and [19], which outputs Z schemas from data flow diagrams and entity relationship models. A recent development is the ‘Community Z Tools’ (CZT) project\(^6\) which aims to build an integrated set of tools for Z which are to be made available over the world wide web.

Z/EVES: The current version of Z/EVES includes a graphical user interface, syntax and type checker, and an interactive proof tool. In addition to checking whether or not the ‘standard’ proof obligations can be discharged, the proof checker ascertains the status of partial function variables, that no schema relies on a result outside the function domain. This is because Z is based on first order logic where the status of undefined terms is ambiguous [109]. This is not the case with VDM, whose proof theory is based on the logic of partial functions.

Z/EVES can be used to generate guards (extra conditions) which ensure that all elements of a specification are fully defined. This is known as **domain checking**. Case studies which utilise Z/EVES are described in [26, 96]. The first study concerns the Sliding Window Protocol, a model of message dispatch and reception. One of the purposes of the protocol is the detection of messages which are sent but subsequently lost and then resent. Analysis of the protocol resulted in the division of the protocol into **sender, receiver, the link for sending messages, the link for acknowledging messages**. Each process has an initial state and the first task of analysis was to discharge a proof obligation that for each process, its initial state was valid. Operations of the system which potentially altered the system state included **sending a new message, re-sending a previous message, receiving a message** etc. A further task was to attempt to modify the specification and subsequently attempt to re-prove the theorem that the invariant still held. The surprising result was that this theorem was still provable. This led to the further analysis – the result was that

\(^6\)See URL http://web.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/work/andrew.martin/CZT/.
the modification resulted in the safety property being contravened and was therefore significant. The second case study describes how Z/EVES can be used for domain checking [96]. This paper describes how many Z specifications have been examined and those with unprovable guards were found to be in the majority. An example is the specification of a file editor in [60], where no account is taken that a file might be empty.

Table 2.1 presents a comparison of the formal notations just described and the support tools available. In the case of the Z notation the Z/EVES tool just described supports type checking and proof and is available to the public; the Formaliser interactive editor supports type checking and is available commercially. Animation is available in B AMN via the B-Toolkit and in VDM via the Toolbox. The last column refers to support for specification refinement and refutation towards design and code. This is available in VDM and in B AMN and (to a lesser extent) in Z via proof tools. However there is a dearth of supported animation tools for Z. Such tools as do exist, together with research work in their development is presented briefly in the next subsection.

2.2.3 Animation of Z (Current Tools)

2.2.3.1 Choice of Language

Early work in the animation of Z is presented in [108] which describes a line-by-line translation of an Access Control System. The animation was via the Prolog programming language. Since then there have been many tools, both proposed and actual, for animation of Z. Breuer and Bowen [17], have identified requirements for an animation (or interpretation of Z as it is sometimes termed). They include coverage of Z, sophistication (less likely to go into an infinite loop), efficiency (performance) and correctness. The latter requirement arises because the animation and the specification are both formal objects. The authors make the point that many animation techniques focus on the first four concepts and have ignored the correct-
ness of the particular technique. They suggest that an animation be considered ‘correct’ if it accords with set theoretic considerations. They further suggest that a non-terminating computation is ‘correct’ in the sense that if an answer is never obtained it can never be incorrect. Inevitably, some techniques which have good terminating properties will fail to cover some parts of Z and there is a trade-off between some of these requirements. One of the criteria for correctness is that the programming language which animates should reflect the recursive structure of Z: the functional language of Miranda is chosen as an example. The declarative nature of Z means that the most natural choices for programming languages for animation of Z are also declarative as opposed to imperative (procedural).

Imperative (or procedural) languages specify explicit sequences of steps to follow to produce a result, while declarative languages describe relationships between variables in terms of functions or inference rules. An example of animation of Z by a procedural language is the ZANS tool [62], which utilises the C programming language. A further proposal for animation by a procedural language describes the development of a new computation model for Z [43], where the specification is first translated to a set based expression language (the μZ calculus) and then to Java. Logic programming languages are the principal form of relational language chosen for the animation of Z and examples are [29, 32, 119, 117, 55]. Functional languages include [63, 31, 17, 41, 115, 101, 100, 114].

Logic programming languages involve relations which require the input of one or more of its parameters and will return as output combinations of alternative value(s) of its other parameters. A function, in principle, returns a single value, however the value might be a tuple. Functions can return a partial answer, e.g. part of a list, thus allowing an unbounded list to represent an infinite set. Logic programming does not allow this, but does allow backtracking to provide the values one at a time. It is claimed that a functional logic language for animation can take advantage of both the logic and functional paradigms and an example is Mercury [124]. The following describes some examples of animation techniques which typify the functional approach.

2.2.3.2 Functional Languages

Examples of animation using functional languages include Miranda [31, 17, 63, 3], Haskell [41, 101, 100, 114], and a Lisp like language based on a subset of Z called Z−− [115]. The translations to Haskell differ: in [41] the Z specification is translated without alteration and set theory is provided separately by a module called ZPrelude.
The paper presents equivalences between selected operations in Z and operations in Haskell. However not all operations in Z have a straightforward Haskell equivalent. Moreover before translation takes place, each expression involving schema calculus must be expanded out into a full schema. The JaZA animator [114] takes a similar approach to schema calculus and also makes a particular point of how it deals with undefined terms: the paper includes a comparison of how other work treats undefinedness. In [101, 100], the Z specifications are refined to FunZ, an extension of Haskell with a Z like flavour. The developer is able to prove properties about the system design using either the Z notation or Haskell. Advantages of the method as perceived by the authors are that the FunZ document serves as a record of the design process and the user may prove the final implementation correct with respect to the initial specification.

The translation from Z to Miranda described in [63] is a straightforward translation of the given Z, whereas the translation described in [3] refines the Z specification first in a manner based on model refinement. The refinement is checked with correctness rules. The translation [17] also deals with correctness – however in a converse manner. The Z specification is proved to be a refinement of the resulting Miranda code. The proof method is known as abstract approximation and based on the concept of abstract interpretation. There are differences in the two papers in how given sets are modelled, and how schema calculus is treated. In the former paper given sets are represented by Miranda types, such as STRING, whereas in the latter, integers only are represented. Also, in [3], schema calculus is modelled, whereas in [17], all schema expressions have to be unfolded before animation.

Z−− [115] is a Z-like programming language which is a refinement of the Z notation. Thus specifications in Z must be refined before the translation can take place. The prototype Z−− interpreter described in the paper is written in Lisp. The design intention is for the interpreter to be correct, cover all of Z, be efficient and be sophisticated enough to cover all directly executable constructions. Sets are of two kinds; they can either be finite or be potentially infinite. The latter are modelled by higher order functions.

In [32] there is a table which compares and contrasts the different manner in which features of Z are modelled in Prolog animators. Table 2.2 presents our summary of properties of animation tools for Z in functional languages using similar features to those of [32]. Table 2.2 indicates which tools have been implemented, how sets are represented, whether the Z specification is first refined and which tool directly models schema connectives in the animation. The tables roughly replicate
the criteria of [17] for animation. ‘Set implementation’ and ‘schema calculus’ are chosen as a rough measure of coverage of Z for most of the other common constructs of Z are covered in the animation tools selected in the tables. The modelling of schema calculus also has other implications, as will be seen. There is also an indication in the table of whether published case studies have been animated. In compliance with the views Breuer and Bowen have expressed we have added a ‘Correctness Issues’ feature to the table which indicates whether correctness issues are discussed or directly addressed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implemented</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Library obtainable</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sets</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Finite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinement of Z</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema Connectives</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness Issues</td>
<td>Proof Method outlined</td>
<td>Discussed</td>
<td>Correctness Criteria</td>
<td>Correctness Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies</td>
<td>‘small to medium sized’</td>
<td>Mathematical toolkit in Z</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Birthday Book</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Animation Tools for Z in Functional Languages

2.2.3.3 Logic Programming Languages

The SuZan project described in [67, 68, 69, 29], utilised ‘pure’ Prolog to try to ensure that the Prolog correctly represents the Z. In order to find possible answers to queries a ‘generate and test’ method is used, wherein many possible answers are generated, and each is tested for compliance with the logical relation. Efficiency is improved by utilising correctness preserving program re-ordering code and the removal of duplicate clauses. There is a large library of Prolog for set operators, but for schema calculus there is only a suggested implementation. The telephone network system described in [51] is animated in Prolog. Animation of the network revealed some unexpected results, but the source of this specification flaw is not identified in the paper, nor is any mention made of any trace mechanism to seek out the flaw. The EZ project [32] uses similar rules of translation to the SuZan project. However greater coverage of Z is achieved by the use of AI search systems which allow for greater efficiency. Answers to queries also use a generate and test strategy. The paper provides a comparison between EZ and other methods.
The approaches just described, of animations of Z via logic programs contrast with West [119, 117]. In both of the latter publications, specific examples of variables are provided to interrogate the specification; the philosophy is to test a set of variables and possibly obtain remaining variable(s) to see if they satisfy particular requirements. This translation technique was utilised in a case study which identified safety requirements for Pelican Crossing equipment, described in [118] and more briefly in [120]. The equipment had been operating in a dangerous manner, for the audible signal which indicates to blind and partially sighted people when it is safe to cross had been sounding when the vehicle and pedestrian lights were not operative. In the case study the states of the system are related to the formal safety requirements via proof outline(s) and animation. The papers and case study demonstrate the advantage of the utilisation of a logic programming language with the philosophy of ‘testing’ variables using some test strategy. The same technique is adopted by PiZA [55]. However in PiZA, and unlike the animation described in [119], variable declarations are not converted to Prolog.

Table 2.3 summarises approaches to animation in Prolog of specifications in the Z notation. It additionally indicates the way in which the predicates are queried to provide the execution, viz the manner of constraint satisfaction, a property specific to logic programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Implemented</th>
<th>SuZan</th>
<th>EZ</th>
<th>West (1992, 1995)</th>
<th>PiZA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sets Refinement of Z</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema Connectives</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint Satisfaction</td>
<td>Generate and Test</td>
<td>Generate and Test</td>
<td>Individual Tests</td>
<td>Individual Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness Issues</td>
<td>Pure Prolog</td>
<td>Pure Prolog</td>
<td>Discussed</td>
<td>Not Discussed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies</td>
<td>Telephone System, vending machine, lift</td>
<td>Convex Hull</td>
<td>Assembler, Pelican Controller</td>
<td>300 page Malpas translator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Animation Tools for Z in Prolog
2.2.4 Animation of Z (Requirements)

2.2.4.1 Features of Z Animators

Features of Z animators have been presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. A further feature of animation tools is described in [114], the ability of the tool to deal with undefined terms. (We deal with this in Chapter 5 as a separate issue.) Breuer and Bowen in [17] have also identified requirements for animation of Z. In this section we link the requirements of the latter with the features presented in the tables to identify weaknesses in the tools and their methodology. We also extend the requirements of Breuer and Bowen in a manner indicated. We first present a discussion, then a summary in Figure 2.2.4.3.

An important requirement for an animation is the ability to trace the flaw in the specification after a test has given an unexpected result. This property of an animation was used to great effect in the ATC projects described in Section 2.1.1. For traceability, the animation should reflect the modularity of Z. This has implications (for example) for schema calculus for in that case flaws in a specification are easier to trace. It can be seen from the tables that each of the Prolog animators models schema calculus but for two of the functional languages, schema calculus expressions have to be unfolded prior to animation. However all the functional languages implement infinite sets, but the Prolog animations implement finite sets only. Refinement is used to make the Z specifications executable, where ‘refinement first’ is designed to achieve greater efficiency of an animation tool. Similarly, for logic programs which attempt to satisfy a constraint, the table differentiates between different testing methods. In contrast, the ability to animate published case studies is seen as a measure of both sophistication and coverage of the tool in question. It is notable that PiZA was used for validation of a very large case study. An implementation of a translator capable of translating a subset of the rules of [119] was developed as an undergraduate project in [13]. However translation from Z to Prolog was mainly by hand so case studies other than those indicated were never tried. For other (implemented) tools it is not clear whether or not an attempt was made to animate other specifications, nor is the result of any such attempt mentioned.

2.2.4.2 Test Strategy

For animation purposes it is necessary for test data to be translated to a suitable form (as in the case of flight data in Section 2.1). A further requirement for animation is a suitable test strategy, such as that adapted for software code. There has been
a deal of research concerning software testing [86, 94, 93] and the following is a summary of some of the issues. Computer-based systems are (typically) a mix of application software, system software, hardware, data and people, and may well control an electro-mechanical system. Testing the interface(s) of the software with its containing system is termed \textit{black-box} or \textit{functional} testing, where tests are derived from the functional specification without regard to the structure of the software. In contrast, \textit{white-box} or \textit{structural} testing examines the structure of the program. The drawback of black-box testing is that it concentrates on desired functionality being present and does not deal with the fact that undesired functionality may also be present. In addition black-box tests may succeed for the wrong reasons. It is thus necessary to investigate the structure of the program (and underlying design documentation) to exercise the code as fully as possible.

Black-box tests are for validation and would normally include acceptance tests supplied by the customer/user of the implemented system. White-box testing addresses both validation and verification in the sense that it asks

- questions about the structure of the system: “are we building the system right?”;
- questions about undesired functionality: “are we building the right system?”.

Black-box testing is designed to include tests which check

- each software function;
- non-overlapping classes of input which are treated identically (equivalence classes);
- the boundary values of the equivalence classes for data input;
- how the software will cope with invalid input;
- input with safety or integrity implications;
- any initial and terminal state(s).

The latter does not consider the structure of the software and this contrasts with white-box testing which focuses on program structure. \textit{Unit} testing forms an important part of this, where lowest level modules are tested first. This is followed by \textit{integration} testing which is a check of how the module integrates with the rest of the system. Thus a module is called from all other directly linked modules and each module (unit) should be tested regarding
• the module interface;
• local and global data structure;
• important execution paths;
• error handling paths/safety requirements;
• boundary conditions.

Tools which generate test cases from state based formal notations have been pro-
posed by Dick and Faivre [30]. VDM-SL specifications are provided for illustrative
purposes and test generation includes

1. partition analysis - the precondition for each operation is transformed so that
disjoint partitions of state values become apparent;

2. test sequencing – partitions of state values are used to construct a Finite State
Automaton and paths through it which cover all required tests;

3. the generation of input values for validation of the implementation. These are
obtained from constraints in the specification.

The method for test generation outlined above covers both black-box and white-
box testing. Test domains can correspond either to abstract specifications or (with
refinement) to concrete implementations. The former leads to validation of the
specification and the latter investigates the structure of the implementation.

Treharne et. al. [113] also use boundary value analysis and equivalence parti-
tioning to generate tests from a formal specification written in B AMN. The formal
specification is then refined and eventually implemented in a development supported
by the B-Toolkit. The test cases (which are in an abstract form) are themselves re-
fined to form test cases for the implementation. The PROST-Objects project [106]
has developed a method for formally specifying tests and describes similar techniques
which are applied to Z specifications.

2.2.4.3 Weaknesses in Existing Tools

The tables and supporting literature indicate weaknesses in existing animation tools
for Z and a summary of these weaknesses are as follows:
1. There is a lack of methods which can cope with published ‘real’ case studies. This is particularly so for functional languages. Exceptions are mainly confined to animation in logic programming languages such as SuZan [29], EZ [32], and West [119, 117]. However there is little detail about the case studies animated by EZ in [32], and little detail as to the performance of SuZan in [29]. However the authors of [17] report their experience in using SuZan that it took “several minutes to insert a virtual coin into a virtual vending machine”. (It is fair to point out that computers have improved their execution times greatly since the tool was first developed.);

2. Correctness issues are rarely discussed in any of the literature, the main exception being [17], in which correctness criteria are presented in detail. They are briefly discussed in [119, 117] and [29] where a version of ‘pure’ Prolog is used in order not to introduce non-declarative features;

3. Animation is a form of testing and strategies for animation can be compared with those for testing software outlined in Section 2.2.4.2. It is important that the source of an unexpected result can be traced in the animation but this property is not discussed in any detail in any of the literature supporting the tools from Tables 2.2 and 2.3. It is dealt with briefly in [119, 120], where it is mentioned that a logic program can be traced to discover and correct the origin of the flaw. If schema calculus is implemented, this makes it easier to trace flaws. Any process which distances an animation from its specification also makes it harder to trace flaws. Refinement of specifications before animation is designed to improve executability. However it is likely that it will equally make flaws harder to trace.

2.3 Summary

We have identified in this chapter some advantages in the use of formal methods in the development of software systems, for example the lack of ambiguity of mathematics compared with natural language, and that mathematics has the potential for reasoning and proof. However the perceived difficulty of the customer and/or developer in understanding mathematics can present problems for the validation of the requirements specification document, which provides primary input to design. Executing a formal specification to demonstrate its functionality is one solution.

The arguments for and against executability of such a specification have been set
out, and the conclusion was that the clarity of the specification should supersede its executability, and furthermore the ability to be able to reason about a specification is of prime importance. A solution is to specify formally using a non-executable language, then *animate or interpret* the specification using a programming language. In other words, *proof* and *animation* can be used as complementary methods of validation. Work was then presented by researchers in the animation of Z using functional and logic programming languages. These declarative languages were deemed most suitable for animation since they are more capable of capturing the declarative aspects of Z.

We argue that there are advantages to be gained from an animating system which utilises a logic programming language, as opposed to a functional language for executing Z. Functional programs have the facility for infinite set implementation, but these present difficulties for logic programs. However logic programs enable a “what” approach of specification to be modelled via constraint predicates. Queries of the “what if” variety can then be posed: given predicate $\text{Pred}(x,y,z,w)$ the value(s) of $w$ can be established where $x$, $y$, $z$ are ground or (in principle) the value(s) of $x$, where $y$, $z$, $w$ are ground. This capability (we feel) outweighs the inability to use infinite sets. Furthermore, the B-Toolkit implements only finite sets in its animations. *Animation* tests specific examples (as for the ATC case studies), while *proof* mainly involves generalities, and may involve infinite sets.

After a specification is animated, it will be necessary to be able to trace the sources of any discrepancies between real and expected results. Therefore, the closer the animation to the specification is the easier it will be able to trace and correct any flaws. This was the case with the *CPS* (ATC domain specification), described in Section 2.1.1, where the structure of the *CPS* was reflected in its Prolog animation. Therefore we feel that a specification ought not to be refined before implementation, for refinement adds extra detail. Also (if possible) the modular form of the specification in schema calculus and referencing ought to be retained. The requirement that it ought to be possible to trace the source of an unexpected result of an animation forms **Contribution 1** of this thesis.

The weaknesses of current animation tools have been indicated, and these particularly include the lack of tools suitable for ‘real’ case studies, and the lack of attention to ‘correctness’ of the tools. Although some of the animation tools deal with case-studies, none of these are known to be correct. Conversely the prototype animator of [17] is correct but has not been used with any case studies. We address this lack, by presenting the rule base for a tool which has the potential to animate
real case studies, and furthermore is correct. Our approach to the animation of Z via a logic programming language constitutes the major part of the next three chapters. Thus since the proposed animation involves finite sets, Chapter 3 outlines the semantics of the Z notation and compares this with the theory of finite sets in logic programming. The CPS utilised a form of logic program synthesis to generate the animation, and Chapter 3 will also explore the possibility of logic program synthesis to obtain a logic program from a Z specification. This is with a view to obtaining a correct animation of a Z specification via logic program synthesis. Gödel is a logic programming language which involves types and sets and Chapter 4 examines three other requirements for animation tools, first presented in [117], the practical ones of coverage, efficiency and sophistication and presents two case studies which animate Z in the logic programming language, Gödel. We also examine a possible test strategy for animation which can be compared with strategies for testing software. Chapter 5 explores a different approach to correctness, that described in [17], where an animation is correct if it abstracts a specification, i.e. does not contain any unwanted extra information. Some issues concerning undefinedness will also be discussed in that chapter.
Chapter 3

Correctness – Program Synthesis

This chapter describes methods for deriving a logic program from a specification using logic program synthesis [28, 59] and is an updated version of West and Eaglestone [119]. A sound technique for Z to logic program translation must be based on some correspondence between the two underlying theories. The semantics of the Z notation is outlined and differences noted with the Zermelo Fraenkel Set Theory (ZF) on which it is based [36, 22]. A simple example of a specification in Z is provided for illustrative purposes. Key axioms for the theory of finite sets [76] in logic programming are presented (in Appendix B). The transformation of standard logic to its clausal form and hence to a logic program is explained next and an attempt is made to transform set theory axioms to their clausal form. The concluding part of the chapter describes the difficulties in proceeding with the method, and why it was abandoned. The link between the two formalisms forms Contribution 2 of this thesis.

3.1 The Z Notation

The Z notation is described fully in [105, 103] and is outlined here. The reduced set of ZF axioms on which Z is based, known as ZF-without-replacement, is presented in Appendix A. In contrast to ZF theory where sets are built from the empty set \( \emptyset \), the sets of the Z notation are typed, and a typed set is a carrier of a type. The notion of typing is used to describe and name sets which are required by a particular
specification. As a consequence, in the Z notation the empty set is not unique, for a different empty set characterises each type.

The semantics of Z is described by means of a ‘world’ of sets $W$ in which the set-theoretic operations of Z can take place [103]. The sets of $W$ are the specification types, and each type must be disjoint. The replacement axiom is omitted from Z because of consistency problems: this reduced set of axioms is known to have models [36]. For each of the ZF axioms there is a corresponding operation in Z. It is necessary for $W$ to be closed under the operations of the specification, and this will be so for ZF-without-replacement. The set axioms chosen for Z are adequate for our purposes as they are sufficient to model all the sets we might require, including the set of real numbers.

The ‘sets as types’ feature means that formulae in ZF containing expressions such as

$$\forall x \bullet A(x)$$

where $A(x)$ is a wff appears (in Z) as

$$\forall x : \tau \bullet A(x)$$

where $\tau$ is some set valued object.

Ordered pairs, such as $(a, b)$, are usually derived from ZF as in [110]:

$$(a, b) = \{\{a\}, \{a, b\}\}.$$  

However this would cause problems with incompatibility if $a, b$ were of different types and for this reason ordered pairs are defined axiomatically. In a similar manner the natural numbers are defined by the Peano axioms rather than as a definition arising from the infinity axiom.

In Z, types are given if we are not interested in their internal structure, or derived from them using type constructors. Thus if $T_i$ denotes a typed set, further typed sets can be defined recursively as

(i) Power set of $T_i$, $\mathcal{P}(T_i)$, whose type variables are subsets of $T_i$;

(ii) Cartesian product, $T_1 \times T_2 \cdots \times T_n$, whose type variables are tuples.

Further derived types are schemas, axiomatic descriptions and free types.

A Schema is a typed set each of whose members is a collection of identifiers, or named type variables, the set of names being a given type.
Schemas in Z are defined either vertically or horizontally. The vertical definition of Schema is as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Schema} \\
D_1; \ldots; D_n \\
CP_1; \ldots; CP_m \\
\end{array}
\]

where each \( D_i \) is a declaration of the form \( x_i : \tau_i \), where \( \tau_i \) is set valued, and each \( CP_i \) is a predicate constraining the variables of the schema. If \( m = 0 \) then the constraining predicate is true.

The horizontal definition of Schema is

\[
\text{Schema} \equiv [D_1; \ldots; D_n \mid CP_1; \ldots; CP_m].
\]

A binding for a schema provides values of \( x_i \) which satisfy \( CP_1 \land \ldots \land CP_m \). Supposing that Schema has \( N \) variables, then its binding is represented by

\[
< x_1 \Rightarrow val_1, \ldots, x_N \Rightarrow val_N >
\]

where ‘\( x_i \Rightarrow val_i \)’ means that each variable \( x_i \) is associated with a value \( val_i \).

A schema specifies a set of such bindings, denoted by \( \{S \cdot \theta S\} \);

**An Axiomatic description** provides the definition of global constants and variables and has the form

\[
\begin{array}{c}
D_1; \ldots; D_n \\
CP_1; \ldots; CP_m \\
\end{array}
\]

where \( D_1; \ldots; D_n \) are declarations and \( CP_1; \ldots; CP_m \) are predicates;

**A free type** is a (possibly recursive) structure involving global constants and types. Thus

\[
T ::= c_1 | \ldots | c_m | d_1\langle E_1[T]\rangle | \ldots | d_n\langle E_n[T]\rangle.
\]

The restrictions on the constants \( c_1 \ldots c_m \) and variables \( d_1 \ldots d_n \) are described fully in [104]. In brief, a sufficient condition for a free type definition to be consistent is that each of \( E_1[T], \ldots, E_n[T] \) is finitary. Examples of finitary objects are cartesian products, sets of finite sets and finite sequences. Examples
of objects which are not finitary are power set and infinite sequences.
An example of a free type is a binary tree, and a simple kind of free type can be used to define an enumerated set. E.g

\[ \text{TrafficLight} ::= \text{Red} \mid \text{Amber} \mid \text{Green} \]

The implication is that constants Red, Amber, Green exhaust the set TrafficLight and are all distinct. We shall not be concerned with free types in this thesis, apart from the simplest ones.

A further type is a generic definition, where a schema is defined in terms of some untyped parameters. Some of the mathematical toolkit is defined in terms of these generic constructs. A sequence of length \( n \) of elements from set \( X \) can be defined as a function from \( 1 \ldots n \) to \( X \). A non-empty sequence of elements from \( X \) has type denoted by \( \text{seq}_1 X \). The head of the sequence is then defined:

\[
\begin{align*}
[X] \\
\text{head} : \text{seq}_1 X &\to X \\
\forall s : \text{seq}_1 X \bullet \text{head } s = s(1)
\end{align*}
\]

The double bar denotes a generic description.

### 3.1.1 Small File System Example

A simple example of a specification of a file system is presented to illustrate the basic structures of \( Z \). We shall return to the example in Chapters 4 and 5, for further illustrative purposes. The small file system involves a single given set

\[ [\text{FileId}] \]

which models the set of file identifiers, whose members are not explicitly provided. There are a maximum number of files, \( \text{MaxFiles} \), a natural (non-zero) number which is defined axiomatically:

\[ \text{MaxFiles} : \mathbb{N}_1 \]

and is an axiomatic description in which there is one declaration and zero constraining predicates.
We define the file system in terms of its state variables which are *Files*, the files on the system, and *Count*, a count of the files. The state schema is *FileSys*.

```
FileSys
Files : \mathbb{F} FileId
Count : 0 .. MaxFiles
#Files = Count
```

The finite subsets of *FileId* are denoted \mathbb{F} FileId. The declarations of types in the upper part of the schema box mean that *Files* is a finite subset of *FileId* and *Count* is a natural number between 0 and *MaxFiles* inclusive. The predicate constrains the state variables in that *Count* is the number of files, #Files. The schema denoting any change in state variables is, by convention, *FileSys*'.

```
FileSys'
Files' : \mathbb{F} FileId
Count' : 0 .. MaxFiles
#Files' = Count'
```

The variables of *FileSys*' are primed and denote the values after some operation. Note that their types and predicate constraint are the same as for the unprimed version.

In this very simple specification, there is only one way of modifying the file system. Files are added, one at a time and each time a file is added *Count* is incremented. The state variable types and modified values are specified by the schema *AddFID*.

```
AddFID
FileSys, FileSys'
NewFile? : FileId
Count < MaxFiles
NewFile? \notin Files
Files' = Files \cup \{NewFile?\}
Count' = Count + 1
```

The appearance of the schemas *FileSys, FileSys*' in the declarations of *AddFID* means that their declarations are included with the declarations of *AddFID* and that their predicates are conjoined with the predicate of *AddFID*. 'FileSys, FileSys*' is
usually shortened to ‘\(\Delta \text{FileSys}\)’. The file to be added is \(\text{NewFile}\)\?, the decoration \? denoting it to be an input variable. The predicate gives the restrictions on the input and state variables before the operation can take place and also the value of the variables after the operation. Hence \(\text{Count}\) is less than \(\text{MaxFiles}\), \(\text{NewFile}\)\? is not already a file and \(\text{Files}'\) is \(\text{Files}\) with the new file added. The count is incremented.

A binding of \(\text{AddFID}\) associates values of the schema variables to their names. For example if \(\text{FileId}\) is \(\{\text{Fid1}, \text{Fid2}, \text{Fid3}, \text{Fid4}\}\) a possible value of a binding is

\[
< \text{Files} \Rightarrow \{\text{Fid1}, \text{Fid2}\}, \text{Files'} \Rightarrow \{\text{Fid1}, \text{Fid2}, \text{Fid3}\}, \\
\text{Count} \Rightarrow 2, \text{Count}' \Rightarrow 3, \text{NewFile}? \Rightarrow \text{Fid3} > .
\]

The binding of each variable within \(< \ldots >\) is consistent with both the declarations and predicate of \(\text{AddFID}\).

Note that \(\text{AddFID}\) is in the constructive style where the primed state \(\Delta \text{FileSys}\) is expressed explicitly in terms of the unprimed state. An example of an unconstructive style of specification for \(\text{AddFID}\) is one containing a predicate of the form:

\[
\ldots \\
\text{Files} \subseteq \text{Files'} \land \\
\text{Files} = \text{Files'} \setminus \{\text{NewFile}?\} \\
\ldots
\]

The next section presents the theory of finite sets, to indicate the similarities and differences between finite sets and ZF.

### 3.2 The Theory of Finite Sets

In order for sets to be manipulated mechanically, it is necessary to present them in a form closer to the level of a computer (such as a list). The axioms for such sets and set operations are presented in detail in Manna and Waldinger [76]. This presents the theory of some fundamental structures of computer science as “theories with induction”, and includes the “theory of finite sets”. There are two unary predicate symbols \(\text{element}(u), \text{set}(x)\)\footnote{an element can also be a set} and \((u \circ x)\) denotes a binary insertion function: the result of inserting element \(u\) in set \(x\). The constant symbol \(\emptyset\) denotes the empty set. A binary predicate symbol \(u \in x\) denotes membership. The text uses a distinctive notation; for example quantification is expressed \(\forall \text{set}(x) : p(x)\) and ‘logical and’ is \(\text{and}\). We retain the quantification notation, but we write \& for conjunction,
for compatibility with later chapters. Key axioms of the theory and the induction
principle are in Appendix B and include axioms for set generation, membership, set
equality and set union. For example set equality axioms are

**Element multiplicity** \( \forall \text{element}(u) : \forall \text{set}(x) : u \circ (u \circ x) = (u \circ x); \)

**Element exchange** \( \forall \text{element}(u) : \forall \text{element}(v) : \forall \text{set}(x) : u \circ (v \circ x) = v \circ (u \circ x). \)

Sets can be conceptualised as lists where multiplicity and order of elements is irrele-
vant, and there are many representations of the same set. Set operations resembling
those of ZF can be derived from the axioms. For example set equality can be defined
in terms of subset:

\[ \forall \text{set}(x) : \forall \text{set}(y) : x = y \iff x \subseteq y \land y \subseteq x \]

The transformation of logical expressions of this “set as list” theory to their clausal
form and (hence) Prolog formed the basis of the translation technique via program
synthesis and is explained informally in the next subsection. It is the most obvious
strategy, arising from the mathematical relationship between Z and the fact that Z
and Prolog are related in a mathematical way, and this relationship can be realised
by a formal synthesis of the Prolog program code.

### 3.3 Logic Programming Synthesis

A survey of the techniques for synthesising logic programs from specifications is
provided by Deville and Lau [28]. The concerns of the survey are that

“Given a (non-executable) specification, how do we get an (exe-
cutable) logic program satisfying the program?”

Three main approaches are considered in the survey

1. constructive synthesis (or the ‘proofs-as-programs’ approach) whereby con-
jectures about the specification are constructively proved and the program
is extracted from the proofs. An example is Henson [54], who presents the
constructive set theory TK, which can be employed to derive programs from
proofs of specifications;

2. deductive synthesis whereby the program \( P \) is deduced directly from the speci-
fication \( S \). Hogger [59], who also provides a review of literature on the subject,
describes this relationship as one of partial correctness between program \( P \) and
specification \( S \) (\( S \models P \));

3. inductive synthesis whereby a program can be generalised from a partial spec-
ification. The partial program frequently includes instances of predicates. An
early example of its use is the MIS system as described in [99].

Since Z is based on ZF, a first order theory, and logic programs can be deduced from
logic specifications, the approach in this chapter is confined to deductive synthesis. A
most important advantage of the method is that when a program is derived logically
from a specification, it is partially correct with regard to its specification [59].

Two examples are given to illustrate two methods of program synthesis. The
first method for synthesis of logic programs involves clausal form transformation
combined with resolution and the second is the Lloyd-Topor transformation [73].
A technique of obtaining recursive programs via folding, originated by Burstall and
Darlington [20], is described as being suitable for the kind of program synthesis
which involves list manipulation.

3.3.1 Clausal Form Transformation

Kowalski [71] presents a method whereby programs are deduced from specifications
using rules of inference such as resolution, combined with clausal form transforma-
tion. This use of resolution to synthesise programs contrasts with its more usual
use of running programs. An example which demonstrates the method and some
problems associated with it is provided by the transformation to clausal form of
specifications for member and subset. The full method and discussion is contained
in Kowalski [71] and only a brief outline and the results are given here. We use ‘&’
for conjunction and \( \leftarrow \) for ‘is implied by’ to distinguish logic programming nota-
tion from Z and ZF. In the clausal form of logic, formulae are restricted to those
with the structure:

\[
L_1 \lor L_2 \ldots \lor L_m.
\]

The \( L_i \) are literals, that is an atom or negation of an atom. Universal quantification
is assumed, and existential quantification eliminated. The programming language
Prolog is based on the Horn clause subset of clausal logic, where formulae contain
at most one positive atom, and thus transform straightforwardly to

\[
A \leftarrow B_1 \land B_2 \ldots \land B_n.
\]
In principle logic formulae can be transformed to their clausal equivalents.

For example, the following is a simplified version of the axioms for set membership and subset of Appendix B:

\[ \text{[a]} \rightarrow \exists z : (z \in \emptyset) ; \]
\[ \text{[b]} \forall z : \forall u : \forall v : z \in (u \circ v) \iff z = u \lor z \in v ; \]
\[ \text{[c]} \forall x : \forall y : x \subseteq y \iff \forall w (w \in x \Rightarrow w \in y) . \]

Splitting the "if" and "only if" halves of formula \text{[c]}, for subset, we obtain

\[ \forall x : \forall y : x \subseteq y \iff \forall w : (w \in x \Rightarrow w \in y) \]

and

\[ \forall x : \forall y : x \subseteq y \Rightarrow \forall w : (w \in x \Rightarrow w \in y) . \]

If we repeatedly apply logical equivalences such as

\[ \neg (A \lor B) \iff \neg A \land \neg B \]

and

\[ \neg \exists x : A \iff \forall x : \neg A \]

to the above formulae we obtain an equivalent set of three clauses \text{[d]} - \text{[f]}:

\[ \text{[d]} \ x \subseteq y \lor w(x,y) \in x ; \]
\[ \text{[e]} \ x \subseteq y \lor (w(x,y) \notin y) ; \]
\[ \text{[f]} \ x \notin y \lor z \notin x \lor z \in y . \]

In a similar manner formula \text{[a]} becomes

\[ \text{[g]} \ \neg z \in \emptyset . \]

In formulae \text{[d]}- \text{[e]}, universal quantification is assumed, and existential quantification has been replaced by the use of an arbitrary function \( w(x,y) \), called a skolem function. However, note that \text{[d]} is not a Horn clause, and that by completely breaking down the logic to its constituent clauses we have lost its clarity and cohesiveness. In order to synthesise the recursive Horn clauses necessary for any set implementation we require the use of the resolution or other inference rule.
Resolution matches positive and negative clauses, including appropriate substitution if necessary, so that clauses
\[ \neg A_1 \lor B \text{ and } A_2 \lor C \text{ infer } B \lor C \]

if we can find substitutions which will match \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \).

By resolving [d] with [g] (substituting \( z = w(x, y) \) in [g], and \( x = \emptyset \) in [d]) we obtain

[h] \( \emptyset \subseteq y \).

The second part of the Horn clause specification for subset is

[i] \( u \cup v \subseteq y \lor u \not\subseteq y \lor v \not\subseteq y \)

and can be obtained, by further resolutions of clauses [d] - [g]. Formulae [h] and [i] are equivalent to the Prolog clauses for subset, where upper case letters denote Prolog variables and [] [A\X] are respectively the empty list and list with head A and tail X.

\[
\text{subset}([A\X], Y) :- \text{member}(A, Y), \text{subset}(X, Y).
\]

\[
\text{subset}([], Y).
\]

The Prolog clauses for set membership can be similarly derived:

\[
\text{member}(X, [X|\_]).
\]

\[
\text{member}(X, [_|Y]) :- \text{member}(X,Y).
\]

Note that the program synthesis just described is “by hand” and relies on human intelligence to determine which clauses are most suitable for a resolution step, as there is no algorithmic method. Also, as noted by Kowalski a more direct derivation is by a partial conversion of the formulae followed by the application of non-resolution forms of inference. The limitations of the method just described are summarised in Hogger, in that it is not possible to decide which procedures are most suitable, for example which inference rules, for obtaining Horn clauses from logic specifications.

Clausal form transformation relies on the definition of a logic program as a set of Horn clauses. This view of a logic program is limited in that negative information can never be deduced. Lloyd [73] describes how an extra inference rule can also be invoked. This is the closed world assumption (CWA), that if a ground atom \( A \) cannot be deduced, then infer \( \neg A \). However if the CWA is to be sound then the failure of \( A \) must be finite (the program must terminate) and also \( A \) must be ground. The method below allows the possibility of negative literals.
3.3.2 Lloyd-Topor Transformation

A systematic method of obtaining a Horn Clause program from arbitrary logic specification is the Lloyd-Topor transformation [73]. This is more convenient than “straight” clausal form transformation for it replaces expressions in the form of $Head \leftarrow Body$ to $Head \leftarrow New\_Body$. For example, a version of the set-equality definition of Section 3.2 is

$$x = y \iff \forall u : u \in x \Rightarrow u \in y \land u \in y \Rightarrow u \in x.$$  

The ‘if’ part transforms as follows:

$$x = y \leftarrow \forall u : u \in x \Rightarrow u \in y \land u \in y \Rightarrow u \in x$$
$$x = y \leftarrow \exists u : \neg (u \in x \Rightarrow u \in y) \lor \neg (u \in y \Rightarrow u \in x).$$

A novel feature of the transformation is the introduction of a new predicate (here called $aux$). Thus set equality becomes

$$x = y \leftarrow \neg aux(x, y)$$
$$aux(x, y) \leftarrow \exists u : \neg (u \in x \Rightarrow u \in y) \lor \neg (u \in y \Rightarrow u \in x)$$

with $aux$ defined in the second statement. By splitting the second predicate to two and re-expressing in Prolog, set equality becomes

set_equ(X, Y) :- not(aux(X, Y)).
aux(X, Y) :- member(U, X), not(member(U, Y)).
aux(X, Y) :- member(U, Y), not(member(U, X)).

with “member” defined as above and an additional clause $aux(X,Y)$ generated. However running the resulting Prolog presents problems. Prolog queries with instantiated $X, Y$ such as

\[ \text{?} \leftarrow \text{set\_equ}([1, 2, 3, 2], [2, 3, 1, 1]). \]

\text{yes}

return expected responses (noting that order and multiplicity of list elements is irrelevant). However, if either $X$ or $Y$ is unknown, the Prolog system flounders through trying to satisfy predicates of the form $\text{not}(p(Z))$ where $Z$ is unknown. In principle there are an infinite number of answers to
set_equ([1, 2, 3], X)

given the axiom regarding multiplicity of list elements. The problem can be solved by the simple expedient of adding

set_equ(X, X).

to the clause database, which can be obtained either by observation or by unfolding of the clauses and further application of resolution.

The above derivation indicates the improvement that the use of the Lloyd-Topor transformation has over ‘straight’ clause transformation. However it is still limited in that it again requires human intelligence to obtain a workable program. The problem lies in the fact that for Prolog predicates involving set operations to succeed in cases where variables are unknown we need recursion. A method of obtaining recursive programs is briefly reviewed.

3.3.3 Recursive Programs

The problems of obtaining recursive programs from specifications have been tackled in Lau [72] who suggest the technique of fold/unfold. The user specifies the form of the desired recursive calls in the form of a folding problem. The fold/unfold technique by Burstall and Darlington [20] involves the following: in folding, given a clause \( \text{Head} \leftarrow \text{Body} \), and suitable substitutions, the occurrence of \( \text{Body} \) in an expression is replaced by \( \text{Head} \); unfolding is the converse. The derivation of subset and member clauses in Section 3.3.1 is a generalisation of the fold/unfold technique. However the techniques for automatically producing recursive logic programs are still problematic [92]. The latter reference presents a method of program synthesis which extracts a program from a fold/unfold proof. However the authors remark that suitable strategies still need to be devised for particular classes of program.

3.4 Summary

The initial work of translation from Z to a logic program involved the search for some algorithmic procedure for converting Z into clausal form and hence into Prolog. Z is based on ZF set theory, a theory of first order logic, and programs can be synthesised from specifications in first order logic, so this would seem the most obvious strategy. Since Z is based on sets, we require a suitable data model of sets in the logic program. In order for sets to be manipulated mechanically, it is necessary to present them in
a form closer to the level of a computer (such as a list). However list manipulation presents problems in that recursive programs are required for their manipulation - and these are difficult to synthesise from a specification. We have identified a link between finite sets in ZF and finite set theory (Contribution 2). However given the limitations of algorithms for program synthesis outlined previously, a change of direction was determined on. The change of direction involved Structure Simulation, which required a “flattening” of Z to a form suitable for a logic program and in this sense is similar to the the original translation process. However, instead of a formal transformation, characteristics of Z schema were identified and adapted so that the logical structures of the specification would be preserved as far as possible in the resulting logic program model. This method is examined in the next chapter.
Chapter 4

Structure Simulation

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described attempts to generate a logic program from a Z specification using program synthesis. This chapter describes an alternative method of obtaining a translation of a Z specification, viz. *structure simulation*, a method in which ‘Z’ is captured in a manner which is amenable to simulation by a logic program. Structure simulation was originated by West and Eaglestone [119]. It involves the translation of a subset of Z to the logic programming language Prolog; a prototype translator is presented in [13]. However, West and Eaglestone identify certain shortcomings of the Prolog language and this chapter presents a simulation by an alternative LP, viz Gödel.

In Section 2 of this chapter we briefly describe the previous work of West and Eaglestone in the use of structure simulation. We also compare the method with other Prolog animators, and outline its respective advantages and disadvantages. The advantages in using the logic programming language Gödel for the simulation are then presented. In Section 3, the main features of the Gödel language are outlined and we provide, in particular, details of its type system and of its support for sets. Section 4 of the chapter describes the structure simulation rules using the ‘small file system’ from Chapter 3 for illustration. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to two case studies from [51], a simple assembler (Section 5) and the Unix
file system (Section 6). The assembler is an update and extension of [119], which presented an animation in Prolog of a simple assembler. The updated version is in Gödel, and we demonstrate its improved qualities as an animator for Z. A version of the Unix file system case study was originally presented in West [117] and includes a representation in Gödel of some of the more complex features of Z. These features of Z (and the Z toolkit) were not covered by the original Prolog animator; structure simulation is Contribution 3 of the thesis. The chapter ends with a review of the case studies and a summary of the advantages the approach has over animation in Prolog.

4.2 Translation of Z to Prolog

This section describes work done in translating Z to Prolog and includes previous work done by ourselves.

4.2.1 Comparison with Other Methods

Structure simulation is described in West and Eaglestone [119], in which a subset of Z is translated to Prolog; it is a translation strategy in which characteristics of Z schemas are identified and adapted so that the logical structures of the specification are preserved as far as possible in the resulting Prolog interpretation. The technique was applied to the translation of a Z specification for an assembler [51]. It was also applied by West et al. [120] to a real-life example: Pelican Crossing equipment. In the simulation, Z schemas are represented by predicates and a query to a schema should result in zero or more bindings satisfying that schema, depending on the instantiated values. A schema has possible values of its variables established by the signature and restricted by a predicate. Thus the predicate

\[ \text{Schema} \Leftarrow \text{Signature} \land \text{Predicate} \]

establishes a logical relationship between a schema and its signature and its predicate. The closed world assumption was briefly discussed in Chapter 3, and one of the implications of this assumption is that given a definition of a predicate (such as for Schema) although only the ‘if’ part of the definition is provided, this is equivalent to ‘if and only if’.

The signature provides a means of checking that a binding is as specified; the strategy is to provide bindings for some of the schema variables, query the program
and generate the bindings for the rest of the variables. The method is supported by a library of Prolog code which models the evaluation of set expressions, including relations and functions. If backtracking is initiated, further bindings are generated and thus the set of bindings satisfying the schema in the model environment is presented incrementally. The binding is such that every variable within a schema is represented by a Prolog variable. Thus specification variables such as time can be explicitly represented, as was the case for Pelican equipment.

The SuZan project is described in [29], in which a subset of Z is animated in Prolog. The principal difference between the simulation technique and that of the SuZan project is the use of predicates in the schema signature to generate data. In the SuZan project, Schema is used as a means of a generate and test cycle. The signature type constructor predicates are coded in a manner which generate values from instantiated given sets, and these values are subsequently tested for conformance with Predicate. Thus a variable, C, which is declared as follows:

\[ C : \mathbb{P} A \]

translates to `powerset(A, Ps), member(C, Ps)`, where the variable Ps denotes the power set of given set A. If Ps is not instantiated, the first predicate will generate it, the second predicate selecting each member of this power set for testing against other generated variables for conformance with the schema predicate. In contrast, structure simulation would check if a particular value of C was a subset of a given set A before checking it in the predicate.

However for a set A of size a the number of subsets of A is \(2^a\); the data generated is liable to grow exponentially with respect to the size of the given sets, so the execution process requires some form of control. The SuZan researchers have used devices such as “unfolding” [20] and “filter promotion” for such control purposes. Unfolding replaces a predicate with its logically equivalent set of conjoined predicates, and then removes duplicates. Filter promotion re-orders generating predicates so that fewer predicates will actually generate data, the rest acting as constraints. By suitable instantiation, and using appropriate control facilities, a range of “what if” questions are possible, which are not available in our approach. For example it is possible to generate type variable values from given set instantiations. The second major difference between the two approaches is that the SuZan group use a library of “pure” Prolog to implement set operations. This contains no extra-logical features such as cut whereas the Prolog library utilised by the simulation contains some extra-logical features to curtail fruitless backtracking.
As described in Chapter 2, Breuer and Bowen [17] have identified requirements for an animation. They include coverage of Z, sophistication, efficiency and correctness. An aim of the simulation presented in [119] was that as much coverage of Z as possible is attempted, and that the code should be sophisticated. The assembler is a complex and substantial specification which was successfully animated in Prolog using the simulation technique. Response times to the animation code were of the order of a second and so far as coverage of Z, sophistication and efficiency is concerned, the technique was deemed successful. The animator was also applied, to useful effect, to the Pelican Equipment Study. The method was thought superior to that described in the SuZan project in that both its performance and its sophistication were greater.

The issue of correctness of the simulator was limited to an investigation as to whether program synthesis (described in Chapter 3) was suitable for translation of Z to Prolog and in any case the decision to use extra-logical features in the simulation would frustrate any check for correctness. Any implementation of Prolog is unsound with respect to the semantics of first order logic and this invalidates any attempt to prove the correctness of a Prolog implementation of Z. It is argued here that a better technique is to use the Gödel language [56] for the reasons cited in the next subsection.

### 4.2.2 Advantages of Gödel

Gödel is adopted for the following reasons:

1. Prolog clauses are selected by the interpreter in the order they appear. This limits the “what if” facility of animation; the deduction of any variable from instantiated variables is not straightforward unless the code is ordered in an appropriate manner. In contrast Gödel has a flexible computation rule that can be constrained by user-defined control declarations;

2. Prolog has difficulties in dealing with negation if the negative literal is not ground (see [7, 73]). In that case the program will flounder or, in the case of some implementations, will issue an error message. The computation rule used by Gödel ensures that all calls to negative literals are ground;

3. Z is based on typed set theory and Prolog lacks support for types or sets. The Prolog predicate “setof” has no declarative meaning. Gödel has been carefully designed and implemented, and supports both types and sets;
4. Prolog is unsound, for many reasons including the existence of extra-logical features such as 'assert' and 'cut’. Also, Prolog has no occur check in the unification algorithm, although some implementations allow for this to be checked. Apart from some well-defined exceptions, a program in Gödel is defined as a theory in first order logic and an implementation must be sound with respect to this semantics;

5. Although it was possible to write code for set operators such as intersection and union, it was necessary to introduce the non-declarative ‘cut’ extensively in order to avoid fruitless backtracking. However Gödel contains built-in implementations of most of the ZF set operations;

6. The translation of some first order constructs such as quantification was awkward in Prolog. For example universal quantification was achieved only by writing a separate predicate for each of its occurrences. This predicate included the use of ‘set-of’ to build the set over which the quantifier could range. In contrast, Gödel allows the use of both universal and existential quantification. The existence of built in set operations, universal quantification and the ability to form constructs such as ‘ordered pair’ made the Gödel code both easy to write and transparent to read.

The next section introduces the Gödel programming language and provides examples of how its support for types and sets can be utilised in animation.

4.3 The Gödel Programming Language

4.3.1 Overview

A full and formal description of the Gödel language which also includes tutorial examples can be found in [56]. A brief introduction to the Gödel language is presented here. The logic programming language Gödel has a greatly improved declarative semantics compared with Prolog, and supports a set data type in a manner described below. Furthermore, Gödel is typed.

To allow for program structuring, the language is modular and modules can be exported (to modules) and can themselves import (other modules). A Gödel program is a collection of modules. There are a number of system modules and these include modules for integer, rational and floating point arithmetic. Further system modules
provide structured data types such as `Set`, `List`, `String`, `Table`. Gödel provides special facilities for meta programming and system modules are provided for reasoning about other Gödel programs.

Language declarations include the categories: base, constructor, constant, function, proposition and predicate. A predicate definition consists of a declaration, specifying the type(s) of its arguments, and a set of statements of the form

```
Head <- Body.
```

where `<-` in Gödel means "if" and in contrast to Prolog, upper case is used for constants and lower case for variables. `Head` is an atom with the defining predicate and `Body` is a formula in first order logic and may be absent. Besides the usual first order constructs such as universal and existential quantification, `Body` can also contain the construction `IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE`.

### 4.3.2 Types and Sets

Many sorted first order logic provides the basis for Gödel, whose sorts are then `types`. Gödel is strongly typed; each constant, function and predicate must have its type(s) specified. A Gödel program is checked for type correctness during compilation. The goal is subsequently checked at run-time before execution. The `BASE` declaration declares the `base types` of the module. For example a base `FileId` can be declared to represent file identifiers. In addition there are type constructors such as `List/1`, so that `List(a)` is a generic list with parametric type `a`.

In Gödel, sets are supported by the system module `Sets`. Thus `Set(a)` constructs a term whose `intended meaning` is a set of elements of type `a`. The set terms of Gödel can be compared with the "finite sets" of chapter 3. In Gödel `Inc` is a mapping `Include` with the property `Include(d, S) = \{d\} \cup S`, where `d` are an element and `S` a set. `Include` can thus be compared with \o. Braces for sets provide some notational sugar. For example \{1, 2, 3\} stands for

```
Inc(1, Inc(2, Inc(3, Null)))
```

where `Null` is the empty set \{\}, and the integers are supplied by Gödel. The multiplicity and order of elements in a set is irrelevant and the equality of extensional sets takes this into account:

```
\{5, 6, 7\} = \{7, 7, 6, 5\}.
```

Set terms can also be intensional:
s = \{x : 1 < x < 5\}.

The precise meaning of this example of an intentional set (term) is

\[ \text{ALL } [x] \ (x \text{ In } s \iff \text{ SOME } [y] \ (x = y \ & \ 1 < y < 5)) \].

This semantics for intentional sets was first given in \cite{21}. The \texttt{Sets} module also provides functions for set union (+) and intersection (*). Set difference is represented by (\setminus). Predicate \texttt{In} represents set membership and \texttt{Subset} represents subset. Both are provided by \texttt{Sets}. Constructors also support the introduction by the programmer of data types such as trees.

The following presents some queries and answers to a Gödel module \texttt{Demo1}, where '``[Demo1] <- ` is the prompt. The module imports Integers, Sets and Rationalss.

```
[Demo1] <- x = \{1,2,3,4,5\} + \{4,5,6,7,8\} \setminus \{3,4,5,6\}.
x = \{1,2,7,8\}?

[Demo1] <-
IF SOME [x] x = \{y : 1 <= y <= 5\} & x = \{} THEN z = x ELSE z = \{0\}.
z = \{1,2,3,4,5\}?

[Demo1] <- x Subset \{1, 3, 4, 2\}.
x = \{} ? ;
x = \{1\} ? ;
x = \{1,2,4\} ?

Yes

The latter query eventually supplies all subsets of \{1, 3, 4, 2\}. In general the program supplies a set of answer substitutions. However some of the set may be undefined:

```
[Demo1] <- (x = 0) & ( (y = 3 + x) \lor ( y = 6 - x ) \lor (y = 3/x) ) .
x = 0 ,
y = 3 ? ;
```

\[\begin{align*}
\text{x} &= 0, \\
\text{y} &= 6 \ ?
\end{align*}\]

Arithmetic exception: division by 0.

[Demo1] <- (x = 1) \& (\{x, 1, 2, 3\} = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}).

x = 1 \ ?

Floundered. Unsolved goals are:

Goal: \{v.1,1//1,2//1,3//1\}=\{1//1,2//1,3//1,4//1\}

Delayed on: v.1

The problem of set equality when part of the set is non-ground arises because of the under-developed constraint satisfaction properties of Gödel. Moreover, if the query is expressed in a different manner, none of the set may be provided:

[Demo1] <- (x = 0) \& ( ( y = 3/x) \ \& \ ( y = 3 + x) \ \& \ ( y = 6 - x ) ).

Arithmetic exception: division by 0.

[Demo1] <- (\{x, 1, 2, 3\} = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}) \ \& \ (x = 1) .

Floundered. Unsolved goals are:

Goal: \{v.1,1//1,2//1,3//1\}=\{1//1,2//1,3//1,4//1\}

Delayed on: v.1

We examine further the issue of ‘undefinedness’ in Chapter 5.

The [Sets] module is imported by a library of Gödel code which implements relations, functions etc belonging to the Mathematical Toolkit described in [104]. The ‘Lib’ module is described in Section 4.3.3.

### 4.3.3 Translation Architecture and the ‘Lib’ Module

The ‘architecture’ for animation of a Z specification is as follows:

- the Lib module, a library of code which implements the Mathematical Toolkit;

- a module containing predicate definitions of schemas associated with a specification. This module imports the Lib module.

The full version of Lib is in Appendix C and has an EXPORT and LOCAL part. However in this chapter the parts are, in the main, merged. The module includes
the implementation of constructions from the Toolkit such as $\bigcup A$ where $A$ is a set of sets:

$$\bigcup A = \{x : X \mid (\exists s : A \bullet x \in S)\}.$$  

(See also Appendix A.) The characteristic predicate $\text{DUnion}$ has two arguments, the first of which is a set of sets of some item, and the second of which is the set of items. Its export and local definitions are

\begin{verbatim}
PREDICATE  DUnion:  Set(Set(a)) * Set(a).

∀ x is a set of sets of some type and y is the
∀ distributed union of x
DUnion(x, y) <- y = \{z : SOME [w] (w In x & z In w) \}.
\end{verbatim}

A query and answer to Lib is shown.

\begin{verbatim}
[Lib] <- DUnion({{1, 3}, {2, 3}, {5, 1}, {}}, x).
x = {1, 2, 3, 5} ?
\end{verbatim}

A partial function $f$ from $X$ to $Y$ is defined in the Toolkit:

$$\{f : X \leftrightarrow Y \mid \forall x : X; y, z : Y \bullet ((x \mapsto y) \in f) \land ((x \mapsto z) \in f) \Rightarrow y = z)\}.$$  

In order to implement ordered pairs and relations, the Lib module also includes a type constructor, $\text{OP}$. This type constructor allows the definition of $\text{OrdPair}$ (shown below). Relations are additionally constrained, for example for functionality.

The predicate $\text{PF}$ which is next shown models partial function $f$ and is generic to sets of any type. The characteristic predicate $\text{PF}$ has three arguments, the first of which is a set of ordered pairs from two sets. The second and third arguments are the first and second sets. The predicate definition of $\text{PF}$ replicates the $\text{ZF}$ definition of partial function. The definition is followed by a query.

\begin{verbatim}
CONSTRUCTOR OP/2.
FUNCTION      OrdPair : a * b -> OP(a,b).

%%%%% declaration of partial function %%%%%
PREDICATE  PF : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).

%%%%% This characteristic predicate determines whether a set is
%%%%% a function from s1 to s2 %%%%%
\end{verbatim}
PF(pf, s1, s2) <- ALL [z,x,y]
    (z In pf & (z = OrdPair(x,y))
    -> (x In s1) & (y In s2) &
    ALL [u] (OrdPair(x, u) In pf -> u = y)).

% query and answer: partial function
[Lib] <- PF({OrdPair(1,2), OrdPair(3,2)}, {1,2,3}, {1,2,3}).

Yes

Note that since the variables s1, s2 are both sets then these must always be provided. This is true for all sets including the integers. The Lib module provides other parts of the Z notation, such as function override, domain and range restriction.

### 4.4 Structure Simulation: Rules

This section describes a set of rules for animation of Z. The example of the ‘small file system’ from Chapter 3 is used to illustrate these rules.

```plaintext
[FileId]

| MaxFiles : \text{N}_1

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l}
\text{FileSys}
\hline
\text{Files} : \mathbb{F} \text{ FileId}
\text{Count} : 0..\text{MaxFiles}
\hline
\#Files = \text{Count}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l}
\text{AddFID}
\hline
\Delta \text{FileSys}
\text{NewFile} : \text{FileId}
\hline
\text{Count} < \text{MaxFiles}
\text{NewFile} \notin \text{Files}
\text{Files'} = \text{Files} \cup \{\text{NewFile}\}
\text{Count'} = \text{Count} + 1
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
```
Recall from Chapter 3 the type of an expression in Z, which is either given or derived using type constructors Power set, Cartesian product. A further derived type is a schema, a typed set each of whose members is a binding, a collection of named (bound) type variables. All these features are implemented in a manner which will be described. The Z schemas in the example are interpreted in a single Gödel module Demo2, which imports predicates from the Lib module.

Schemas are also represented by characteristic predicates, defining the relationship between schema variables. In the main, the animation strategy is to test schema variables to see if they satisfy the characteristic predicate for that schema. If possible, other variables are generated associated with bindings for the schema. The representation in Gödel of given sets, schema variables, schemas and schema declarations is presented in a tutorial manner in the next subsection, followed by the small file system example. The complete code of the latter can be found in Appendix C.

### 4.4.1 Given sets and Bindings

**Given Sets**: In order to provide a small model environment, elements of the given sets are provided as if they were enumerated free types in Z. The given sets of the specification are declared as one of the base types (in Gödel) and some constants of the base types introduced to model the environment. These constants are coded into extensional sets, for there is no automatic facility for obtaining a set of all elements of a particular type. In the example, FileId is declared as a BASE type and constants F1, F2, F3 declared to be of type FileId. In addition each of the constants are declared as a member of the type via the predicate IsFileId:

```
PREDICATE IsFileId : FileId.
```

The declarations IsFileId(F1), IsFileId(F2), IsFileId(F3) enable the constants to be collected together via the use of an intentional set, `setfid`

```prolog
[Demo2] <- setfid = { g : IsFileId(g) }.
setfid = {F1,F2,F3 } ?
```

The result is the same as if FileId was defined by the enumerated free type:

```
FileId ::= F1 | F2 | F3
```
Schema and Variable Names  Further BASE types are schema and variables names and these are modelled by Name, Var respectively\(^1\). Note that although it is desirable as far as possible to replicate Z names in Gödel, upper case must be used as the first character since names are constants. For example, FileSys is declared as base Name, and the state variable Files, declared as base Var. Gödel functions capture variable and schema “decorations”. Thus DSet is a function from Var to Var and primes a variable name. In a similar manner IN decorates an input variable, OUT an output: functions IN, OUT have as their argument a type of Name and return the same type. Examples of this use of functions are DSet(Count), IN(NewFile) which denote Count\(^!\), NewFile\(^?\) respectively;

Schema and Variable Bindings : A further BASE type is BindVar, used to facilitate the binding formation of schemas. Lists of type BindVar form a binding of a schema. Variable names are bound to their values via functions over the appropriate types. For example:

FUNCTION Bind1 : Var * Set(FileId) -> BindVar.

The second argument of Bind1 can be a ground term of the appropriate type, or a Gödel variable, for example Bind1(Files, {F1, F2}). The following list of BindVar forms the schema binding of FileSys:

[Bind1(Files, files), Bind2(Count, count)]

which can take the value:

[Bind1(Files, {F1}), Bind2(Count, 1)].

The typing restrictions ensure that Gödel variables

files, files1, count, count1,newfile

are all appropriately typed.

In the next subsection it will be shown how the binding function device ensures that types and identifiers associated with a given schema are completely fixed by function declarations and schema statement. They also explain how schema declarations and predicates are modelled.

\(^1\)Although, strictly, schema and variable names are the same Z type Name, it is convenient here to ascribe them to different types.
4.4.2 Schemas

Schema Bindings: A schema is modelled by:

\[
\text{SchemaType}(\text{binding}, \text{name}) \Leftarrow \text{Signature}(\text{binding\_variables}) \\
\land \text{Predicate}(\text{binding\_variables})
\]

where \text{binding} is of type \text{List(BindVar)} and \text{name} is of type \text{Name}.
\text{SchemaType}(\text{binding}, \text{name}) is defined by the Gödel predicate:

\[
\text{PREDICATE SchemaType: } \text{List(BindVar)} \ast \text{Name}.
\]

For example the schema named \text{FileSys} has schema clause head as follows:

\[
\text{SchemaType}( [ \text{Bind1(Files, files)}, \text{Bind2(Count, count)}], \text{FileSys})
\]

Schema names are also decorated via Gödel functions, thus \text{Dsch(FileSys)} primes \text{FileSys};

Variable Declarations: Variables are checked for additional constraints via

\[
\text{Signature}(\text{binding\_variables}), \text{for example if they represent a partial function};
\]

Schema Predicate: \text{Predicate}(\text{binding\_variables}) constrains the declared variables using predicates and functions provided by the system. Existential and universal quantification are both provided by Gödel, as are set operations;

Schema Declaration in a Signature: If a schema \text{B} is declared in the signature of schema \text{A}, then the clause head for \text{B} is conjoined to the signature of \text{A}. The bindings are appended. For example the binding for \text{AddFID} is composed of the binding of \text{Del(FileSys)} appended to [ \text{Bind3(IN(NewFile), newfile)}].

Given the binding function declarations \text{Bind1}, \text{Bind2}, the list inside the predicate models \text{\theta FileSys}. The set of all schema bindings is \{\text{FileSys} \bullet \text{\theta FileSys}\} and the answer substitutions for a given query provide a subset of this set.

4.4.3 Testing Strategy for Animation

The testing strategy for animation is similar to the strategy for software testing. However the data required is of a more abstract nature and for every test the data should be checked as part of the typing constraints of the specification. Tests for
animation purposes can be divided (as in the case of software testing) into black-
box testing and white-box testing. Black-box testing is designed to include tests
which check schemas which model top level functions and which therefore accept
data from the containing system. Testing can be with regard to *input* in the same
manner as software testing, so that for schemas which model each software function
tests should include

- different classes of input to schemas;
- boundary values for input;
- how the software will cope with invalid input;
- input with safety or integrity implications.

For state based systems, consideration should also be given to

- any initial and terminal state(s);
- state partitioning regarding equivalence classes and their boundary values as
described briefly in Section 2.2.4.2 and more fully in [30, 113, 106].

Equivalence partitioning could be a way of overcoming the problem of infinite sets,
with (for example) an equivalence partition class of numerical values greater than a
particular value tested by using representatives of that class.

White box testing involves the structure of the specification and includes ‘in-
tegration testing’ involving interfaces between schemas, schemas which call other
schemas and ‘unit testing’ of lower level schemas. Testing should include the crite-
rion that every conjunct in a schema predicate is exercised and should also check

- boundary conditions for in-range data;
- system *states*, that they adhered to any safety and integrity constraints;
- error handling schemas by the use of erroneous data.

Some of the above tests would be in conjunction with proof obligations of the system.
It is easier to show by a few well constructed tests that a proof obligation does not
hold, than to attempt to discharge it, which can be difficult and costly [85]. In
some cases (as for constructive state based specifications), some test variables are
instantiated (e.g. input and state variables) and the code allows the rest of the
variables to be calculated (e.g. output and post-operation variables). In other
cases, most or even all variables require instantiation and the animation provides a
check.
4.4.4 Animation of the Small File System

The small file system specification is now animated in order to demonstrate the general method and the simpler of the rules presented in the previous section. The complete code in Demo2 for the file system is provided in Appendix C. The module is divided into its export part which declares bases, constants, predicates and functions. The local part defines the predicates. In this case there are predicates defining data, IsFileId, and predicates defining schemas FileSys, FileSys', $\Delta$FileSys and AddFID. The assumption is that the user of the animator provides a value for MaxFiles of 10, so that the required subset of integers for Count is 1 .. 10. The set FileId is obtained via its characteristic predicate IsFileId.

The local part of the module defines the predicates which model schemas where Gödel is used to check the type of the variable (e.g. files, files1 are both subsets of setFID). The given set FileId is modelled in a small way, by the intentional set \{x : IsFileId(x)\}. The schema predicates are modelled by the library code in Lib which includes the Sets module. For example

files1 = files + \{newfile\}

models files' = files $\cup \{NewFile?\}.

The following provides a fragment of the code which models the small file system specification.

LOCAL Demo2.

% schema for state FileSys
SchemaType([Bind1(Files, files ), Bind2(Count, count )], FileSys)
<- setFID = \{x : IsFileId(x)\} &
     files Subset setFID &
     count In \{y : 0 <= y <= 10\} &
     Card(files, count).

% schema for state Del FileSys
SchemaType(binding, Del(FileSys)) <-
    SchemaType(b1, FileSys) &
    SchemaType(b2, Dsch(FileSys)) &
    Append(b1, b2, binding).

% Dsch(FileSys) is not shown.
% schema for operation AddFID
SchemaType( binding, AddFID ) <-
    SchemaType(binding1, Del(FileSys)) &
    binding1 = [Bind1(Files, files ), Bind2(Count, count ),
                   Bind1(DSet(Files), files1 ), Bind2(DSet(Count), count1 )] &
    Append(binding1, [ Bind3(IN(NewFile), newfile) ], binding) &
    count < 10 &
    setFID = {x : IsFileId(x) } &
    newfile In  setFID &
    ( newfile In files ) &
    files1 = files + {newfile} &
    count1 = count +  1 .

The following shows some possible queries. The queries are with respect to
the bindings of three schemas, FileSys, ΔFileSys, AddFID. In each case, none of
the variables is instantiated for it is possible for them to be determined from the
information in the schema declarations and predicate. In this case the schema declara-
tions files Subset setFID and files1 Subset setFID mean that all possible
subsets are generated and the predicate checks their values. The Unix file store case
study of Section 4.6 provides an example of data types which are not so amenable
to generation of uninstantiated values.

Section 3.1.1 describes how the specification of the small file system is con-
structive in that the primed variables are expressed explicitly in terms of the un-
primed variables. A non-constructive schema AddFID1 which expresses the same
constraints as AddFID has been animated. This produces the same results as the
original form and can be seen in Appendix C. This is because files and files1 in
AddFID1 are also instantiated from their declarations. (This subject is revisited
in Section 5.6.7.2.) The output eventually provides all schema bindings associated
with the three schemas via sets of answer substitutions. The following (commented)
output provides examples of the kind of testing required to validate a specifi-
cation. These include unit testing of component schemas and integration testing of
components with each other.

% test of schema FileSys
[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, FileSys).
% the initial state
b = [Bind1(Files,{ }),Bind2(Count,0)] ?
% second schema binding - a further state
b = [Bind1(Files, {F1}), Bind2(Count, 1)]

Yes

% the following provides information about integration of
% schema FileSys and DSch(FileSys).
[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, Del(FileSys)).

% first schema binding
b = [Bind1(Files, {}), Bind2(Count, 0), Bind1(DSet(Files), {}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count), 0)]

% second schema binding
b = [Bind1(Files, {F1}), Bind2(Count, 0), Bind1(DSet(Files), {F1}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count), 1)]

Yes

% the following tests provide information about integration of schema
% Del(FileSys) and also about function of AddFID

[Demo2] <-
SchemaType(b, AddFID).

% first schema binding
b = [Bind1(Files, {}), Bind2(Count, 0), Bind1(DSet(Files), {F1}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count), 1), Bind3(IN(NewFile), F1)]

% second schema binding
b = [Bind1(Files, {}), Bind2(Count, 0), Bind1(DSet(Files), {F2}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count), 1), Bind3(IN(NewFile), F2)]

b = [Bind1(Files, {F1}), Bind2(Count, 1), Bind1(DSet(Files), {F1, F3}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count), 2), Bind3(IN(NewFile), F3)]

The first schema binding for AddFID models

< Files ⇒ {}, Count ⇒ 0, Files' ⇒ {F1},
Count' ⇒ 1, NewFile? ⇒ F1 >

The input of error or out of range values can also be modelled:

%% invalid input of F5 which is not a file

[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID) & b = [Bind1(Files, {}), Bind2(Count, 0),
    Bind1(DSet(Files), x), Bind2(DSet(Count), 1), Bind3(IN(NewFile),
    F5)
Chapter 4 65  Structure Simulation

Error: undeclared or illegal symbol in term: "F5".

%% out of range value (of 12) for count

[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID) & b = [Bind1(FileS,{}), Bind2(Count,0),
Bind1(DSet(FileS),x), Bind2(DSet(Count), 12),
Bind3(IN(NewFile),y)].

No

This small animation demonstrates the superiority of Gödel over Prolog, for we have been able to use sets and types here, rather than set-of, as in Prolog. Also the ordering of the code has not prevented the eventual output of all the bindings consistent with the original instantiation. Even a simple specification requires ‘union’ and this is captured in a straightforward way in Gödel and without the use of non-declarative Prolog control features such as ‘cut’.

All of these features compare favourably with the animation of [119]. The next subsection briefly describes how other features of Z such as schema expressions and axiomatic descriptions are modelled.

4.4.5 Schema Calculus and Schema Referencing

Schema Calculus: Conjunction and disjunction of schemas A, B is modelled by conjunction and disjunction of the Gödel predicates of schemas A, B. The variables are merged; the lists are appended and duplicates removed. Schema composition and piping is accomplished by conjunction, with appropriate adjustment to the variable list in the new schema;

Schema Referencing: As explained the constructed type List(BindVar) of Schema is equivalent to the binding formation θSchema. Code is provided to form the set of all bindings for a schema, {S • θS}. An example of its use is given in Section 4.6.2 and the code can be seen in Appendix C;

Axiomatic Descriptions and Generic Definitions: Axiomatic Descriptions are divided into two types, ones defining a single constant (such as MaxFiles) and one modelled in the same way as a schema. In the first case, their value would be supplied by the user of the animator (in the same manner as the instantiation of given sets). In the second case, for more complex axiomatic
descriptions, suitable *names* must be generated for them *Axiom1, Axiom2*... They must then be conjoined to the schemas which refer to them, otherwise there is no check on the constraints introduced. Generic definitions are treated in the same way as the parametrised definitions of functions etc, i.e. by using parameters a,b,.. instead of generic sets X.

*Sequences* are an example of a generic definition, and their use is demonstrated in the assembler. They are defined as a partial function from the integers to a set of items: the first predicate tests whether a term is a sequence, the second finds its head. The definitions are as follows:

% Example of generic definition- head of sequence.
% First define a sequence
IsSequ(sequ, items, size) <- Size(sequ, size) &
    domseq = {n: 1 <= n <= size} &
    TF(sequ, domseq, items).

% Head of sequence- corresponds to OrdPair(1, item);
% Non-empty sequence
HeadSequ(item, sequ) <- sequ ~= {} &
    OrdPair(1, item) In sequ.

The two case studies which follow illustrate the rules (and tests).

4.5 **Animation Example 1**

4.5.1 **Assembler**

The case study used to illustrate the rules for translation is an assembly process described in [51]. This illustrates how more features of Z are captured in an animation, and uses more of the Gödel library. It also serves as a useful comparator between the Prolog and Gödel Z animators. The Prolog animation of the assembler in [119] contained a critique of the method, and one of these was that Prolog does not properly represent first order logic and so quantification was not properly modelled. Gödel does contain quantification and this was found to be in advantage, as will be seen.

The assembler presented here has been extended to include the two phases contributing to its implementation. None of the schemas involves state change, so the priming convention does not apply. The only decoration is ?!, for input and output
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembly Language</th>
<th>Machine Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Opcode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v2</td>
<td>4095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop</td>
<td>load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subn</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store</td>
<td>v2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compare</td>
<td>v1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jumple</td>
<td>exit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jump</td>
<td>loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exit</td>
<td>return</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Example of Translation from Assembly to Machine Language

variables. The schemas model ‘constraints between variables’ rather than a state machine. The specification is (unlike the small file system) not constructive. For simplicity the computer is regarded as a “one address machine”, in that two integers (opcode and operand) are located at a single machine address or location in the machine’s memory. It is analysed by means of the following sample of assembly code and its machine equivalent (Table 4.1). As can be seen, an assembly instruction has three fields: label, opcode and operand, and not every instruction has one of each represented. The machine code’s two fields are related in the following way: a machine instruction’s opcode determines whether its integer operand is treated as a value or as an address. If an assembly instruction is labelled, then that label uniquely determines the instruction, and conversely every referenced label must appear in the label field of some instruction. The operand mnemonics, when they appear in the operand field of an assembly instruction, are directly translated to their numeric value in the corresponding machine operand.

4.5.2 Assembler and Machine Requirements in Z

The “given” sets are of assembly and machine instructions: \( A \) and \( M \), and of permissible labels and opcodes: \( SYM \) and \( OPSYM \).

\[
[A, M, SYM, OPSYM]
\]

The presence or not of symbol, label and opsym fields is modelled by partial functions

\[
lab, op, ref, num,
\]
in the following way.

The domains of \( ref \) and \( num \) are disjoint, and since assembly instructions have either opcode, or operand (the latter being referential or numeric) the union of the domains of \( op, ref, num \) equals \( A \). Two axiomatic descriptions model assembly and machine language requirements.

\[
\begin{align*}
lab &: A \rightarrow SYM & \text{A1} \\
\text{op} &: A \rightarrow OPSYM & \text{A2} \\
\text{ref} &: A \rightarrow SYM & \text{A3} \\
\text{num} &: A \rightarrow N & \text{A4} \\
\dom{ref} \cap \dom{num} &= \emptyset & \text{A5} \\
\dom{op} \cup \dom{num} \cup \dom{ref} &= A & \text{A6} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Axioms \( M1 \ldots M3 \) will be referred to as ‘Assembly Context2’. Mnemonics for translation of opcode in assembler to opcode in machine are represented by the following axiomatic description.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mnem} &: OPSYM \rightarrow N & \text{M4} \\
\end{align*}
\]

This will be referred to as ‘Assembly Context3’.

### 4.5.3 Assembly Process in Z

Input of assembly instructions and output of machine instructions are sequences \( seqa?, seqm! \) respectively. The mathematical modelling of the assembler is by functions such as those described, and is treated fully in Hayes, while there is only sufficient detail in this chapter for the specification and subsequent animation to be understood. For instance, a label must be unique to a position; the composite \( seqa? \circ \text{lab} \) is “one-one” and therefore the inverse of \( seqa? \circ \text{lab} \) is also a partial function. The inverse of \( seqa? \circ \text{lab} \) is \( symlab \) and it plays an important role in maintaining the integrity of the assembler, determining the operand of machine instructions when the corresponding assembler operand is referential.

When the assembly operand is numeric, we can form the composite function:
seqa?₃ num and it can be seen that the union of seqa?₃ num and seqa?₃ ref ? symtab equals the operand of the machine output.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{Assembly} \\
\text{seqa? : seq A} \\
\text{seqm! : seq M} \\
\exists \text{ symtab : SYM } \to \mathbb{N} \bullet \\
\quad \text{ symtab } = (\text{seqa?₃ lab})^{-1} \\
\quad \text{ ran(seqa?₃ ref) } \subseteq \text{ dom symtab} \\
\quad \text{ ran(seqa?₃ op) } \subseteq \text{ dom mnem} \\
\quad \text{ seqm!₃ operand } = (\text{seqa?₃ ref ? symtab}) \cup (\text{seqa?₃ num}) \\
\quad \text{ seqm!₃ opcode } = \text{seqa?₃ op ? mnem} \\
\end{array}
\]

S2
S1
S3
S4
S5
S6

The specification of the assembler in [51] includes a two-phase implementation. The first phase is captured by Phase 1, where the machine instructions are constructed for inputs with numeric operands. Two tables are built: \( rt \) which records the positions where symbols are referenced, and \( st \) which records the values of the symbols. The sequence \( \text{core} \) of machine instructions captures the state of these instructions, which are partly constructed during phase one. The information about this intermediate state is modelled by \( IS \).

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{IS} \\
\quad \text{ st : SYM } \leftrightarrow \mathbb{N} \\
\quad \text{ rt : N } \to \text{ SYM} \\
\quad \text{ core : seq M} \\
\end{array}
\]

During Phase 1, \( rt, st \) will be constructed and the opcode and numeric fields of the machine instructions will be provided with their final values in \( \text{core} \). (The sequence \( \text{core} \) can be thought of as acting as a ‘place-holder’ for the output machine sequence.)
During Phase 2 the input sequence of assembler code is not accessible and so information about the symbolic and numeric operand fields is obtained only from the reference table. During this phase the construction of the operands for the output machine instructions is completed.

To obtain the final implementation, the schemas are conjoined and \( IS \) is hidden for the intermediate state is not normally significant:

\[
\text{Implementation} \equiv \text{Phase1} \wedge \text{Phase2} \setminus (st, rt, core).
\]

In Hayes, \( \text{Implementation} \) is expanded out and it is proved that it is the same as \textit{Assembly}.

### 4.5.4 Translation of Assembly to Gödel

The three axiomatic definitions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AssemblyContext1} & \quad \text{A1 .. A6} \\
\text{AssemblyContext2} & \quad \text{M1 .. M3} \\
\text{AssemblyContext3} & \quad \text{M4}
\end{align*}
\]
are declared as schemas, named as above. They are then treated as if they were declared in the signature of Assembly. The bases, constants and binding functions are first declared, followed by the predicates required for data and for the four schemas. Functions Bind1 .. Bind8 bind the variable names to Gödel variables, as for the previous examples. The full code is in Appendix C, a fragment only is presented here. The following shows the given set ‘types’ and an example of a binding:

% given sets

% example of bindings
FUNCTION   Bind1 : Var * Set(OP(A, Sym)) -> BindVar.

Decorations on Set names, ie priming, input, output are as before. For example

FUNCTION   IN : Var -> Var.

Predicates IsSym, IsA etc characterise symbols, assembly etc, for example

PREDICATE IsSym : Sym.

The data and predicate definitions are presented in the local part of module Assembly where, for example symbols and variables are as follows:

CONSTANT
% symbols
  V1, V2, Loop, Exit, Label : Sym;
% variable names
  SeqA, SeqM, Lab, Op, Ref, Num, Opcode, Operand, Mnem : Var;

To ensure that data types can be collected together as a set, IsA, IsM are predicate definitions. The given sets are modelled by intentional set definitions, for example

opsym = {x : IsOpSym(x) }

models OPSYM. The natural numbers, N are modelled by a subset, 0..5000. (This is because the partial function predicate requires a set.) Axioms A1..A6, M1..M4 are modelled by the Assembly Context ‘schemas’, and the code is commented to indicate the correspondence. The header and first few literals of Context 1 are

SchemaType([ Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref),  
        Bind3(Num ,num ) ], Assembly_context1) <-
% given sets associated with declarations
\[ \text{a} = \{ x : \text{IsA}(x) \} \] & \\
\text{sym} = \{ x : \text{IsSym}(x) \} \] & \\
\text{opsym} = \{ x : \text{IsOpSym}(x) \} \] & \\
\text{int} = \{ x : 0 < x < 5000 \} \] & \\

\ldots .

% The rest of the code capture axioms A5 to A6

The head (only) is shown for Assembly Context 2:

\[
\text{SchemaType([Bind4(Opcode, opcode), Bind4(Operand, operand)],}
\]
\[
\text{Assembly_context2) <-}
\]

The assembler schema is modelled by conjoining Assembly Context schemas to the variable declarations of the input and output sequences. The sequences are checked by the Gödel predicate \text{IsSeq} (which presents the lengths of the sequences as unknowns). Several auxiliary values are required, for example ‘\text{DomContents}’ and ‘\text{RanContents}’ for the domains and ranges of the various functions. Other intermediate values are also required, e.g. \text{seqaop} for \text{seqa} \& \text{op}.

% Assembler
\[
\text{SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa), Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm), Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref),}
\]
\[
\text{Bind3(Num ,num), Bind4(Opcode , opcode),}
\]
\[
\text{Bind4(Operand,operand),Bind5(Mnem, mnemonic)], Assembly) <-}
\]
\[
\text{SchemaType([Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref),}
\]
\[
\text{Bind3(Num ,num)], Assembly_context1) & % A1-A6}
\]
\[
\text{SchemaType([Bind4(Opcode , opcode), Bind4(Operand,operand)],}
\]
\[
\text{Assembly_context2) & % M1-M3}
\]
\[
\text{SchemaType([Bind5(Mnem, mnemonic)], Assembly_context3) & % M4}
\]
\ldots .

% The rest of the code capture axioms S1-S6

\[ IS, \text{Phase1}, \text{Phase2} \text{ and Implementation} \] are modelled in a similar fashion. \text{Phase1} and \text{Phase2} were conjoined to form \text{Implementation}, and the values \text{st}, \text{rt} were hidden, but \text{core} was necessary for the computation. The head only of \text{Implementation} is shown:

\[
\text{SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa ), Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm), Bind7(Core, core),}
\]
\[
\text{Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num ,num),}
\]
\[
\text{Bind4( Opcode , opcode ), Bind4(Operand,operand ),}
\]
\[
\text{Bind5( Mnem, mnemonic )], Implementation) <-}
\]
Queries can be made which interrogate all schemas. In the case of the assembler and its implementation, all (or most) variables are instantiated and would have to be supplied in advance. For example, a query to \texttt{Assembly\_context1} has bindings replicating the values of Table 4.1 and can be found (in full) in Appendix C where \texttt{operand} has a value represented by

\[
\text{operand} \Rightarrow \{M1 \mapsto 100, M2 \mapsto 4095, M3 \mapsto 2, M4 \mapsto 8, M5 \mapsto 2, M6 \mapsto 1, M7 \mapsto 9, M8 \mapsto 3\}.
\]

The animation shown exercises all the schema predicates. Truncated forms of queries to \texttt{Assembly\_context1} and \texttt{Assembly} are presented here. These are commented to indicate their link(s) to software testing:

\[
\% \text{ This tests a schema component and is a type of unit test.}
\]

\[
\text{[Assembly]} \leftarrow
\]

\[
\text{SchemaType}([\text{Bind1}\text{(Lab,) } \{\text{OrdPair(A1, V1) .. OrdPair(A9, Exit)\}}),
\]

\[
\text{Bind2(Op, } \{\text{OrdPair(A3, Load) .. OrdPair(A9, Return)\}},
\]

\[
\ldots
\]

\[
\text{Bind3(Num, } \{\text{OrdPair(A1, 100) .. OrdPair(A4,8)\}]}],
\]

\[
\text{Assembly\_context1}.
\]

Yes.

\[
\% \text{ Query to the ‘Assembly’ - all data is supplied and}
\]

\[
\% \text{ the response is a check for accuracy.}
\]

\[
\% \text{ This is both a ‘functional’ test (black-box)}
\]

\[
\% \text{ and a test to examine how the component schemas integrate together.}
\]

\[
\text{[Assembly]} \leftarrow
\]

\[
\text{seqa = } \{\text{OrdPair(1, A1), OrdPair(2, A2), .. OrdPair(8, A8), OrdPair(9, A9)\}} \&
\]

\[
\text{seqm = } \{\text{OrdPair(1, M1), OrdPair(2, M2), .. OrdPair(9, M9)\}} \&
\]

\[
.. 
\]

\[
\text{op = } \{\text{OrdPair(A3, Load), OrdPair(A4, Subn), .. OrdPair(A9, Return)\}} \&
\]

\[
\text{opcode = } \{\text{OrdPair(M3,1), .. OrdPair(M8, 3)\}} \&
\]

\[
\text{operand = } \{\text{OrdPair(M1,100), .. OrdPair(M8,3)\}} \&
\]

\[
\ldots
\]

\[
\text{mnem = } \{\text{OrdPair(Load, 1), OrdPair(Subn, 3), .. OrdPair(Return, 77)\}} \&
\]

\[
\text{SchemaType}([\text{Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa), Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm), Bind1(Lab,lab),}
\]

\[
\text{Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num,num),}
\]

\[
\text{Bind4(Opcode , opcode), Bind4(Operand,operand),}
\]

\[
\ldots
\]
Bind5(Mnem, mnem), Assembly).

Yes

It can be seen that the queries check that the output assembly stream correctly models the input stream; no new values are calculated (apart from intermediate ones). In each case the answer set is a singleton.

The two phase design of the assembler can also be animated. The code is in Appendix C. For the first phase, Phase 1, the assembly instructions are input, and also core (because its definition cannot be computed using Lib, as it is implicit). Two possible values are provided for the machine operand. The first was the intermediate value, where only ‘numeric’ fields are represented:

\[ \text{operand} \Rightarrow \{M1 \rightarrow 100, M2 \rightarrow 4095, M8 \rightarrow 3\} \]

The second was the final value, equivalent to the binding above.

Each value was successful, so although operand need only have numeric fields represented after the first phase, the final value is also consistent with Phase 1. rt and st are also computed during Phase 1:

\[
\begin{align*}
rt &= \{\text{OrdPair}(3,V2), \text{OrdPair}(5,V2), \text{OrdPair}(6,V1), \text{OrdPair}(7,\text{Exit}), \\
& \quad \text{OrdPair}(8,\text{Loop})\} \\
\text{st} &= \{\text{OrdPair}(\text{Exit},9), \text{OrdPair}(\text{Loop},3), \text{OrdPair}(V1,1), \text{OrdPair}(V2,2)\}
\end{align*}
\]

For Phase 2, the values of rt, st computed by Phase 1 were input, together with values as for Assembly. As can be seen this phase will only accept the final values for operand, not the intermediate ones. For Implementation, the values provided were as for Assembly, with the addition of core. These values are checked and found to be consistent. In the original case study it is proved that Implementation is the same as Assembly and these tests provide an alternative demonstration and are complementary to the proof process in that they ‘make visible’ an assembly process in an intuitive manner. In contrast, proof is able to provide generality.

4.5.5 Comparison of Gödel and Prolog Versions

The Gödel animation can be compared with the Prolog animation. The advantages identified in Section 4.2.2 were all found to exist. In Prolog non declarative features such as ‘cut’ were used (for example in composition of functions) to aid implementation of much of the set theory code, compromising its correctness, whereas in Gödel no such devices were necessary. Thus the library implementation in Gödel was a
straightforward replication in first order logic of the Toolkit definitions. The library implementation in Gödel was also more extensive than the Prolog library. This allowed the phase and implementation schemas to be modelled, whereas this was not possible for the Prolog animation.

The Gödel animation allowed a direct translation of existential quantification via SOME. In the Prolog version the expression:

$$\exists symtab : SYM \rightarrow N \bullet \ldots$$

was translated by not providing symtab with a name, but relying on the fact that variables on the right hand side of the implication which do not appear on the left are assumed existentially quantified.

Also in Gödel the ‘types’ OPSYM, OP, SYM etc. are correctly modelled using ‘types’ rather than by ‘setof’ and the Prolog list. The Gödel types also allowed the modelling of the Z bindings by functions Bind, so that a different binding function was required for each pair of types, thus ensuring the correct replication of the bindings in Z.

### 4.6 Animation Example 2

The Unix file system case study was chosen because it involves ‘state change’ (unlike the assembler) and also contains more complex Z constructions such as the $\theta$ formation. This allows the coverage of more of the Z syntax.

#### 4.6.1 Unix File System

The second case study involves the animation of a specification of the ‘Unix file system’. A full account of the original specification is in [84] and only a fragment is presented here. The file storage system allows files to be stored and retrieved using file identifiers; the set of all file identifiers is called FID. Further given sets are channel identifiers CID. A channel identifier is a Unix file descriptor.

$$[FID, CID]$$

In order to support random access to files for reading and writing, a channel is defined which remembers a file and the current position in the file.
\[
\text{CHAN}
\begin{align*}
  \text{fid} & : \text{FID} \\
  \text{posn} & : \text{N}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{CHAN} consists of a file identifier, \text{fid} and a position within a file, \text{posn}. The next schema shows the channel \text{CHAN}' after some operation; each variable is primed.

\[
\text{CHAN}'
\begin{align*}
  \text{fid}' & : \text{FID} \\
  \text{posn}' & : \text{N}
\end{align*}
\]

The following expresses the property that the \text{fid} of a channel is never changed.

\[
\Delta \text{CHAN}
\begin{align*}
  \text{CHAN}, \text{CHAN}' \\
  \text{fid}' = \text{fid}
\end{align*}
\]

A channel storage system allows channels to be stored and retrieved using channel identifiers taken from \text{CID}. The channel storage system is denoted \text{cstore} and is defined by the schema \text{CS}, where \text{cstore} denotes a partial function between channel identifiers (the set \text{CID}) and the schema \text{CHAN} represents a channel.

\[
\text{CS}
\begin{align*}
  \text{cstore} & : \text{CID} \rightarrow \text{CHAN}
\end{align*}
\]

The schema \text{openCS} denotes the opening of a new channel. The old channel store is updated by the addition of a new channel whose file position is zero, but \text{fid} is unconstrained. The expression \{\text{cid}! \mapsto \theta \text{CHAN}\} denotes a mapping from \text{cid}! to the channel binding \theta \text{CHAN}.

\[
\text{openCS}
\begin{align*}
  \Delta \text{CS} \\
  \text{CHAN} \\
  \text{cid}! : \text{CID} \\
  \text{cid}! \not\in \text{dom cstore} \\
  \text{posn} = 0 \\
  \text{cstore}' = \text{cstore} \oplus \{\text{cid}! \mapsto \theta \text{CHAN}\}
\end{align*}
\]
In the following schema, a channel is closed; the channel must have been previously open (cid? ∈ dom cstore) and cstore is updated by the removal of cid?, the input channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>closeCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cid?: CID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| cid? ∈ dom cstore |
| cstore' = {cid?} ⊆ cstore |

### 4.6.2 Gödel Code for the Unix File System

The following shows the base types and functions necessary to produce bindings within the types. The module imports Lib, the library necessary for functions and relations, a full version of which is in Appendix C. The code is commented to facilitate understanding. Schema (names) are decorated via the use of functions as before. Again, we need extensional sets, for integers form part of the source or target sets of partial functions.

% code for schema
% In this case, the second component is a binding
FUNCTION Bind4 : Var * Set(OP(Cid, List(BindVar))) -> BindVar.

% Schema referencing
PREDICATE SThetaS: Set(List(BindVar)) * Name.

The code for schemas CHAN, CHAN', ΔCHAN, CS, and openCS is presented. Schemas which are included in the signatures of other schemas are modelled via their conjunction with other variable bindings (if any). The list of bindings is appended to the list of other variable bindings to become the binding of the schema which includes them. For example the bindings of CHAN and CHAN' are appended to become the binding of ΔCHAN. The relationships between variables in Z in the schema predicate is modelled by Lib. For example the predicate Fun0veride represents function overriding, ⊗ in Z.

% Schema % Schema

```
SchemaType(binding, Chan) <-
    binding = [Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Po&n, po&n)] &
```


% Types of variables, position is a natural number
fid = {x : IsFileId(x) } &
posfile = {x : 0 <= x < 100} &
posn >= 0 &
posn In posfile &
f In fid.

% Forms the set of bindings for a schema in simple cases
% where functions are not involved
SThetaS(val, schname) <-
    val = {binding : SchemaType(binding, schname)}.

SchemaType(binding, Cs) <-
    binding = [Bind4(Cstore, c)] &
cid = {x : IsCid(x) } &

PF(c, cid, schtyp) &
SThetaS(schtyp, Chan).

% The bindings are expanded out:
% Bind1, Bind2 are from declaration of CHAN
% Bind4 vars are from declaration of Cs and Cs'

SchemaType([Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Posn, posn), Bind3(OAT( ChId), outc),
    Bind4(Cstore, cs), Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1) ], OpenCs ) <-
% declared schemas
    SchemaType([Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Posn, posn)], Chan) &
    SchemaType([Bind4(Cstore, cs), Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1)], Del(Cs)) &
% schema predicate
    cid = {x : IsCid(x) } &
posfile = {x : 0 <= x < 100} &
    outc In cid &
% cid not in dom cstore
    DomContents(cs, domcs) &
    "(outc In domcs) &
posn In posfile &
posn = 0 &
% Old channel store is updated by addition of a new
% channel whose file position is zero, but FileId is unconstrained
FunOverride(cs1, cs, \{OrdPair(outc, [Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Posn, posn)])\}).

SchemaType([Bind3(IN(ChId), inc),
    Bind4(Cstore, cs), Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1)], CloseCs) <-
    SchemaType([Bind4(Cstore, cs), Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1)], Del(cs)) &
    cid = \{x : IsCid(x)\} &
    inc In cid &
    DomContents(cs, domcs) &
    inc In domcs &
    DomExclude(cs1, \{inc\}, cs).

4.6.3 Example of Queries to Unix Files

The Unix file system expresses constraints in a constructive manner (like the small
file system). However unlike the latter system, there is much less flexibility as to
instantiation of variables. This is because many of the state variables are functions,
and therefore of a more complex data type than \texttt{file, file'}. For example if \texttt{cstore'}
from schema \texttt{openCS} is not instantiated in the original query, then it will not be
provided with values by its declaration \texttt{cstore'} : \texttt{CID \rightarrow CHAN} and will require to
be constructed via the schema predicate. This is the case here where the schema
predicate provides such a construction. However in a non-constructive version of the
specification, many or all of the variables would require instantiation in the original
query, (as for the assembler) otherwise the query would flounder.

A number of possible queries and the responses are presented. The queries shown
here represent black-box testing, of schemas \texttt{CS, openCS}. Tracing the code (as it
is executed) also allows for the structure of the specification to be examined (but
that is not shown). The first query investigates the possible bindings for \texttt{CS} which
is provided with a binding equivalent to

\[
cstore = \{cid1 \mapsto \langle fid \Rightarrow F1, posn \Rightarrow 2\}\}.
\]

\texttt{[UnixFiles] \leftarrow SchemaType ( binding, Cs ) &}
binding = [ Bind4 ( Cstore, \{ OrdPair ( Cid1, [ Bind1 ( Fid, F1 ),
    Bind2 ( Posn, 2 ) ])])].

binding = [Bind4(Cstore,{OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])})] ? ;

There are no other values which satisfy the predicate. A further query shows the
effect on the channel store, of the opening of a further channel. As before, the
existing channel has file identifier F1 and position 2. The query provides the value
of $CS'$, the value after the new channel is opened, and information about the new
channel. The new channel is added and can be any of the remaining (unopened)
one so and the file identifier can be any. The position in the file remains at 0. In this
case the answer set contains more than one binding.

$$[\text{UnixFiles}] \leftarrow \text{cs} = \{\text{OrdPair} (\text{Cid1}, [\text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}), \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 2)])\} \&$$

SchemaType ([b1, b2, b3, Bind4 (Cstore, cs),

\text{Bind4} (\text{DSet} (\text{Cstore}), \text{cs1} ), \text{OpenCs} ).

b1 = \text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}),

b2 = \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 0),

b3 = \text{Bind3} (\text{OUT} (\text{ChId}), \text{Cid2}),

cs = \{\text{OrdPair} (\text{Cid1}, [\text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}), \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 2)])\},

cs1 = \{\text{OrdPair} (\text{Cid1}, [\text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}), \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 2)]) ,

\text{OrdPair} (\text{Cid2}, [\text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}), \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 0)]) \} ? ;

Initiating a back track gives a further answer:

b1 = \text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F5}),

b2 = \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 0),

b3 = \text{Bind3} (\text{OUT} (\text{ChId}), \text{Cid3}),

cs = \{\text{OrdPair} (\text{Cid1}, [\text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}), \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 2)])\},

cs1 = \{\text{OrdPair} (\text{Cid1}, [\text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}), \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 2)]) ,

\text{OrdPair} (\text{Cid3}, [\text{Bind1} (\text{Fid}, \text{F1}), \text{Bind2} (\text{Posn}, 0)]) \} ?

Yes

Thus amongst many possible values we have:

$$c_{store'} = \{\text{Cid1} \mapsto \langle \text{fid} \Rightarrow \text{F1}, \text{posn} \Rightarrow 2 \rangle ,$$

$$\text{Cid2} \mapsto \langle \text{fid} \Rightarrow \text{F1}, \text{posn} \Rightarrow 0 \rangle \} .$$

The new channel can be any except $\text{Cid1}$ and the file remembered by the new
channel, any. Further animations are in Appendix C.

The animation was of a fragment of the Unix file system and was successful.
Again, the translation was sophisticated; the longest wait for a query was of the order
of a second. The perceived disadvantage is the limitation to finite sets. However
the authors of the original Z specification note that file size, directory size “Inodes”,
device capacity and position within a file are bounded. Many specifications require
only finite sets. Although the specification is small, it covers more advanced features of Z, including a simple occurrence of the binding formation \( \theta \). A translation of this feature was never attempted in the case of Prolog animation.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter has investigated the *structure simulation method* and in particular the use of the LP, Gödel, for Z animation. and covers **Contribution 3.** The two studies demonstrate

1. The practicality of the method: the studies cover some important features of the Z notation, and in particular, the animation reflects the modularity of Z. This means that it will be easier to investigate any flaws in the specification uncovered by the animation;

2. The sophistication of the method: in the particular case of the assembler, the code appeared in the same order as the Z it modelled. There was no problem with floundering on account of the occurrence of non-ground variables. The translation differed from the equivalent Prolog. For successful execution in Prolog, *either* the code required ordering in a particular way *or* non-declarative features such as `var` were used;

3. The efficiency of the method: interrogation of the code for the Unix file system involved complex queries, but response to these on a current SPARC Ultra is instantaneous;

4. The potential for proving correctness: there is the possibility of proving that the animation correctly represents the Z specification. Gödel is defined as a theory in first order logic and an implementation must be sound with respect to this semantics. Also, Gödel allows the representation of types and sets.

In short, the use of Gödel types replicates the types in Z, and the implementation of sets and first order logic captures the ZF basis for Z and this builds confidence that the information provided by the animator does indeed represent the information which would be provided by the specification if it could be interrogated.

Animation provides a way of testing a specification, and test cases for animation have been suggested which have a similar purpose to test cases for software. How much of the data needs to be instantiated and how much supplied depends on the
application. At the one extreme, the small file system constructs all data from its declarations and at the other the assembler requires all data to be supplied. Animation does not replace proof, but complements it in that tests can be used to make visible the structure of the specification (as in the case of the assembler and its implementation). Although this is not shown here, it could also be used to demonstrate that a certain property is not true before the time-consuming effort of formal proof is attempted [85].

For the user of the animator to have confidence in the tool, assurance in its correctness is required, and this is the subject of the next chapter. However, for correctness to be proved, a formal framework is required. Since program synthesis presented problems, the formal framework is provided by abstract approximation, and this is the next subject of the thesis. The work on abstract approximation was completed after the Prolog animator of [119] was published, and represents a more recent advance.
Chapter 5

Abstract Approximation

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 described structure simulation, a set of animation rules for the translation of Z to the Gödel logic programming language and this chapter, in formalising these rules covers Contribution 4 of this thesis. Structure simulation has been applied to two substantial case studies and has a potential for real world applications. The rules were evolved because an alternative method, program synthesis, proposed in Chapter 3 was found to have problems. The simulation rules were found to be practical, but lacked the formal framework for proving correctness which exists when synthesising a program.

This chapter provides a different approach to correctness, abstract approximation, introduced by Breuer and Bowen [17] to provide a formal framework and some proof rules for the correct animation of Z. In formalising the animation rules of Chapter 4, we both modify and strengthen the approximation method. Abstract approximation is based on the procedures of abstract interpretation, formalised by Cousot and Cousot in [23]. In this initial paper, abstract interpretation was used for static analysis of imperative programs. The abstract interpretation of the concrete semantics explicitly exhibits an underlying structure; the structure is implicitly present in the richer concrete structure of program executions. In abstract approximation the approximate semantics of the animations of Z is compared with the
concrete semantics of $Z$ associated with ZF set theory. The approximate semantics of the programming language underestimates the concrete semantics of $Z$.

The chapter commences with a brief discussion of abstract interpretation, supported by simple illustrative examples and this is provided in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents the framework and proof rules of [17] in a tutorial fashion and these are compared with the method and procedures of abstract interpretation (in Section 5.4). Although the work of Breuer and Bowen contains a framework for arbitrary specifications in $Z$, their method does not cover the possible existence of non-integer sets. In their approach, ‘given sets’ are not included and predicate values are based on $\{0, 1\}$. Their approach is a generic one based on a suitable declarative language and the prototype animator is in a lazy functional language (Miranda).

We present in Section 5.5 an animation based on a logic programming language with types and sets, such as the Gödel language described in Chapter 4. This approach is adopted because the logic programming language implementation reflects in a more natural way the first order logic of $Z$, and the sets and types can be used to model the data structures of $Z$. The translation rules from Chapter 4 do include the possibility of non-integer (given) sets and furthermore have a potential application to ‘real world’ examples such as the assembler and Unix file system.

Proof arguments for correctness are presented in Section 5.6 and the differences between our work and the work of Breuer and Bowen is provided where necessary. The chief difference is, as might be expected, in the interpretation of predicates and this is presented in Section 5.6.4. Another difference is that we allow for the structure of schema expressions (for example conjunction and disjunction) to be directly reflected in the animation, and this is presented in Section 5.6.7.

5.2 Brief Description – Abstract Interpretation

This section provides a brief introduction to the concepts of abstract interpretation and we commence by presenting some simple examples which provide the basic intuitions. A more complex example based on the work of the Cousots is described in Section 5.2.2, which also introduces concepts such as ordering which are used later in the chapter.
5.2.1 Description

The notion of relating a concrete semantics to an approximate one is not new. It is used (for example) to speedily check calculations in arithmetic and the correctness of physical formulae and these commonly used examples of abstract interpretation provide the intuitions behind the method.

1. ‘Casting out 9’ is used to check additions and multiplications. The result of the check is that the calculation is known to be ‘wrong’ or ‘possibly correct’. In this case the concrete interpretation of the calculation is Peano arithmetic and the abstract interpretation of the calculation is the method of ‘casting out 9’. For example when checking the calculation ‘$1234 \times 32 = 39486’ we take the ‘rest’ $r_1$ of $1234 = (1+2+3+4)mod9 = 1$, the rest $r_2$ of $32 = (3+2)mod9 = 5$ and the rest $r$ of result $39486 = (3+9+4+8+6)mod9 = 3$. If we multiply $r_1$ and $r_2$ and take the rest, $p = (r_1 \times r_2)mod9 = 5$. We should obtain $r = p$ if the calculation is ‘possibly correct’. In this case $r \neq p$ and so the calculation is ‘wrong’. We use ‘possibly’ because even if $r = p$ the calculation could still be incorrect (e.g. ‘$1234 \times 32 = 5’). This is a way of ensuring that the interpretation is ‘safe’. This means that if a property of the concrete interpretation is promised, then it is guaranteed. In this case the property is that the answer to the calculation is wrong;

2. ‘Dimensions in physical formulae’ are used as a check that the formula is ‘possibly correct’ or is ‘wrong’, as in the previous example. The abstraction is ‘dimension calculus’ which involves taking dimensions of both sides of a physical formulae. For example the formula for the period, $T$ of a simple pendulum of length $l$ is

\[ T = 2\pi(l/g)^{1/2} \text{, where } g \text{ is gravity}. \]

The dimension of length is $[L]$, the dimension of time $[T]$, and the dimensions of acceleration are $[L][T]^{-2}$ and ‘$2\pi$’ is a scalar quantity and dimensionless. Thus the dimensions on the right hand side of the formula are

\[ ([L] / [L][T]^{-2})^{1/2} \]

which evaluates to $[T]$, the dimension of the left hand side. This means that the formula is ‘possibly correct’. In this case, ‘safeness’ again means that if we decide a formula is incorrect, it is so.
Abstract interpretation was formalised in a seminal paper by Cousot and Cousot [23], who used it for static analysis of imperative programs. The abstract interpretation of the concrete semantics models the structure which is implicitly present in the richer concrete structure of program executions. A useful introduction to the concepts of semantic domains and approximation is contained in [97] and the detailed analysis of the application of abstract interpretation to ‘casting out 9’ and ‘dimensions’ can be found in [25]. The latter paper also provides an extension of the dimension calculus to type checking. Further summaries and applications of abstract interpretation are in [4, 24, 78].

Since the original paper, the work of the Cousots has been extended to declarative languages, including the application to groundness analysis in logic programming [24]. In this paper, abstract interpretation is applied to a program analysis which can be used to prove that a particular predicate is, or will be, bound to ground terms during program execution. However there may be predicates whose groundness cannot be determined. Abstract interpretation has been applied to many kinds of static analysis for logic programs. For example [9] describes data flow analysis for (constraint) logic programs which includes variable sharing and freeness as well as groundedness. Abstract interpretation is utilised in strictness analysis [4] in functional programming. The objective is to improve program efficiency by detecting when it is possible to pass arguments ‘by value’ rather than ‘by need’. In this case the notion of ‘safeness’, is that an argument must never be detected as strict when it is not. On the other hand there may be strict arguments which are undetected by the abstraction.

The example in Section 5.2.2 is based on the seminal work in static analysis of imperative programs by Cousot and Cousot [23] where finite flowcharts are used to model the program semantics and abstract interpretation is then used for program de-bugging. The flowchart is represented by a directed graph, viz. a set Nodes, and a set Arcs, where Arcs is a subset of Nodes × Nodes. Each program point, or arc ∈ Arcs, is associated with a possible set of environments, where an environment is a possible binding for each identifier of the program. In order to accommodate incomplete information, sets associated with program executions can be ‘lifted’ by top and bottom elements ⊤, ⊥ respectively. In particular the set of program identifiers is augmented by ⊤Id, ⊥Id to become semantic domain Id, where Id is a lattice

---

1The Cousots have published many papers on abstract interpretation which can be found at http://www.dl.ens.fr/cousot/COUSOTpapers/.
with an imposed ordering:

\[ \forall id \in Id \cdot \bot_{Id} \sqsubseteq id \sqsubseteq \top_{Id}. \]

In future the subscript on \( \bot, \top \) will be omitted. The appropriate domain or sub-domain for each top and bottom element will be understood by its context.

If the semantic domain of program values (booleans, integers etc.) is represented by the set \( Val \), then the domain of possible environments \( Env \) is defined:

\[ Env == Id \to Val. \]

The bottom value for \( Env \) is an environment \( e \) where \( e(x) = \bot \) for all \( x \in Id \), i.e. where all identifiers have undefined values, during the initial state of the program for example. \( Env \) is a total continuous function for \( Env(\bot) = \bot \), \( Env(x) = \bot \) for \( x \in Id \) undefined in \( Env \). The set of environments associated with each program point, or \( arc \in Arcs \), is called a context. We have \( context \in Contexts \), where

\[ Contexts == \mathbb{P}Env. \]

Also associated with program arcs is an abstract context, \( abs \in Abs \), which effectively abstracts or approximates the context associated with the arc in a manner described below. (This can be compared with the much simpler abstract interpretations involved in casting out nine and dimension calculus.) The nodes of a flow chart are associated with program commands and five types of node are associated with flow charts. These are entries, exits, assignments, tests and junctions. In general, the information associated with each arc is propagated through the program via concrete and abstract interpretations of program commands. However, the example is confined to an assignment node.

An abstraction function \( \alpha \) maps between the concrete and abstract contexts associated with the arcs. For every node, the context (whether abstract or concrete) associated with its output arc(s) depends on the context(s) of its input arc(s). The program command can be interpreted in an abstract or concrete manner. The figure below (Figure 5.1) diagrammatically represents the action of the abstraction \( \alpha \) and adjoint \( \gamma \) where

\[ \alpha : Contexts \to Abs \]
\[ \gamma : Abs \to Contexts. \]
The diagram illustrates the fact that abstracting concrete contexts for input arcs to a node, performing an abstract interpretation of a language construct, then concreting the resulting abstract, results in a loss of information compared with the concrete interpretation of the context. On the other hand, commencing with the abstract contexts on input arcs, concreting, then performing the concrete interpretation, introduces no loss of information, for the result is the same as if an abstract interpretation had been directly performed. \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) are monotonic adjoint functions:

\[
\alpha \circ \gamma = \text{IdentityFunction}_{\text{abs}}, \\
\gamma \circ \alpha \sqsubseteq \text{IdentityFunction}_{\text{conc}}.
\]

An example is provided to illustrate the figure where, for simplicity, attention is confined to the case where the program has a single integer variable, \( x \). The operation of the program determines the value of an expression at the single node. The example is needed to help explain the procedures of abstract interpretation, for the latter will, in turn, be compared with the abstract approximation, the principal subject of the chapter. Some of the concepts introduced in the example will also be required for abstract approximation. The example illustrates the abstractions of [4], but the assignment example is new and constructed with the intention of explaining the concepts in as simple a manner as possible.

### 5.2.2 Abstract Interpretation: Example

For this simple example, consider a single node, \( n \), associated with an assignment \( x := x*x - 2*x + 10 \). In the case of a single integer variable the context associated with the input arc to \( n \) will be the set of possible values of the integer on the arc.
We shall consider the abstraction to be the sign of the integer values associated with the arc. In this case the concrete contexts are

\[ \text{Contexts} = \mathbb{P} \mathbb{Z}. \]

The subset ordering is the ordering on the concrete contexts. The top element is \( \mathbb{Z} \), and the bottom the empty set, \( \{ \} \). For the abstract contexts we have:

\[ \text{Abs} = \{ \bot, \text{plus}, \text{zero}, \text{minus}, \pm \}. \]

The element \( \bot \) is associated with entry arcs where identifiers are undefined, thus the abstraction, \( \alpha \), is defined for \( C \in \text{Contexts} \):

- \( \alpha(C) = \bot \), \( C = \{ \} \);
- \( \alpha(C) = \text{zero}, C = \{0\} \);
- \( \alpha(C) = \text{minus}, C = \{x : x \leq 0\} \);
- \( \alpha(C) = \text{plus}, C = \{x : x \geq 0\} \);
- \( \alpha(C) = \pm \), otherwise

and the concretisation, \( \gamma \), is defined for \( A \in \text{Abs} \):

- \( \gamma(A) = \{ \} \), \( A = \bot \);
- \( \gamma(A) = \{0\}, C = \text{zero} \);
- \( \gamma(A) = \{x : x \leq 0\}, A = \text{minus} \);
- \( \gamma(A) = \{x : x \geq 0\}, A = \text{plus} \);
- \( \gamma(A) = \mathbb{Z} \), otherwise.

If the input context (possible input values) to \( n \) is the set of natural numbers \( \mathbb{N} \), then (from elementary algebra) the context associated with the output arc of \( n \) is a member of the set of natural numbers greater than or equal to 9. Thus the concrete interpretation of the calculation for the assignment function in the concrete domain is

\[ \{x : x \geq 9\}. \]
The abstract interpretation of the calculation is found using the 'rule of signs' as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{plus} \times \text{plus} &= \text{plus}; \\
\text{plus} \times \text{minus} &= \text{minus}; \\
\text{plus} \times \text{zero} &= \text{zero}; \\
\text{plus} + \text{plus} &= \text{plus}; \\
\text{plus} - \text{plus} &= \pm; \\
\text{plus} \times \perp &= \perp; \\
\text{plus} + \perp &= \perp; \\
\text{plus} - \perp &= \perp
\end{align*}
\]

_{etc.}_

Since the input value of $x$ in the abstract domain is _plus_, we see that our output value is

\[(\text{plus} \times \text{plus}) - (2 \times \text{plus}) + 10 = \pm.\]

It can be seen that by performing the abstract interpretation we have lost information, for by concretising the result of the abstract interpretation:

\[\gamma(\pm) = \mathbb{Z}\]

we see that the set is larger than that produced by the concrete interpretation for \(\{x : x \geq 9\} \subseteq \mathbb{Z}\).

The above is a simple example which demonstrates the method rather than a practical application. However it provides enough background to understand the similarities and differences of this work to the work described in the rest of the chapter and a comparison will be made in Section 5.4. A more useful and sophisticated version of the method illustrated by this simple example is interval analysis and this is used as a check on array bounds [24, 25].

### 5.3 Brief Description: Abstract Approximation

This section provides a brief introduction to the notion of _abstract approximation_, posited by [17] to determine the correctness of animations of \(\mathbb{Z}\). The section concentrates mainly on the generic aspects of abstract approximation. However for illustrative purposes we shall use logic programming examples, and in particular the animations of Chapter 4.

This is structured as follows. Abstract approximation compares the interpretation of \(\mathbb{Z}\) syntactical objects in both the execution language (in our case the LP) and in \(\mathbb{Z}\). In Section 5.3.1 we present the subset of the \(\mathbb{Z}\) syntax which is to be covered by the animation rules. The \(\mathbb{Z}\) interpretation is the interpretation we would expect
Table 5.1: Notation: Z Syntax

if we had been evaluating the objects using set theoretic (ZF) considerations. In addition, the Z domain has been extended to accommodate non-terminating computations and a description of this extended Z domain is presented in Section 5.3.2. The LP interpretation is according to the implementation of the theory of finite sets in the LP, however the details of the LP domain are deferred until Section 5.5. A comparison between abstract and concrete interpretations is in Section 5.3.3. We next determine the meaning of loss of information in abstracting the Z syntax, and the concept of ordering is presented in Section 5.3.4. This is in order for a comparison to be made between the abstracted interpretation and the concrete.

Details of this comparison of LP and Z interpretations are presented in Section 5.5. In brief, the comparison is as follows: for finite sets and when the LP terminates, the interpretations are the same, but for infinite sets, or when the LP fails to terminate, the LP interpretation underestimates the Z interpretation in a manner to be explained. Breuer and Bowen have formalised the process of showing that the abstract interpretation of a given piece of Z syntax always underestimates the concrete. The formalisation which involves a structural induction process is presented in Section 5.3.5. In order to aid the reader, a summary of notation used for Z syntax in the remainder of this chapter is provided in Table 5.1.

5.3.1 Z Syntax

The following is an outline summary of the Z syntax to be interpreted and should be taken in conjunction with the description of Z in Chapter 4 and in [105]. It includes those constructs which are explicitly covered by our application of abstract approximation. The given sets (and names of enumerated free types) are from the set GIVEN, the set of schema names NAME, and the set of variable names (within a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t, t_i$</td>
<td>expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, x_i, x_i^i, X, X_i, X_i^i$</td>
<td>variable names</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| $P, p, p_i, p_i^i$ | predicates (in general)
| $CP, CP_i, CP_i^i, GCP, GCP_i, GCP_i^i$ | schema predicates |
| $\tau, \tau_i, \tau_i^i$ | types |
| $d, d_i, d_i^i, D, D_i, D_i^i$ | declarations |
| $Sch, Sch_i, Sch_i^i$ | schema names |
| $S, s$ | set names |
\( \text{expr ::= } Z \mid n \in Z \text{ the integers and integer values} \)

\( \mid t_1 + t_2 \mid t_1 - t_2 \ldots \mid \text{ an integer expression} \)

\( \mid G_i \text{ where } G_i \in \text{ GIVEN a given set reference} \)

\( \mid x_i \text{ where } x_i \in \text{ VAR} \)

\( \mid \{ x_1 \ldots x_n \} \text{ an enumerated set} \)

\( \mid t_1 t_2, \text{ function application} \)

\( \mid (t_1, \ldots, t_n), \text{ a tuple} \)

\( \mid t_1 \cup t_2 \mid t_1 \cap t_2 \mid \bigcup t \mid \ldots \)

set union, intersection, distributed union etc.

\( \mid ^{\text{"Enum\_Type ::= x_1 \mid \ldots \mid x_n"}} \)

where \( x_i \in \text{VAR}, \text{Enum\_Type} \in \text{ GIVEN} \)

an enumerated free type

\( \mid \lambda d \mid p \bullet t \text{ where } d \in \text{ decl} \)

Figure 5.2: Z Syntax

schema) are VAR. We consider the following four parts of the Z syntax: Expressions, Predicates, Axiomatic Definitions and Schemas, denoted \( \text{expr, pred, axdef, schema} \)
respectively. Although declarations are not top-level it is convenient to treat them
as syntactic objects, as suggested in [17].

A declaration can be made up of both variable declarations and schema references.
However in our work, variable declarations and schema references will be
interpreted separately, as will be seen. The following is the syntax of \( \text{basic declarations, basic\_decl} \)
and sequences of basic declarations \( \text{decl} \) where \( x_i \in \text{VAR}, t, t_i \in \text{expr, Sch} \in \text{ NAME} \), and \( \text{Sch} \) is a schema reference:

\[
\text{basic\_decl} ::= x_1, \ldots, x_n : t \mid \text{Sch} \\
\text{decl} ::= bd_1 ; \ldots ; bd_n \text{ where } bd_i \in \text{basic\_decl}. 
\]

The rest of the Z syntax is presented in Figure 5.2 where \( t, t_k \in \text{expr} \) (all \( k \)) and
the expressions within " " are to be treated as complete syntactic objects, where
'|' means just that. The syntax includes schema references which are not included
in the version of the syntax presented by Breuer and Bowen for it is assumed they
are expanded and absorbed into the schemas which reference them. The syntax
replicates [17] with the exception that

1. \( \text{GIVEN} \) are not included by Breuer and Bowen;
2. we do not cover the arbitrary free types described in Chapter 4.

Predicates have the following syntax, where \( p_1, p_2 \in \text{pred}, e_1, e_2 \in \text{expr} \):

\[
\text{pred} ::= p_1 \lor p_2 \mid p_1 \land p_2 \\
| \forall d \mid p_1 \cdot p_2 | \exists d \mid p_1 \cdot p_2 \text{ where } d \in \text{decl} \\
| e_1 = e_2 \mid e_1 \subseteq e_2 \mid e_1 \in e_2.
\]

The syntax for schemas, schema bindings, schema expressions and axiomatic definitions is presented below, where predicate \( p \) can be absent.

\[
\text{schema} ::= \ "\text{Sch} \equiv [d \mid p]\" \mid \theta \text{Sch} \mid \{\text{Sch} \cdot \theta \text{Sch}\} \\
\text{where } d \in \text{decl}, p \in \text{pred}, \text{Sch} \in \text{NAME} \\
| \ "\text{Sch} \equiv \text{Sch}^1 \land \text{Sch}^2\" \mid \ "\text{Sch} \equiv \text{Sch}^1 \lor \text{Sch}^2\"
\text{where } \text{Sch}, \text{Sch}^1, \text{Sch}^2 \in \text{NAME}
\]

\[
\text{axdef} ::= [d \mid p], \text{where } d \in \text{decl}, p \in \text{pred}.
\]

### 5.3.2 The Z Domain

In all that follows we are assuming that the specification we are animating is type-checked, and that (by implication) the animation is also type correct. The contents of the Z domain are driven by the animation rules of Chapter 4 where in order to animate given sets the user of the animator is required to instantiate them with suitable values. For example the set of file identifiers \( \text{FileId} \) might be represented by \( \{ F1, F2, F3 \} \). The understanding is that these are all different values: it is as though \( \text{FileId} \) were defined as the free type:

\[
\text{FileId} ::= F1 \mid F2 \mid F3.
\]

This is similar to the way ‘deferred sets’ are instantiated in B AMN. The set \( \text{FileId} \) is then represented in the LP by the enumerated set \( \{ F1, F2, F3 \} \). This means that the Z domain \( D \) also consists of instantiations of the given sets supplied by the user of the animator. Thus \( G\text{IVEN} \) consists of \( \{ G^1, \ldots, G^N \} \) and each \( G^k \) consists of distinct \( g_1^k, \ldots g_n^k \).

The concrete domain consists of (i) the standard sets of Z, (ii) the non-standard sets and (iii) the instantiations of given sets. Requirements (i) - (iii) are formalised in Figure 5.3. The domain \( D_Z \) differs from reference [17] which does not include given sets; in addition the authors treat ‘non-standard sets for ZF’ separately from
\[ D_Z := n(\in \mathbb{Z}), \text{ an integer} \]
\[ g_i^k, \text{ distinct elements of given sets} \]
\[ \text{where each instantiated } g_i^k \in G^k \]
\[ (a_1, \ldots, a_n) \text{ where } a_k \in D_Z, \text{ a tuple} \]
\[ "a_1 | \ldots | a_n" \text{ where } a_k \in VAR, \text{ enumerated free type} \]
\[ s \text{ where } s \in \mathcal{P} D_Z, \text{ a complete set} \]
\[ s_{\mathcal{I}_{\mathcal{I}}} \text{ where } s \in \mathcal{P} D_Z, \text{ an incomplete set} \]
\[ \{x_1 \mapsto a_1, \ldots, x_n \mapsto a_n\} \text{ where } a_k \in D_Z, x_k \in VAR \]

(a finite symbol table)

Figure 5.3: The Z Domain

\[ D_Z. \text{ The symbol table gives bindings of variable names to values and is used to} \]
express the value of a schema. Recall from Chapter 3 that schemas in Z are defined:

\[ \text{Sch} \equiv [ D | CP_1; \ldots; CP_m ] \]

where each \( D \) is a declaration, associating \( n \) variables \( x_i \) with their types. The binding for \( \text{Sch} \) which follows provides values of \( x_i \) which satisfy \( CP_i \). and is represented by

\[ < x_1 \triangleq a_1, \ldots, x_n \triangleq a_n >. \]

This object is represented more simply by the symbol table

\[ \{x_1 \mapsto a_1, \ldots, x_n \mapsto a_n\} \]

which is part of the existing syntax of Z. This is required so that a binding can be regarded as a syntactical object in Z, for a set of such bindings is the output of a schema interpretation in Z and in the LP.

5.3.3 Interpretations of Z Syntax

In abstract approximation, the abstract domain is the domain of the execution, here
denoted \( D_{LP} \), and the concrete domain \( D_Z \) the domain of the ZF interpretation.
Given a syntactic expression, \( \epsilon \), of the Z notation, this can be interpreted in the
abstract domain, \( D_{LP} \), and in \( D_Z \), as can be seen in Figure 5.4. The interpreted
value in both \( D_{LP} \), and in \( D_Z \), in each case depends on the environment. The
environments are, respectively, \( \rho_{LP}, \rho_Z \) and are assumed to be variables, while the syntactic expression \( \epsilon \) is a constant. If \( \rho_{LP} : \text{VAR} \mapsto D_{LP} \) is an environment in 
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Figure 5.4: Approximation Diagram for LP and Z domains

the execution domain \( D_{LP} \), then \( \gamma \circ \rho_{LP} : \text{VAR} \mapsto D_Z \) is an environment in \( D_Z \).

If \( \Sigma_1 \) is the set of syntactic Z set and numeric expressions, then the evaluation in set-theoretic terms of expressions is the interpretation in \( D_Z, D_{LP} \) is respectively:

\[
\mathcal{E}_Z[\epsilon]\rho_Z = a_Z, \quad \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\epsilon]\rho_{LP} = a_{LP}
\]

where \( \epsilon \in \Sigma_1 \), \( a_Z \in D_Z \) and \( a_{LP} \in D_{LP} \), a term. For example, the syntactic expression: ‘\( x + y \)’ in a Z environment

\[
\{x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 4\}
\]

evaluates as

\[
\mathcal{E}_Z[x + y]\{x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 4\} = 6.
\]

In the LP \( x + y \) is interpreted as a term and

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x + y]\{x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 4\}
\]

is implemented by

\[
\text{\texttt{<- exp = x + y & (x = 2) & (y = 4)}}
\]

and evaluated by means of the ground substitution \( \{x/2, y/4\} \) to ‘6’.

Where all the components are ground, a similar diagram can be constructed for the evaluators \( \mathcal{P}_Z[\_\_\_] \), \( \mathcal{P}_{LP}[\_\_\_] \) which interpret syntactic predicates ‘\( p \in \Sigma_2 \)’ in the Z and LP domains where a predicate will interpret its component expressions
and return an appropriate boolean value. For example, the syntactic predicate expression: ‘\(y \in \{1, 2, 3\}\)’ in a Z environment \(\{x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 3\}\):

\[P_Z[y \in \{1, 2, 3\}] | x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 3 = y \in \{1, 2, 3\} \land (x = 2) \land (y = 3)\]

evaluates to ‘true’. \(P_{LP}[y \in \{1, 2, 3\}] | x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 3\) becomes the query:

\[\leftarrow y \text{ In } \{1, 2, 3\} \land (x = 1) \land (y = 3)\]

again resulting in ‘true’. In the above examples all variables are ground; in the case where some variables are not ground, it is possible that predicate evaluation will result in the environment being updated and this is examined in Section 5.6.4. The syntactic objects schemas, schema expressions and axiomatic definitions also have their interpretation in Z and LP domains and will be treated in a subsequent section.

The implication of Figure 5.4 that the animation is an abstracted interpretation holding less information than the concrete is now made explicit. The concrete interpretation in \(D_Z\) refines the abstract in \(D_{LP}\). Integers, sets, tuples etc. in \(D_{LP}\) correspond to integers, sets, tuples etc. in \(D_Z\) and the comparison is made in \(D_Z\). For a particular implementation, a computation (in \(D_{LP}\)) can fail to terminate or provide an answer while determining the value of a term or predicate. An example can be seen in Chapter 4 where ‘\(1/x\)’ was not evaluated for \(x = 0\). This has the effect that expressions, predicates, and so on can be incomplete, or contain elements which are themselves incomplete. Thus in order to accommodate incomplete computations, the concrete domain also contains \(\bot\). The nature of these incomplete elements and the different manner in which they occur in the work of Breuer and Bowen and in ours will be made apparent later.

### 5.3.4 Ordering in the Z and Execution Domains

Figure 5.4 supposes an ordering on the elements of the Z and execution domains. This ordering will now be made explicit, recalling that the ordering derives from the possible non-termination of the execution. This ordering is in respect of all types of domain elements. If \(a, b\) are integers then the ordering \(\sqsubseteq\) is

\[a \sqsubseteq b \iff (a = \bot \text{ or } a = b)\]

Sets can be incomplete: if set \(s\) belongs to the concrete domain, the incomplete set ‘tagged’ with subscript \(\bot\) denoted \(s_{\bot}\) also belongs to the concrete domain. The
The refinement relation, \( \sqsubseteq \) on \( D_Z \) is equality on integers (as above) and coordinatewise on tuples. It uses the following powerdomain orderings on subsets, as described in [17]. For ‘complete sets’ \( D_1, D_2 \in \mathbb{P} D \):

\[
D_1 \sqsubseteq D_2 \iff \\
(\forall d_1 : D_1 \cdot \exists d_2 : D_2 \cdot d_1 \sqsubseteq d_2) \land (\forall d_2 : D_2 \cdot \exists d_1 : D_1 \cdot d_2 \sqsubseteq d_1).
\]

For example, \( \{1, 2, 3, \perp, 4\} \sqsubseteq \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\} \).

For ‘incomplete sets’:

\[
(D_1)_{\sqcup} \sqsubseteq D_2 \iff (D_1)_{\sqcup} \sqsubseteq (D_2)_{\sqcup} \iff (\forall d_1 : D_1 \cdot \exists d_2 : D_2 \cdot d_1 \sqsubseteq d_2).
\]

For example, \( \{1, 2, 3, 4\}_{\sqcup} \sqsubseteq \{1, 2, 3, \perp, 4, 5\} \).

Equality is defined:

\[
(D_1)_{\sqcup} \sqsubseteq (D_2)_{\sqcup}, (D_1)_{\sqcup} \supseteq (D_2)_{\sqcup} \iff (D_1)_{\sqcup} = (D_2)_{\sqcup}.
\]

In general the incomplete sets are ‘non-standard’ with respect to ZF. For example \( \{1, 2, 3, 4\}_{\sqcup} \sqsubseteq \{1, 2, 3, \perp, 4\}_{\sqcup} \) and \( \{1, 2, 3, 4\}_{\sqcup} \supseteq \{1, 2, 3, \perp, 4\}_{\sqcup} \) so the two sets are ‘equal’ – however they do not have the same elements. (It could be said that the two sets contain the same ‘information’ – see [47].) The following subsection formalises the approximation condition of Figure 5.4.

### 5.3.5 Rules for Approximation

The rules which follow are from [17] and they will be used, where appropriate, to prove that the approximation in the LP is correct. Figure 5.4 represents the fact that if \( \epsilon \) is a syntactic Z expression then condition AR1 must hold for a correct animation of Z in \( D_{LP} \):

**Approximation Rule 1 (AR1)**

\[
\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\epsilon] \rho_{LP}) \sqsubseteq \mathcal{E}_Z[\epsilon](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}).
\]
The following conditions form the basis of a structural induction rule in which if
it can be shown that \textbf{AR1} holds for syntactic variable \( \epsilon = x \), then it also holds
for syntactical expression \( \epsilon = f x \). For example, \( f \) might be the syntactic operator
‘\( \cup \)’ on variable tuple \( \epsilon = (x_1, x_2) \). We denote by \( f_Z, f_{LP} \) the interpretation in the \( Z \)
domain and \( LP \) domain respectively of the syntactic expression \( f x \). Thus if \( f x \) is set
union, then \( f_Z x \) is the set theoretic evaluation of set union and \( f_{LP} x \) is the induced
operation in \( D_{LP} \) of set union. In order to show \textbf{AR1}, the following must hold for
the operators \( f \) of \( Z \) on variables \( x \):

\textbf{Condition 1} In order to prove correctness it is necessary to show that the inter-
pretation in \( D_{LP} \) is built recursively for each operator of \( Z \), acting on each
syntactic \( Z \) expression.

\[ f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x | \rho_{LP}]) = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[fx | \rho_{LP}] \]

\textbf{Condition 2} A further condition is a property of \( Z \), i.e. the manner in which
expressions in the \( Z \) domain are evaluated:

\[ f_Z(\mathcal{E}_Z[x | \rho_Z]) = \mathcal{E}_Z[fx | \rho_Z]. \]

However this condition is only true for complete sets and is not in general true
for incomplete sets;

\textbf{Condition 3} The third condition is the key one, which encapsulates the approxi-
mating mechanism:

\[ \gamma(f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x | \rho_{LP}])) \subseteq f_Z(\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x | \rho_{LP}])). \]

\textbf{Conditions 1–3} provide the basis of a structural induction rule:

\textbf{Structural Rule for Induction:}

If \textbf{Conditions 1–3} hold for all \( \rho_{LP} : VAR \nrightarrow D_{LP} \), \( x : \Sigma \), then \textbf{AR1} for \( \epsilon = x \)
implies \textbf{AR1} \( \epsilon = f x \).

\textbf{PROOF}

\[ \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x | \rho_{LP}]) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_Z[x](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}) \quad \text{[Base Case]} \]

\[ f_Z(\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x | \rho_{LP}])) \subseteq f_Z(\mathcal{E}_Z[x](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP})) \quad \text{[} f_Z \text{ Monotone for environment with complete sets]} \]

\[ \gamma(f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x | \rho_{LP}])) \subseteq f_Z(\mathcal{E}_Z[x](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP})) \quad \text{[cond. 3, } \subseteq \text{ transitive]} \]

\[ \gamma(f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x | \rho_{LP}])) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_Z[fx](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}) \quad \text{[cond. 2, } \rho_Z = \gamma \circ \rho_{LP}] \]
\[ \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[f_{x}][\rho_{LP}]) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{Z}[f_{x}](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}) \]  
[cond. 1]

The base types for induction include integers, instantiations of given sets, sets of integers and variables. However since Condition 2 is only true for complete sets, then AR1 can only be used for complete sets. In order to encompass incomplete sets, we need to extend ZF operations. A further induction rule is presented, as in [17]: AR2 is implied by AR1, provided that we interpret \( f_{Z} \) for incomplete sets in such a way that is monotonic in the refinement relation for incomplete sets.

**Approximation Rule 2 (AR2)**

Recall \( \rho_{LP} : \text{VAR} \rightarrow D_{LP} \) is an environment in the execution domain \( D_{LP} \), then \( \gamma \circ \rho_{LP} : \text{VAR} \rightarrow D_{Z} \) is an environment in \( D_{Z} \) and write \( \rho_{Z} = \gamma \circ \rho_{LP} \). Consider \( \rho'_{Z} \) environment in \( D_{Z} \) which refines \( \rho_{Z} \), viz. \( \rho_{Z} \subseteq \rho'_{Z} \). Then AR2 is

\[ \rho_{Z} \subseteq \rho'_{Z} \Rightarrow \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\epsilon][\rho_{LP}]) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{Z}[\epsilon][\rho'_{Z}] \cdot \]

AR2 is stronger than AR1, for if we take \( \rho_{Z} = \rho'_{Z} \), then AR2 becomes AR1. Conversely, assuming the monotonicity of \( f_{Z} \), then AR1 implies AR2.

If Conditions 1–3 hold for all \( \rho_{LP} : \text{VAR} \rightarrow D_{LP}, x : \Sigma \), and \( f_{Z} \) is monotone, then AR2 for \( \epsilon = x \) implies AR2 for \( \epsilon = f_{x} \).

### 5.4 Comparison of Abstract Interpretation and Abstract Approximation

The resemblances between abstract interpretation and abstract approximation can be seen in Figure 5.5, which contains the approximation diagrams for each concept.

Section 5.2 describes the use of abstract interpretation in static analysis of imper-

---

Figure 5.5: (i) Abstract Interpretation and (ii) Abstract Approximation

---

\[\text{Abs} \quad f_{abs} \quad \text{Abs} \quad \rho_{LP} \quad \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\epsilon] \quad D_{LP} \]

\[\text{Contexts} \quad f_{conc} \quad \text{Contexts} \quad \rho_{Z} \quad \mathcal{E}_{Z}[\epsilon] \quad D_{Z} \]

\[\alpha \quad \gamma \quad \gamma \circ \rho_{Z} \quad \gamma \]

\[\supseteq \quad \subseteq \quad \supseteq \]
ative programs and diagram (i) of Figure 5.5 pictures the abstract interpretation of program environments at a program node. The abstractions are of the contexts associated with a program node. The figure indicates the loss of information when concretising the result of an abstract interpretation. Diagram (ii) of Figure 5.5 represents loss of information when interpreting a piece of Z syntax in an abstract execution domain as compared with the concrete 'Z' domain.

Diagrams (i) and (ii) are similar in that they both represent an abstract and concrete interpretation of a piece of syntax. However for abstract interpretation, the abstraction is a set descriptor, whereas for abstract approximation integers, sets, tuples in the abstract correspond to integers, sets, tuples in the concrete. However the abstract object may not be as well defined as the associated concrete object. Abstract approximation also represents loss of information, for the reason that a program may terminate, or only provide a partial answer. There is also a difference in the manner in which both represent lack of information. In abstract interpretation the top element corresponds to the least precise information, the set Z. The most precise information is given by the empty set, and corresponds to \( \bot \). The abstract interpretation is an upper approximation. As pointed out by [78], the ordering is opposite to the ordering of domain theory; the top element corresponds to total lack of information. Abstract approximation has the ordering of domain theory; the bottom element corresponds to total lack of information and it is a lower approximation.

Abstract interpretation involves two comparisons. First of all the concrete context inputs are abstracted (via \( \alpha \)) and an abstract interpretation of a language construct performed. The resulting abstraction is concreted (via \( \gamma \)) then compared with the concrete interpretation of the context and a loss of information is found. The second comparison involves commencing with the abstract contexts on input arcs, concretising, via \( \gamma \) then performing the concrete interpretation. The result is the same as if an abstract interpretation had been directly performed: the second comparison results in no loss of information. On the other hand abstract approximation explicitly involves only one comparison: a syntactic object is interpreted in an environment in the abstract (execution) domain and the value concreted (via \( \gamma \)). This value is compared to that found by concreting an execution environment and interpreting the same syntactic object in the resulting concrete environment in a concrete (Z) domain. In that case the first result underestimates the second. For abstract approximation the notion of 'safeness' is that the abstract approximation will always provide correct information. However there may be little or no infor-
mation provided if the program fails to terminate. The principle of safeness means that we do not want to output the wrong information, for it may mislead.

The remainder of this chapter is restricted to the application of the generics of abstract approximation to the logic programming domain. Although the examples supplied are in Gödel, the framework is intended to apply to any logic programming language with sound semantics and with sets and types.

5.5 Formalising Structure Simulation

This section formalises the translation of Z syntax to a logic program. The assumption is that the specification has been translated to a logic program and that the user queries this program, as in the case of the simple example and case studies of Chapter 4. Section 5.5.1 outlines how a specification might be parsed in order to apply the rules and explains how a more detailed, formal set of rules are required for the structure simulation rules of Chapter 4 to be proved correct. The formal rules are based on the syntax of Z. Section 5.5.2 presents an overview of the animation approach in initialising and querying the specification. Section 5.5.3 describes the representation of the expressions and sets of Z in the LP domain and Section 5.5.4 defines the concretisation function γ in mapping between the abstract and concrete domains.

5.5.1 Parsing the Specification and Applying the Translation Rules

The rules for structure simulation presented in Chapter 4 are of a general nature and a more detailed set are presented in Section 5.6. In order to translate a Z specification automatically it needs to be parsed. A report which suggests a suitable grammar script for Z is [18]. The script is suitable for input to the publically available PRECC utility. The authors suggest that PRECC parsers are particularly useful for Z in that the same concrete symbols can be read by PRECC in different ways according to their context (as a schema name or as another identifier for example). The FUZZ type checker [105] also includes a parser.

Both the formal detailed rules for structure simulation and correctness proofs are based on the syntax of Z. The correctness proofs use structural induction, which is not based on any particular order of rule application, and hence the translation

\[a\]
process is confluent. The parsing and translation would depend on the ‘normal’ syntax of Z. If it was decided to re-define parts of the Z syntax (such as operator precedence for example) then this would have to be allowed for.

5.5.2 Overview

The user of the animator supplies some values for the constants and sets of the specification, followed by an initial imposed environment $\rho^o$. If the initial environment is consistent with the constraints of the specification, an answer set is output which provides a set of values for the other schema variables. For example, in Chapter 4 schemas are represented in the LP by characteristic predicates which define the relationship between schema variables. A schema may have other schemas as references or be defined in terms of schema expressions (schema conjunction for example). A top level call to a schema will provide the answer substitution set, which models the appropriate set of schema bindings, where a single binding is of the form:

$$< x_1 \Rightarrow a_1, \ldots, x_n \Rightarrow a_n >$$

or

$$[Bind_1(X_1, a_1), \ldots, Bind_n(X_n, a_n)]$$

in the LP. The characteristic predicate for the schema (in the LP) is from the interpreted syntax of the schema definition and includes syntactical objects such as set expressions, predicates, declarations and references to other schemas. Suppose $Env_{LP} = VAR \rightarrow D_{LP}$ is the set of all possible environments associated with a specification, then $\rho^o_{LP} \in Env_{LP}$ for the characteristic predicates to succeed. The user is then supplied with the set of answer substitutions satisfying each schema, which will have been constrained by its environment $\rho^o_{LP} \in Env_{LP}$. At the end of the execution the environment $\rho^o_{LP}$ will have been enhanced to one of a set of environments $\rho_{LP} \in Env_{LP}$ and each answer substitution will conform to $\rho_{LP}$.

Note that for terminating computations of expressions we are interested either in a value which terminates with success (and there may be many such values contributing to many schema bindings) or in a finite failure. In Nicholson et al. [88], the continuation semantics of Prolog is presented. However this is not our approach – we are not interested in the computational processes (for example backtracking) which accompanies such a search. We assume that some variables are initially instantiated, and some are initially undefined and are subsequently computed. (Whereas
Nicholson et al. are concerned with the possible changing values of variables as the program executes. Non-termination or floundering occurs when it is not possible to compute the undefined values.

This section describes how the integers, given sets and derived expressions of $Z$ are abstracted by the declarative semantics of a logic programming language. The integers, $Z$, and instantiated given sets $G^k$ form the basis of domains $D_{LP}$ and $D_Z$. Syntactic expressions of $Z$ considered are schemas, predicates and expressions such as arithmetical and set expressions of Figure 5.3. The output is confined to schema bindings, as in Chapter 4. Thus evaluations of arithmetical, set and expressions other than these, take place as part of a program execution to determine or check schema bindings. A description is presented in the next subsection, of how the $Z$ syntax is interpreted in the LP, and of how the outputs can be ordered.

### 5.5.3 The Logic Programming Domain

Recall that the given sets are denoted GIVEN, the set of schema names NAME, and the set of variable names (within a schema) are VAR. The variable and schema names will subsequently be interpreted as constants in $D_{LP}$, which means confining them to allowed constant names in the programming language. However, in most of what follows, $x_1, \ldots, x_n$ etc. will be used to ‘stand for’ the variable names.

The proposed abstract domain, $D_{LP}$, includes representations of integer values, instantiated values, tuples, bindings and sets. $n$-Tuples are represented by functions of arity $n$ and sets are represented both as terms and as answer sets. GIVEN is captured by declaring $\{G^1, \ldots, G^N\}$ as bases of the program and for each base $G^k$ is declared the constants $g^k_1, \ldots, g^k_n$. In order to ‘collect together’ the constants to form a set, for each base a predicate is constructed denoting membership. For example predicate IsFileId is applied thus: IsFileId(F1) IsFileId(F2) etc. The set of file identifiers is formed by set comprehension as in Section 5.2.2.

In the execution domain $D_{LP}$, the refinement ordering is generated by:

$$\forall x : D_{LP} \bullet \bot \sqsubseteq x$$

and by recursion on the representation of sets and tuples. The partial element $\bot$ of $D_{LP}$ represents an incomplete computation, when the program fails to terminate. The formalisation involves set terms as previously described. It also involves sets of answer (substitutions), where the latter are only considered in the case of schema outputs.
5.5.3.1 Set Objects in the LP

During execution, one or more computations may fail to terminate and this has the following effect on set objects:

1. Set terms: recall that (finite) set terms are represented by

\[ \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}, \text{ or } a_1 \circ (\ldots (a_n \circ \emptyset)) \]

where each \( a_i \) is itself a term. The following set contains an incomplete element:

\[ (\bot \circ (a_1 \circ (\ldots (a_n \circ \emptyset)))) \]

and when a computation of a set term fails to terminate, in an attempt to evaluate an infinite set for example, we obtain the set:

\[ (a_1 \circ (\ldots (a_n \circ \bot))). \]

In both cases the set evaluates to ‘\( \bot \)’ since functions are strict. This bottom element is designated \( \bot \circ \bot \) to distinguish it as a set and the equivalent of \( \emptyset \cup \bot \) in \( D_Z \). We have, for all set \( a \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  a \cup (\bot \circ \bot) &= (\bot \circ \bot) \cup a = (\bot \circ \bot) \\
  a \cap (\bot \circ \bot) &= (\bot \circ \bot) \cap a = (\bot \circ \bot).
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the above applies to terms in an execution which fails to terminate, rather than to terms in their initial program state, for these may very well be undefined;

2. Sets of answer substitutions: recall that for some schema \( Sch \), a binding is denoted in the LP:

\[
\theta Sch = [Bind_1(X_1, a_1), \ldots, Bind_n(X_n, a_n)]
\]

where \( a_k \in D_{LP}, X_i \in VAR, Sch \in NAME \)

and that the answers to a query concerning the characteristic predicate of \( Sch \) provide a subset of

\[ \{Sch \bullet \theta Sch\} \]
which depends on the values instantiated. However an answer set can output
some results then fail with an error message. An example would be a schema
with

\[(x = 1) \setminus (\{x, 1, 2, 3\} = \{1, 2, 3, 4\})\]

in the predicate as in Chapter 4. Whether the answer set contains some or
indeterminate answers depends on the way it is evaluated (generally it echoes
the code order). Thus there is no way of knowing, from the output, the
nature of the rest of the set. This set is an example of the incomplete set of
Section 5.3.4 where, if \(b_i, (i = 1 \ldots k)\) is a schema binding the incomplete set
of answers can be denoted

\[\{b_1, \ldots b_k\}\]

where no more answers are provided after the \(k^{th}\) which is followed by the
output of an error message, as in the example.

Figure 5.6 contains the abstract (or LP) representation of Z expressions which
is defined recursively via \textit{terms} in the logic programming language. \(D_{LP}\) is sup-

\[
D_{LP} ::= m, m \text{ an integer} \\
| g_i^k, \text{ where each } g_i^k \text{ is base } G^k \\
| Tn(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \text{ where } a_k \in D_{LP}, \text{ a tuple} \\
| \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \text{ where } a_k \in D_{LP}, \text{ enumerated free type} \\
| \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \text{ where } a_k \in D_{LP}, a_k \neq \bot, \text{ an complete set term} \\
| \{a_1, \ldots, \bot, \ldots, a_n\} (= \bot \circ \bot) \text{ where } a_k \in D_{LP} \\
| \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \cup \bot (= \bot \circ \bot) \text{ where } a_k \in D_{LP}, \\
| \text{Bind}_i(X_i, a_i) \text{ where } a_i \in D_{LP}, X_i \in \text{VAR} \\
\quad \text{a single variable binding} \\
| [ \text{Bind}_1(X_1, a_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, a_n) ], \text{ where } a_k \in D_{LP}, X_i \in \text{VAR}, \\
\quad \text{a schema type} - - \text{ a single schema binding}
\]

Figure 5.6: The Interpretation of Expressions in the LP Domain

plemented by the following answer set for a schema, of complete and incomplete
schema bindings:

\[
D_{LP} ::= \{b_1 \ldots b_n\} | \{b_1 \ldots b_n\} \cup \bot
\]
where each \( b_i \) is of the form:

\[
[ \text{Bind}_1(X_1, a^i_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_N(X_n, a^i_n) ].
\]

In addition, for each base type \( G^k \) there is a unary predicate \( IsG^k \) which is applied to each constant, \( g^k \), of the base\(^3\). Bindings of variable names to values, \( \text{Bind}_i(X_i, a_i) \) provide an environment, and also interpret schema types, as described.

### 5.5.4 Concretisation Function \( \gamma \)

Expressions of \( D_{LP} \) are mapped to expressions of \( D_Z \), and predicates of \( D_{LP} \) to predicates of \( D_Z \). \( \perp \) of \( D_{LP} \) maps to \( \perp \) of \( D_Z \). A concretisation function \( \gamma : D_{LP} \to D_Z \) is constructed which maps to \( D_Z \) from an abstract domain \( D_{LP} \) recursively as follows: integers in \( D_{LP} \) map to integers in \( D_Z \), instantiated values of given sets map to instantiated values in \( D_Z \), set terms map to sets, and functions, \( Tn(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \), map to n-tuples. If \( a_i \) is a term in the LP and \( X_i \in \text{VAR} \), \( G \) a ‘typical’ base type representing a given set and \( g \) a ‘typical’ member. The mapping \( \gamma \) for terms is defined in Figure 5.7. We now define how \( \gamma \) maps the answer substitutions which

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma(m) & = m, m \text{ an integer} \\
\gamma(g) & = g, \text{ constant of base type } G \text{ is mapped to instantiated element } g \\
\gamma(\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}) & = \{\gamma(a_1), \ldots, \gamma(a_n)\}, \\
\gamma(\perp \circ (a_1 \circ \ldots (a_n \circ \perp))) & = \gamma(\perp \circ \perp) = \emptyset \cup \perp, \\
\gamma(a_1 \circ \ldots (a_n \circ \perp)) & = \gamma(\perp \circ \perp) = \emptyset \cup \perp, \\
\gamma(\text{Tn}(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n)) & = \text{Tn}(\gamma(a_1), \ldots, \gamma(a_n)), \\
\gamma([\text{Bind}_1(X_1, a_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, a_n)]) & = \{X_1 \mapsto \gamma(a_1), \ldots, X_n \mapsto \gamma(a_n)\} \text{ a single schema binding} \\
\gamma(\perp) & = \perp
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 5.7:** \( \gamma \): LP terms

model schema bindings. A complete (incomplete) set of schema bindings maps to a complete (incomplete) set of schema bindings. If binding \( b_i \) is an answer substitution for \( i = 1 \ldots m \) then Figure 5.8 shows the mapping of a complete and an incomplete

---

\(^3\)Where the meaning is apparent we shall in future remove super and subscript from instantiated elements and given sets and use \( g, G \), respectively.
\[
\gamma(\{b_1 \ldots b_m\}) = \{c_1 \ldots c_m\}
\]
\[
\gamma(\{b_1 \ldots b_k\} \cup \perp) = \{c_1 \ldots c_k\} \cup \perp
\]

where
\[
b_i = [\text{Bind}_i(X_1, a_1^i), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, a_n^i)],
\]
\[
c_i = \{X_1 \mapsto \gamma(a_1^i), \ldots, X_n \mapsto \gamma(a_n^i)\},
\]
for \(i = 1 \ldots m\)

Figure 5.8: \(\gamma\): Answer Substitutions

set of \(b_i\). Where the set is incomplete we obtain the set up to element \(k\), \(0 \leq k < m\), then no more values.

5.6 Correctness: Proof Arguments

The structural induction process is intended to show that the answer set output from the LP for a given query abstracts or underestimates the answer set expected from the Z interpretation. We need to determine how a given piece of Z syntax will be interpreted in the LP and Z domains in a given environment. The basis for the induction is the integers and given sets of the specification.

5.6.1 Structural Induction: Strategy

Evaluation functions in the LP are \(E_{LP}[\_]\) for numerical and set expressions, \(P_{LP}[\_]\) for predicates, \(D_{LP}[\_]\) for declarations, and \(S_{LP}[\_]\) for schemas. Evaluation functions are provided in the Z domain in a similar manner. The proofs that these correctly approximate the Z domain are outlined. They can be summarised as follows:

- For any computation, if the memory bounds are exceeded, the computation results in \(\perp\) and underestimates the Z interpretation;

- For integers and integer expressions, such as addition, subtraction, two cases are considered, the case where all integers are within the \(\text{MinInt}, \text{MaxInt}\) of the LP implementation, and the case where they are not. In the case where the integers exceed these bounds, the LP evaluates to \(\perp\) and always underestimates the Z interpretation. The details are in Section 5.6.2;
- Sets are ‘non-standard’ for Z if they are incomplete, for they do not adhere to the ZF axioms. Sets are ‘non-standard’ for the LP if they contain incomplete elements or are infinite. For ‘sets as terms’ rule AR1 is sufficient. Where a program terminates the approximation is exact and the details are contained in Section 5.6.3. In many cases, it is more convenient to use AR1 directly, rather than Conditions 1-3;

- Section 5.6.3 also contains the cases where sets have incomplete elements or are incomplete or are infinite. When this refers to sets and set expressions involving terms and not to sets of answer substitutions, we treat these together. This is because in all of these cases they evaluate to \( \bot \circ \bot \) in the LP and always underestimate the ZF interpretation.

In the case of set union and distributed union, two methods are pursued, the method where the interpretations of Figure 5.4 are interpreted directly, and the method utilising AR2. This is for illustrative purposes and because the interpretation of schemas is formalised in such a way that it depends on distributed union. However for subsequent proofs, only the direct method is pursued;

- Predicates can both provide a boolean answer and update the environment, from \( \rho_{LP} \), to \( \rho'_{LP} \) (say). It can happen that the environment can be updated in a number of different ways, thus providing a set of answer substitutions. The update is extended to all literals conjoined to the literal being evaluated. This is the result of the resolution inference rule of logic programming (Section 3.3.1). Resolution is presented in a novel way, in the form of three constraint satisfaction rules. The interpretation of predicates is not completed until set comprehension is completed, because of the occasional non-determinism of the updates. However if a computation fails to terminate, the predicate evaluates to \( \bot \), which underestimates the Z interpretation. This is detailed in Section 5.6.4;

- The proofs for set comprehensions and variable declarations are presented in Section 5.6.5. Variable declarations are treated in a similar manner as predicates, where it is possible for a value to provided for a variable by declaring it to be (for example) a member of a known set. The interpretation of these predicates allows the environment to be updated in both Z and the LP;
For schema bindings output by the LP which form an answer set, it is possible to obtain an incomplete set. In that case we cannot assume standard ZF operations and we cannot use AR1 directly. Thus a potential answer substitution might fail to terminate and in that case the answer set is incomplete and rule AR2 is used.

The base types for the induction are (i) integers, (ii) sets of integers, (iii) given sets and their instantiated elements and (iv) variables, so the first task is to show how their interpretation in the LP underestimates the interpretation in Z. Induction is over each Z construct and is shown in Appendix D. Only the novel or most salient parts are presented in this chapter. The induction takes place in the following order:

1. Numeric expressions;
2. Set expressions (union and distributed union);
3. Predicate expressions: infix;
4. Set comprehension and variable declarations;
5. Predicates: quantified expressions (which depend on declarations);

5.6.2 Base Types

(i) Integers

The assumption is that there are largest positive and negative integers available in the system, MaxInt, MinInt, which cannot be exceeded. Any attempt to do so may cause the computation to terminate. Thus for $m \in \mathbb{Z}$:

$$
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[m] \rho_{LP} = m = \mathcal{E}_{Z}[m] \rho_{Z}, \quad -\text{MinInt} \leq m \leq \text{MaxInt}
$$

$$
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[m] \rho_{LP} = \bot, \quad m < -\text{MinInt} \text{ or } m > \text{MaxInt}.
$$

($\bot$ may be implemented by the output of an error message, or alternatively to the character $\infty$. The latter is suggested by the IEEE floating point standard.) Thus since $\gamma(\bot) = \bot$:

$$
\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[m] \rho_{LP}) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{Z}[m] \rho_{Z}, \quad m \in \mathbb{Z}.
$$
(ii) Sets of integers $s$
Suppose $s$ is a subset of $\{i : \mathbb{N} \mid -\text{MinInt} \leq i \leq \text{MaxInt}\}$ and assuming that the memory bounds are not exceeded, then the abstract interpretation is exact.

Where $\text{MinInt}, \text{MaxInt}$ are exceeded, (for example $s = \mathbb{Z}$) then $s$ is interpreted as $\bot \circ \bot$ in the LP, and therefore underestimates its interpretation in the $\mathbb{Z}$ domain.

$$\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{i : -\text{MaxInt} \leq i \leq \text{MaxInt}\}_\bot \rho_{LP}) = \gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset \cup \bot \subseteq \mathcal{E}[\mathbb{Z}]\rho_{\mathbb{Z}}.$$ 

(iii) Given sets and their instantiated elements
Suppose $G, g$ is a given set and typical element. These are interpreted in the LP by base type $G$, associated constant $g$ and predicate $IsG$. In each case the abstract interpretation is exact for:

$$\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[g]\rho_{LP}) = g$$
$$\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[G]\rho_{LP}) = \gamma(\{x : IsG(x)\}) = G.$$ 

(iv) Variables
In section 5.5.2 we explained that schema bindings of variable names to values are constructed as $\text{Bind}_i(X_i, x_i)$, where variable ‘names’ are linked to variables in the LP. The value of a variable $x_i$ can be obtained as a ‘lookup’ in the environment, where $\text{env}_{LP}$ interprets the LP environment $\rho_{LP}$ as in Andrews [6]. Assuming that the variable has a defined value, the trivial interpretation in the LP is

$$(x_i = a_i) \leftarrow \text{env}_{LP}$$

which can be denoted:

$$\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_i]\rho_{LP} = a_i \iff (x_i = a_i) \land \text{true} \quad (a_i \neq \bot).$$

If the variable is undefined because of finite failure, the answer returned is $false$:

$$\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_i]\rho_{LP} = \bot \iff (a_i = \bot) \land false.$$ 

If the variable is associated with a schema binding, there are no values which satisfy the instantiated variables and the schema predicate, so no answer substitutions. For further discussion see Section 5.6.7.

If the variable is undefined because of non-termination or floundering, the answer
returned is ⊥:
\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_i] \rho_{LP} = ⊥ \leftrightarrow (a_i = ⊥) \& ⊥. \]

In either case this is an exact approximation of the interpretation in \( D_Z \), since \( \rho_Z = \gamma \circ \rho_{LP} \).

### 5.6.3 Numeric and Set Expressions

Details about numerical expressions are in Appendix D where if \( fx \) is a numerical expression:
\[ \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[fx] \rho_{LP}) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_Z[fx] \rho_Z, \]
so the abstract evaluation underestimates the concrete.

We next apply the rules to set expressions, beginning with set union. Set operators such as intersection and power set are a special case of set comprehensions and will be treated in Section 5.6.5.

#### 5.6.3.1 Set Union

For tutorial reasons we consider set union directly rather than commencing from \( ∪ \) and specialising. The syntactic expression ‘\( x_1 \cup x_2 \)’ is interpreted via an equivalent ‘term’ in the LP, denoted ‘\( x_1 \cup_{LP} x_2 \)’. (In Gödel, ‘union’ is provided by a function ‘∪’.) Consider, first, sets which are complete and with complete elements and suppose:
\[ x_1 \mapsto a_1, x_2 \mapsto a_2 \in \rho_{LP}. \]

The expression \( x_1 \cup_{LP} x_2 \) is evaluated using the LP ground substitution \( \{ x_1/ a_1, x_2/ a_2 \} \) so that \( (x_1 \cup_{LP} x_2)\{x_1/ a_1, x_2/ a_2\} \) evaluates to \( (a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2) \). We assume that \( \cup_{LP} \) is set-theoretic and implements \( \cup \) for finite sets in the same manner as \( \cup \) for ZF. (See Appendices B, C.) The interpretation of ZF operations on sets is built recursively. **Condition 1** becomes:
\[ f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)] \rho_{LP}) = a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2 = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_1 \cup x_2] \rho_{LP}, \]
which will hold for set operations for terminating computations.

**Condition 2**

If \( x_1, x_2 \) are complete sets, \( \gamma(x_1, x_2) \) in \( D_Z \) evaluates in the expected way to \( (\gamma(a_1), \gamma(a_2)) \).
and
\[ f_Z(\mathcal{E}_Z[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_Z) = \gamma(a_1) \cup_Z \gamma(a_2) = \mathcal{E}_Z[x_1 \cup x_2]\rho_Z. \]

Since \( \cup_{LP} \) is set-theoretic then \( \gamma(a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2) = \gamma(a_1) \cup_Z \gamma(a_2) \) and **Condition 3** becomes:

\[
\gamma \left( f_{LP} \mathcal{E}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_{LP} \right) \\
= \gamma(a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2) = \gamma(a_1) \cup_Z \gamma(a_2) = f_Z(\gamma(a_1, a_2))) = f_Z(\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_{LP})).
\]

In other words the computation is exact for terminating computations. There are two ways of extending the result to non terminating computations.

1. The first way is to provide an extension of union to incomplete sets and use AR2 as the proof rule. This is the rule used by [17] since their implementation is in Miranda, a functional programming language, which incorporates ‘lazy lists’. If

\[ x_1 = a_{\bot}, x_2 = b, \]

we define the extension for union:

\[ (a_{\bot} \cup_{Z} b) = (a \cup_{Z} b_{\bot}) = (a \cup_{Z} b)_{\bot} \]

which is pointwise monotonic in the Z domain for non-standard sets. **Conditions 1–3** thus hold when ‘f’ is ‘U’, thus: since AR2 holds for \( x_1, x_2 \), then AR2 holds for \( \epsilon = x_1 \cup x_2 \), where \( \cup \) is pointwise monotonic for both standard and non-standard sets;

2. The second way is to interpret figure 5.4 directly and we see that in \( D_{LP} \), if \( x_1 \) is not a standard finite set it can only have the value \( x_1 = \bot \circ \bot \) and the left hand side of AR1 for \( \epsilon = x_1 \cup x_2 \) is

\[ \gamma ((\bot \circ \bot) \cup_{LP} b) = \gamma (\bot \circ \bot) = \varnothing_{\bot}, \]

since all set terms in the LP involving \( \bot \circ \bot \) evaluate to \( \bot \circ \bot \). Then since

\[ x_1 \mapsto \varnothing_{\bot}, x_2 \mapsto \gamma(b) \]
are both members of environment \( \rho_Z(= \gamma \circ \rho_{LP}) \), the right hand side of the ordering relationship becomes:

\[ \emptyset \cup_{\perp} \gamma(b) \]

which will, in any case always exceed \( \emptyset \cup_{\perp} \), whatever its value, provided that it is still type correct. Since we have established conditions (1 - 3) for complete sets and AR1 directly for incomplete or infinite sets, then AR1 holds when ‘f’ is ‘\( \bigcup \)’.

5.6.3.2 Distributed Union

The interpretation of distributed union \( \bigcup x \) is provided in the example in Section 5.2.2. \( y = \bigcup x \) is modelled by \( \text{DUnion}(\text{arga}, \text{argb}) \) where the first argument is a set of sets (input) and the second their union (output). We denote \( \text{DUnion}(\_ \_ \_ \_) \) by \( \bigcup_{\text{LP}} \) and it is defined so that it implements \( \bigcup \) for finite sets in the same manner as \( \bigcup \) for ZF. The argument that the LP interpretation underestimates the Z interpretation follows in a similar fashion to the argument for \( \bigcup \).

As will be seen, the set of schema bindings (where non-empty incomplete sets can occur) is expressed as a distributed union. For this reason we are interested in the details of incomplete sets and need to look at AR2. Consider, first, the evaluation of \( \bigcup x \) where \( x = \{a_1 \ldots a_n\} \) is a complete, finite set in the LP environment. Then \( x \) is \( \gamma(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\} \) in the Z environment.

\[
\begin{align*}
H \left( \mathcal{E}_{LP} \parallel \rho_{LP} \right) &= \bigcup_{\text{LP}} \{a_1 \ldots a_n\} = \mathcal{E}_{LP} \parallel \bigcup x \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{E}_{LP} \parallel \rho_{LP}.
\end{align*}
\]

Thus Condition 1 will hold for set operations for terminating computations.

**Condition 2**

If \( x \) is complete and involves only complete sets, the interpretation in \( D_Z \) evaluates in the expected way, \( \gamma(x) = \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\} \) and we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{E}_{Z} \parallel \rho_{Z} &= \bigcup_{\text{Z}} \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\} = \bigcup_{\text{Z}} \gamma(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \mathcal{E}_{Z} \parallel \bigcup x \rho_{Z}.
\end{align*}
\]

Since \( \bigcup_{\text{LP}} \) is set-theoretic then: \( \gamma(\bigcup_{\text{LP}} \{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \bigcup_{\text{Z}} \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\} \) and **Condition 3** becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP} \parallel \rho_{LP}) &= \bigcup_{\text{LP}} \{a_1 \ldots a_n\} = \bigcup_{\text{Z}} \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\} = \mathcal{E}_{Z} \parallel \rho_{LP}.
\end{align*}
\]
Since it is equivalent to the set-theoretic definition then \( \mathsf{Union}(\text{arga}, \text{argb}) \) approximates exactly in its interpretation of \( \bigcup x \) in the case where \( x \) is complete. Thus \textbf{AR1} is true for complete sets.

When the induction process involves only set terms we can use \textbf{AR1} for incomplete or infinite sets, for the left hand side evaluates to \( \emptyset_{\cup \bot} \), which always exceeds the right hand side. However we shall subsequently use \( \bigcup \) as part of the induction process, for sets of bindings. Since it is possible to obtain an incomplete set of schema bindings, we need to extend the operation \( \bigcup_{\mathcal{Z}} \) to incomplete sets or sets containing incomplete sets. The only restriction is that the extension must be monotonic and the following extension:

\[
\bigcup_{\mathcal{Z}} \{u_{\bot}, v, w\} = \bigcup_{\mathcal{Z}} \{u, v, w\}_{\bot}, \\
\bigcup_{\mathcal{Z}} (t_{\bot}) = (\bigcup_{\mathcal{Z}} t)_{\bot}
\]

is monotonic. It is then necessary to use \textbf{AR2} as the proof rule. Thus by \textbf{AR2}, the LP interpretation underestimates the \( \mathcal{Z} \) interpretation for \( \bigcup \) for incomplete sets. Thus \( \bigcup \) is interpreted exactly for complete sets and underestimates where sets involved are infinite or non-standard.

### 5.6.4 Predicate Expressions

The evaluator \( \mathcal{P}_{LP} \) interprets syntactic predicates \( p \) in the LP domain in the manner expected, where a predicate evaluates to \( \bot \) when a program flounders or fails to terminate during its evaluation. Thus if

\[
\text{Bool}_\mathcal{Z} = \{tt, ff, \bot\} \\
\text{Bool}_{LP} = \{true, false, \bot\}
\]

then

\[
\gamma(\text{true}) = tt, \gamma(\text{false}) = ff, \gamma(\bot) = \bot.
\]

We also have:

\[
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_1 \land P_2]\rho_{LP} = (\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_1]\rho_{LP} \land \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_2]\rho_{LP} = \text{true}) \iff \\
( (\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_1]\rho_{LP} = \text{true}) \land (\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_2]\rho_{LP} = \text{true}) )
\]
The approximation requirement, **AR1** for predicates becomes:

\[ \gamma(P_{LP}[\epsilon]\rho_{LP}) \subseteq P_Z[\epsilon](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}). \]

### 5.6.4.1 Infix Predicates

In this subsection we treat *infix* predicates only: =, \( \subseteq \), \( \in \). Quantification predicates \( \forall d \mid p \bullet q \) and \( \exists d \mid p \bullet q \), where \( d \) is a declaration will be treated after we have treated declarations in Section 5.6.5.1.

In an LP, infix predicates \( p \in \Sigma_2 \) of the form \( p(x_1, x_2) \), \( x_1, x_2 \in \Sigma_1 \) are interpreted in such a way that they potentially provide *enhancements* to the existing environment as well as evaluating to boolean values. They differ fundamentally from the functional implementation suggested by [17]. Furthermore, if there are predicates conjoined to the infix predicates their environments are also enhanced in a manner which will be described. In order to compare the interpretations in the LP and in Z, we need to extend the Z interpretation so that it also encompasses constraint satisfaction. There are three constraint properties associated with predicate evaluation. Suppose \( I \) is an infix predicate, standing for equality, subset or membership. Then if either (or both) \( x_1 \) or \( x_2 \) is undefined or only partially defined they can become ground through resolution. We call this property:

**Constraint Property 1:**

\[ P_{LP}[\{x_1I\}x_2]\rho_{LP} = P_{LP}[\{x_1I\}x_2]\rho'_{LP} = true \]

where \( \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1, x_2 \mapsto a_2\} \).

The environments of predicates conjoined to the infix predicates are also enhanced:

**Constraint Property 2:**

\[ P_{LP}[P \land (x_1I\}x_2)]\rho_{LP} = P_{LP}[(x_1I\}x_2) \land P]\rho_{LP} = P_{LP}[P]\rho'_{LP} \]

where \( \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1, x_2 \mapsto a_2\} \).

An example which illustrates both properties is

```
[Lib] <- ([1, 2, 3, y] = [1, x, 3, 4]) & z = x + y.
x = 2,
y = 4,
z = 6 ? ;
```

The same constraint properties can be extended to Z.
An extension of these properties is the case where \( x_1 \) can take many values. The different values contribute to different answer substitutions. Examples are subset and membership. We call this:

**Constraint Property 3**

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 x_2] \rho_{LP} &= \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 x_2] \rho'_{LP} = \text{true} \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P \land (x_1 x_2)] \rho_{LP} &= \mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1 x_2) \land P] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P] \rho'_{LP}
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1\} \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_2\} \lor \ldots \\
\lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_n\}
\]

where \( \rho'_{LP} \in Env_{LP} \).

The proofs for all the infix predicates are in Appendix D. Where there is only one way the environment can be enhanced, then we can consider **AR1**. However where there is more than one way of enhancing the environment, the values contribute to a set expression. In that case the comparison between the Z and LP domains will be deferred to Section 5.6.5.

Thus assuming that the execution terminates, and \( x_1, x_2 \) take unique values, we can summarise, thus. There are three cases for \( x_1, x_2 \), depending on whether or not \( x_1, x_2 \) are defined prior to execution of equality function and in each case **AR1** is true.

**Equality:** If ‘\( f \)’ is the syntactic predicate = for variable \((x_1, x_2)\): **AR1** holds for \((x_1 = x_2)\);

**Subset** If ‘\( f \)’ is the syntactic predicate \( \subseteq \) for variable \((x_1, x_2)\): **AR1** holds for \((x_1 \subseteq x_2)\);

**Membership** **AR1** is true where ‘\( f \)’ is the syntactic predicate \( \in \) for variable \((x_1, x_2)\);

the LP interpretation of \( \in \) underestimates the Z interpretation as required.

### 5.6.5 Set Comprehension and Variable Declarations

*Set Comprehension* is defined in terms of declarations \( D_1; \ldots; D_n \), a constraining predicate \( p \) and an expression \( t \) involving the declared variables:

\[
x_1 : \tau_1; \; x_2 : \tau_2; \; \ldots \; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t.
\]
We first present the interpretation of declarations singly, then within the context of a set declaration. An example of how this works for the simple schema \textit{FileSys} is given later, in Section 5.6.7.2.

5.6.5.1 Variable Declarations

Variable declarations occur within bound expressions with structure: \[ d \mid p \bullet t \]
where \( d \) is a declaration, \( p \) is a predicate and \( t \) a term. \( d \) is of the form:

\[ x_1 : \tau_1; \ x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n. \]

These include \textit{set comprehensions}, \textit{quantified expressions}, \textit{lambda expressions} and \textit{schemas}. The declaration results in a single tuple of values \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) being generated (or tested in the case of schemas). Each value is constrained by \( p \) and used to evaluate \( t \).

An evaluation function \( D_{LP} \) gives the interpretation in \( D_{LP} \) of syntactic declarations \( x : \tau \), where \( x \) is a variable and \( \tau \) is set-valued with value provided by \( \rho_{LP} \). The evaluation function is built recursively and interprets in a similar manner to the infix predicates of Section 5.6.4.1, for variable values generated by the declarations will update the environment. Since this is so, the declarations are treated as predicates. The declarations considered in this section do not include schema references, for these are treated separately.

1. \( \tau \) is a set:

\[ D_{LP}[x : \tau]\rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \in \tau]\rho_{LP}. \]

\( 'x : \tau' \) has the effect of either testing a value or updating the environment as in the case of the membership predicate;

2. \( \tau \) is a \textit{Power Set}, \( \tau = \mathcal{P} \tau' \) say:

\[ D_{LP}[x : \mathcal{P} \tau']\rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \subseteq \tau']\rho_{LP}. \]

\( '\tau : \mathcal{P} \tau' \) uses a 'subset' test rather than a 'membership of power set' test for reasons of efficiency. It has the same effect on the environment as the subset predicate;
3. \( \tau \) is a Cartesian Product, \( \tau_1 \times \tau_2 \):

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[[x : \tau_1 \times \tau_2]) \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[[x = (x_1 \mapsto x_2)] \rho_{LP}
\]

\[
\& \quad \mathcal{P}_{LP}[[x_1 \in \tau_1] \rho_{LP}) \& \mathcal{P}_{LP}[[x_2 \in \tau_2] \rho_{LP}).
\]

‘T2’ captures a representation of ordered pair (as an example of a tuple) in
the LP. In our Gödel library this is ‘OrdPair’. The following shows the imple-
mentation of \( \rightarrow \), which illustrates the interpretation of cartesian product.

\[
\text{PF}(pf, s1, s2) \leftarrow \text{ALL } [z, x, y] \ (z \ In \ pf \ \&
\]

\[
(z = \text{OrdPair}(x, y))
\]

\[
\rightarrow \ (x \ In \ s1) \ & \ (y \ In \ s2) \ & \ \text{ALL } [u] \ (\text{OrdPair}(x, u) \ In \ pf \ \rightarrow \ u = y)).
\]

Thus a single declaration (such as \( x : \tau \)) has the effect of enhancing the environment
as for the membership predicate:

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[[x : \tau] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[[x \in \tau] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[[x \in \tau] \rho'_{LP}
\]

where if \( \tau = \{a_1 \ldots a_n\} \) then

\[
\rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_1\} \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_2\}, \ldots \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_n\}.
\]

In general, if \( x : \tau \) is a declaration, then

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[[x : \tau] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[[x \in \tau] \rho'_{LP}
\]

where it is possible for \( \rho'_{LP} \) to take many values determined by the nature of the
type \( \tau \).

A sequence of declarations is evaluated in the LP as a conjunction:

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[[D_1; \ldots; D_n] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{D}_{LP}[[D_1] \rho_{LP} \ & \ \ldots \ & \ \mathcal{D}_{LP}[[D_n] \rho_{LP}
\]

Declarations can be represented in a simpler manner in Z, where again values
are chosen from some set-valued \( \tau \). However in this case \( \tau \) is a type constructor thus

\[
\mathcal{D}_Z[[x : \tau] \rho_Z = \mathcal{P}_Z[[x \in \tau] \rho'_Z
\]

where \( \tau \) is a set, or a power set, \( \mathbb{P} \tau' \), or a cartesian product \( \tau' \times \tau'' \) and \( \rho'_Z \) takes its
values from \( \tau \).
5.6.5.2 Interpretation of Set Comprehension

A set comprehension is

\[ \{ x_1 : \tau_1; \ x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t \} \]

where each \( x_i : \tau_i \) provides a value which contributes to the tuple \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) which is used to evaluate \( t \). Thus if \( s = \{ d \mid p \bullet t \} \) is a syntactical set comprehension it is interpreted in \( D_{LP} \) as \( \mathcal{E}_{LP}[s] \rho_{LP} \) and in \( D_Z \) as \( \mathcal{E}_Z[s] \rho_Z \). Each of these interpretations is respectively dependent on its constituent \( D_{LP}, D_Z \) where the declarations act as generators for \( s \). Since declarations in the LP are treated as predicates, then the set comprehension of \( s \) is interpreted in the LP:

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[s] \rho'_{LP} = \{ \mathcal{D}_{LP}[d] \rho_{LP} \ \& \ \mathcal{P}_{LP}[p] \rho'_{LP} \bullet \mathcal{E}_{LP}[t] \rho_{LP} \} . \]

(This way of writing a set comprehension in the LP is chosen so that it resembles set comprehension in Z. It differs from the way it would be coded in Gödel \( s = \{ x : p(x) \} \).) The environment \( \rho'_{LP} \) inside the comprehension is the variable which acts as a set generator, for recall that \( \mathcal{D}_{LP}[x : \tau] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \in \tau] \rho'_{LP} \). A similar interpretation is true for \( D_Z \).

Recall from Section 5.5.3.1 that there are two kinds of sets, set terms and sets of answer substitutions. However for terminating executions they are treated the same. We assert that for terminating computations, \( \textbf{AR1} \) is true, since the interpretation of set comprehension is exact. In order to establish this correctness result, the approach is to initiate an induction process over the set generators (as in \( \textbf{[17]} \)). Thus a set with one generator will be expressed in terms of a set with no set generators, and we first need to define this object. A set with no set generators, can be defined in such a way that it evaluates to a singleton when predicate \( p \) evaluates to \textit{true} and to an empty set when the predicate evaluates to \textit{false}. In the LP domain:

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{ p \bullet t \}] \rho'_{LP} = \{ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[t] \rho_{LP} \} \ \text{where} \ \mathcal{P}_{LP}[p] \rho'_{LP} = \text{true} \]

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{ p \bullet t \}] \rho'_{LP} = \{ \} \ \text{where} \ \mathcal{P}_{LP}[p] \rho'_{LP} = \text{false} . \]

In the Z domain

\[ \mathcal{E}_Z[\{ p \bullet t \}] \rho'_{Z} = \{ \mathcal{E}_Z[t] \rho_{Z} \} , \ \text{where} \ \mathcal{P}_Z[p] \rho'_{Z} = \text{tt} \]

\[ \mathcal{E}_Z[\{ p \bullet t \}] \rho'_{Z} = \{ \} \ \text{where} \ \mathcal{P}_Z[p] \rho'_{Z} = \text{ff} . \]
Induction is based on the equivalence:

\[ \{ x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t \} = \bigcup \{ x_1 : \tau_1 ;\{ x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t \} \}. \]

An example of a set with one generator illustrates the equivalence:

\[ \{ x : \tau \mid 1 < x < 4 \bullet x^3 \} \]

where \( \tau = \{1, 2, 3\} \). If \( x \) is respectively 1, 2, 3, then \( p = 1 < x < 4 \) is false, true, true and \( \{\mid p \bullet t \} \) is \( \{\}, \{8\}, \{27\} \). We have

\[ \{ x : \tau \mid 1 < x < 4 \bullet x^3 \} = \{8, 27\} = \{\} \cup \{8\} \cup \{27\} \]

or

\[ \{ x : \tau \mid 1 < x < 4 \bullet x^3 \} = \bigcup \{ x : \tau \bullet \{\mid 1 < x < 4 \bullet x^3 \} \}. \]

We first consider terminating computations where the interpretation is proposed as exact. The induction process depends on showing that if we assume that AR1 holds for

\[ \{ x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t \} \]

then it holds for

\[ \{ x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n; x_{n+1} : \tau_{n+1} \mid p \bullet t \}. \]

For the induction process we first consider the base case:

**Base Case: no set generators**

We consider AR1 for the base case where there are no set generators. **Conditions 1–2** are true for standard sets since the interpretation is built recursively in both the LP and Z domains:

\[ E_{LP}[\{ p \bullet t \}]_{\rho'_{LP}} = E_{LP}[t]\rho'_{LP} \] where \( P_{LP}[p]\rho'_{LP} = \text{true} \)

\[ E_{LP}[\{ p \bullet t \}]_{\rho'_{LP}} = \{\} \] where \( P_{LP}[p]\rho'_{LP} = \text{false} \)

\[ E_{Z}[\{ p \bullet t \}]_{\rho'_{Z}} = E_{Z}[t]\rho'_{Z} \] where \( P_{Z}[p]\rho'_{Z} = tt \)

\[ E_{Z}[\{ p \bullet t \}]_{\rho'_{Z}} = \{\} \] where \( P_{Z}[p]\rho'_{Z} = ff \).

Assuming that the calculation of \( p, t \) for environment \( \rho'_{LP} \) terminates, the approximation of \( \{ p \bullet t \} = f(p, t) \) in the LP domain is exact, since **Condition 3**
becomes:

\[ \gamma(f_{LP}(E_{LP}[(p, t)\rho_{LP}])) = f_Z(\gamma(E_{LP}[(p, t)\rho_{LP}])). \]

If the calculation of \( p, t \) fails to terminate, then the left hand side of the approximation evaluates to \( \gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset \cup \bot \) and thus underestimates the right hand side, however it is evaluated.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LHS} & = \gamma(E_{LP}[f(p, t)\rho_{LP}]) = \gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset \cup \bot \\
\text{RHS} & = E_Z[f(p, t)(\gamma \circ \rho_{LP})]
\end{align*}
\]

**Set Comprehension – Induction on Declaration Sequence**

Induction is based on the equivalence:

\[
\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\} = \bigcup\{x_1 : \tau_1 \bullet \{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}\}
\]

for values of \( \tau_1, \ldots \tau_n \) in the environment. Write the interpretation of \( \bigcup \) in \( Z \) domain and \( LP \) domains as \( \bigcup_Z \) and \( \bigcup_{LP} \) as in Section 5.6.3.

The equivalence means that the set comprehension with one generator, ‘\( \{x : \tau \mid p \bullet t\} \)’, can be evaluated in the \( LP \) environment:

\[
E_{LP}[\{x : \tau \mid p \bullet t\}]\rho_{LP} = \bigcup_{LP} E_{LP}[\{p \bullet t\}]\rho'_{LP}
\]

where \( \tau \) is \( \{a_1 \ldots a_n\} \) in \( \rho_{LP} \) and \( \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_i\} \). The interpretation is similar for \( D_Z \).

For \( n \) generators, \( x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \), if \( \tau_1 \mapsto s \in \rho_{LP} \), then \( \tau_1 \mapsto \gamma(s) \in \rho_Z \) and the set comprehensions in both the \( Z \) and \( LP \) domains can be represented as the distributed union of a family of sets indexed by \( i \) where \( a_i \in s, b_i \in \gamma(s) \) respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{LP}[\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}]\rho_{LP} &= \bigcup_{LP} a_i \in s \cdot E_{LP}[\{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}]\rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_i\}) \\
E_Z[\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}]\rho_Z &= \bigcup_Z b_i \in \gamma(s) \cdot E_Z[\{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}]\rho_Z \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto b_i\})
\end{align*}
\]

For finite sets, the approximation of **Condition 3** is exact. Thus since **AR1** holds for the empty sequence and assuming it holds for the sequence

\[
\{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}
\]
in environments

\[ \rho_Z \oplus \{ x_1 \mapsto b_i \}, \rho_{LP} \oplus \{ x_1 \mapsto a_i \} \]

it then holds for

\[ \{ x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n | p \cdot t \} \]

in environments \( \rho_Z, \rho_{LP} \). Thus \( \text{AR1} \) holds for \( \{ x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n | p \cdot t \} \) since it holds for each of its components \( \tau_i, p, t \).

For infinite sets, or if any set is non-standard in the LP, the induction process depends on whether we are addressing set terms or sets of answer substitutions:

- For set terms the LP interpretation of \( s \) evaluates to \( \bot \circ \bot \) and underestimates the Z interpretation in the same manner as the ‘no set generator case’;

- For the ‘answer set’ the result depends on distributed union, where incomplete sets are involved. This is because we can equivalently express a set comprehension as a distributed union. Since distributed union underestimates for incomplete sets, then set comprehension underestimates for incomplete sets.

Thus set comprehension in the LP is an exact interpretation for finite or complete sets. For infinite or incomplete sets the LP interpretation is an underestimation. This is true for either set terms or sets of answer substitutions.

5.6.5.3 Set Operations Power Set, Set Intersection

Other set operations \( \epsilon = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) can be expressed via set comprehensions. Examples are set intersection and power set:

**Set Intersection** \( s = x_1 \cap x_2 \) in the LP is part of the library of set operations. However \( \cap \) can be expressed as

\[ s = \{ x : (x \text{ In } x_1) \& (x \text{ In } x_2) \}. \]

where we are assuming that \( x_1, x_2 \) are appropriately typed. In Z this last condition is expressed explicitly so

\[ s = x_1 \cap x_2 = \{ x : X | (x \in x_1 \land x \in x_2) \cdot x \}. \]
This is treated as a set comprehension where \( p = x \in x_1 \land x \in x_2 \). Thus for terminating computations, the interpretation in the LP approximates exactly, and for non-terminating computations, the LP interpretation underestimates;

**Power Set** in the LP, \( s = \mathbb{P} x \) can be be expressed in Gödel as

\[
s = \{ z : z \text{ Subset } x \}.
\]

Its generic ‘LP form’ is as a set comprehension with predicate *true*:

\[
s = \mathcal{E}_{\mathbb{P}}[\{ z \subseteq x \mid \text{true} \cdot z \}]_{\rho_{\mathbb{P}}}.
\]

Since ‘power set’ is a type in Z, there is no specific definition for it (see Chapter 3). The power set axiom of ZF (from Appendix A) provides a definition in Z, for \( s = \mathbb{P} x \) is such that

\[
\forall z \cdot (z \in s \iff z \subseteq x)
\]

and this set and the interpretation in the LP can be shown to be equal. Thus the interpretation of power set is exact for finite sets. For infinite sets, the LP interpretation is \( \bot \circ \bot \) which always underestimates.

The interpretation is exact if the computations terminate. For infinite or incomplete sets, the interpretation in the LP evaluates to \( \bot \circ \bot \) and so underestimates the interpretation in Z.

### 5.6.5.4 Quantifiers

**Universal Quantification**

The syntactic predicate ‘\( \forall x : s \mid p \cdot q \)’ is interpreted in the LP:

\[
\text{ALL} \ [x] (x \text{ In } s \iff p \Rightarrow q)
\]

and in Z as

\[
\forall x : s \mid p \Rightarrow q
\]

and is evaluated for finite sets \( s \) on an element by element basis for values of \( s \). Its interpretation can be denoted in the LP as \( \mathcal{P}_{\mathbb{P}}[f x]_{\rho_{\mathbb{P}}} \), where \( x \) is the tuple \( s, p, q \)
and ‘f’ the syntactic ‘∀’. For terminating computations, Condition 1–2 hold in the LP and in Z. If ∀ x : s | p ⇒ q is true then Condition 3 becomes:

\[ \text{LHS} = \gamma(f_{LP}(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(s, p, q)]\rho_{LP})) = \gamma(\text{true}) = \top \]
\[ \text{RHS} = f_Z(\gamma(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(s, p, q)]\rho_{LP})) = \top. \]

and is thus exact for each p, q in an environment containing s. The result follows similarly if ∀ x : s | p • q is false.

For infinite sets the truth value in the LP will be ⊥ i.e. it will fail to terminate and the left hand side of Condition 3 will evaluate to ⊥. For infinite sets, the Z interpretation of the quantification will result in the value \( \top \) or \( \bot \), and \( \gamma(\bot) = \bot \) and \( \bot \subseteq \bot \) or \( \bot \subseteq \top \). For cases where s is incomplete, or not fully defined, then the LP interpretation results in \( \bot \), which either underestimates the interpretation in Z, if it is \( \bot, \top \), or is exact, if the interpretation in Z is \( \bot \). Thus in all cases, the interpretation in the LP of universal quantification adheres to AR1.

**Existential Quantification**
A similar interpretation is true for ∃ where ‘∃ x : s | p • q’ is interpreted in the LP by

**SOME** [x] (x In s <--> p & q).

and in Z: ‘∃ x : s | p \& q’. The LP interpretation evaluates to true, false, ⊥, which always underestimates its interpretation in Z, as for ∀.

### 5.6.6 Function Application and Lambda Expressions

**Function application** of \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \) assumes that \( t_1 \) is appropriately typed, as a set of pairs. It is interpreted in the LP by

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[t_1 t_2]_{\rho_{LP}} = a \leftrightarrow t_2 \rightarrow a \in t_1. \]

It is mapped in a similar way in Z. For terminating computations, where set \( t_1 \) is finite, the interpretation is exact. Where \( t_1 \) is infinite or incomplete, the LP underestimates the Z interpretation for

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[t_1 t_2]_{\rho_{LP}} = \bot. \]

**Lambda expressions** require evaluation individually:
\[
\lambda x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t \text{ where } t \text{ is a term can be expressed (in Z) as a set of}
\]
maplets \( x \mapsto a \) where the \( x \) is a tuple \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) and \( a \) is the term \( t \) evaluated at \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\):

\[
\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \mapsto t\}\.
\]

It is interpreted as the equivalent set expression in the LP:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\lambda x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t]\rho_{LP}
\]

which is

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[[\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \mapsto t\}]\rho_{LP} = \{D_{LP}[x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n] \rho_{LP} \& P[p] \mid T2(Tn(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \mapsto t)\}.
\]

An example can be seen in Appendix C. The approximation is exact for terminating computations and underestimates for the rest.

### 5.6.7 Interpretation of Schemas and Schema Expressions

Suppose that the syntactic objects schema, axdef \( \in \Sigma_3 \) are interpreted in the LP and in \( Z \) by \( \mathcal{S}_{LP}, \mathcal{S}_Z \) respectively. A schema can be represented (in its horizontal form) by the following syntactic object:

\[
Sch \equiv [D_1; \ldots; D_n \mid CP]
\]

where \( D_i = X_i : \tau_i \), and \( CP \equiv CP_1 \land \ldots \land CP_m \).

\( Sch \) evaluates to a set expression, of bindings of variable name(s) to values. The bindings are constrained by the variable declarations and by the schema predicate. Constants are used to capture variable names in the schema declaration and these are linked to local variable names via the binding. Suppose \( GCP \) is defined as \( CP \) where all the free occurrences of \( X_1 \ldots X_n \) are replaced by \( x_1 \ldots x_n \)

\[
GCP(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = CP(X_1/x_1, \ldots, X_n/x_n)
\]

and any bound variables replaced by arbitrary local variables. A set of schema bindings of \( Sch \) can be represented in \( Z \) (as suggested in [17]) by a set expression:

\[
\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet \{X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n\}\}.
\]
There is a similar representation in the LP where \([Bind_i(X_1, x_1), \ldots, Bind_n(X_n, x_n)]\) replaces \(\{X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n\}\). If we assume that the set of bindings is constrained by an initial imposed environment \(\rho^e\) then the interpretation of the schema \(Sch \equiv [D \mid CP]\) is the interpretation of a set expression:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{LP}[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]]_{LP}^{\rho^e} \\
= E_{LP}[[x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet [Bind_i(X_1, x_1), \ldots, Bind_n(X_n, x_n)]]_{LP}^{\rho^e},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\rho^e_{LP}\) can contain defined values of all the schema variables (as in the case of the assembler in Chapter 4) or just some of them (as in the case of the Unix file system in Chapter 4). The interpretation of schemas and schema expressions is in terms of a characteristic predicate, providing a single binding for a schema expression.

### 5.6.7.1 Characteristic Predicate for a Schema Expression

A schema binding is obtained by providing the schema with some initial environment, \(\rho^0_{LP}\). After the schema has been interpreted and if the computation is successful, this environment is updated to \(\rho_{LP}\), where \(\rho_{LP}\) is such that all schema variables \(x_1, \ldots x_n\) have defined values (\(\neq \perp\)). In its initial state a schema is interpreted by:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{LP}[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]]_{LP}^{\rho^0}
\end{align*}
\]

and this evaluates in the LP to bindings of variable names to values. During the execution the environment has been enhanced by the provision of additional variable values other than ‘undefined’. The values have been provided by the interpretation of schema declarations and predicate. This binding is a member of the set defined previously:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{LP}[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]]_{LP}^{\rho^e} \\
= E_{LP}[[x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \\
\bullet [Bind_i(X_1, x_1), \ldots, Bind_n(X_n, x_n)]]_{LP}^{\rho^e},
\end{align*}
\]

where each enhanced environment \(\rho_{LP} \in Env_{LP}\) satisfies

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]_{LP}^{\rho_{LP}} & \& P_{LP}[GCP]_{LP}^{\rho_{LP}} = \\
D_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]_{LP}^{\rho_{LP}} & \& P_{LP}[GCP]_{LP}^{\rho_{LP}}.
\end{align*}
\]
The characteristic schema predicate of \( Sch \) is as follows:

\[
\text{SchemaType}(binding, Sch) \iff (binding = [\text{Bind}_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, x_n)]) \& \mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]\rho_{LP} \& \mathcal{P}_{LP}[GCP]\rho_{LP},
\]

where each \( x_i \) satisfies

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]\rho_{LP} \& \mathcal{P}_{LP}[GCP]\rho_{LP}.
\]

The values \( x_1 \mapsto a_1 \ldots x_n \mapsto a_n \) which satisfy SchemaType have either been generated or were part of the initial environment. In either case this has been achieved by means of the interpretation of \( D_1; \ldots; D_n \) and \( GCP(x_1, \ldots x_n) \). The generated values have been obtained via the application of Constraint Properties 1 - 3 in Section 5.6.4.1. Note that although the schema definition in the LP uses ‘if’ (\( \iff \)), by the CWA, this has the same effect as ‘if an only if’ (\( \iff \)).

The \( Z \) interpretation can similarly be represented by a set of bindings where

\[
\text{binding} = \{X_1 \mapsto \gamma(x_1), \ldots, X_n \mapsto \gamma(x_n)\}.
\]

The values \( \gamma(x_i) \in \text{ran} \rho_Z \) satisfy

\[
\mathcal{D}_{Z}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]\rho_{Z} \wedge \mathcal{P}_{Z}[GCP]\rho_{Z}.
\]

It is worth investigating how the above would apply to a schema, and the one chosen is FileSys from Chapter 4 Section 4.4.

5.6.7.2 Interpretation of FileSys

This can be written horizontally as:

\[
\text{FileSys} \equiv [\text{Files : } \mathbb{F} \text{ FileId; Count : } 0..\text{MaxFiles} \mid \#\text{Files} = \text{Count}].
\]

Suppose that \( \text{MaxFiles} = 10 \) is a value provided by the animation user, and that \( \text{FileId} \) is instantiated as \( \{F1, F2, F3\} \). Then

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[\text{Files : } \mathbb{F} \text{ FileId; Count : } 0..\text{MaxFiles}]\rho^{0}_{LP}
\]

\[
= \mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{files} \subseteq \{F1, F2, F3\}]\rho^{0}_{LP} \& \mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{count} \in \{1..10\}]\rho^{0}_{LP}.
\]
If we substitute these values, a binding for \textit{FileSys} is given by:

\[
\text{SchemaType}(\text{binding}, \text{FileSys}) \iff \\
(\text{binding} = [\text{Bind}_1(\text{Files, files}), \text{Bind}_2(\text{Count, count})] & \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{files} \subseteq \{F1, F2, F3\}] \rho_{LP}^0 & \mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{count} \in \{1 \ldots 10\}] \rho_{LP}^0 & \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[\#\text{files} = \text{count}] \rho_{LP}^0.
\]

Suppose that initially, \(\rho_{LP}^0 = \{\text{files} \mapsto \perp, \text{count} \mapsto \perp\}\). During the execution, \text{files} is of type \(\mathbb{F}\) so becomes evaluated through the interpretation of its declaration:

\(\text{files} \subseteq \{F1, F2, F3\}\).

Similarly, \text{count} becomes evaluated through its declaration as a member of \(1 \ldots 10\). A binding of \textit{FileSys} can be expressed:

\[
\text{binding} = [\text{Bind}_1(\text{Files, files}), \text{Bind}_2(\text{Count, count})] & \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{files} \subseteq \{F1, F2, F3\}] \rho_{LP}^0 & \mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{count} \in \{1 \ldots 10\}] \rho_{LP}^0 & \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[\#\text{files} = \text{count}] \rho_{LP}^0.
\]

Thus if \text{files} evaluates to \(\{F1\}\) (say), then in order to satisfy the schema predicate \textit{and} its declaration, \text{count}, evaluates to ‘1’ since

\(\#\text{files} = \text{count} & \text{count} \in \{1 \ldots 10\}\).

Substituting these values yields:

\[
\text{binding} = [\text{Bind}_1(\text{Files, } \{F1\}), \text{Bind}_2(\text{Count, 1})] & \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[\{F1\} \subseteq \{F1, F2, F3\}] \rho_{LP} & \mathcal{P}_{LP}[1 \in \{1 \ldots 10\}] \rho_{LP} & \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[1 = 1] \rho_{LP},
\]

where \(\rho_{LP} = \{\text{files} \mapsto \{F1\}, \text{count} \mapsto 1\}\) is the enhanced value of the environment and

\[
\text{binding} = [\text{Bind}_1(\text{Files, } \{F1\}), \text{Bind}_2(\text{Count, 1})]
\]

which was one of the values actually obtained. The full set of bindings can be obtained from the full set of answer substitutions, as was indicated in Chapter 4.

For the ‘complete’ assembler, the variables were initially all ground, so that \(\rho_{LP}^0\) contains no undefined values and the environment is unaltered: \(\rho_{LP} = \rho_{LP}^0\), where
similarly $\rho_Z = \rho_{Z}^\epsilon$. For the Unix file system, and for the two-phase assembler, for each of the schemas considered some variables are ground in $\rho_{LP}^0$, and some are determined by the execution.

5.6.7.3 Approximation for Schemas

AR1 can now be considered for schemas and is worth restating. If $\epsilon$ is a syntactic $Z$ expression for a set of schema bindings then condition AR1 must hold for a correct animation of $Z$ in $D_{LP}$:

Approximation Rule 1 (AR1)

$$\gamma(S_{LP}[[\epsilon] \rho_{LP}]) \subseteq S_Z[\epsilon](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}).$$

where

$$\epsilon = \{ X_1 : \tau_1 \ldots X_n : \tau_n \mid CP \bullet \{ X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots X_n \mapsto x_n \} \}.$$ 

The structural induction rule states that if it can be shown that AR1 holds for syntactic variable $\epsilon = x$, then it also holds for syntactical expression $\epsilon = fx$, where in this case, $f$ is a syntactic operator which forms a schema from tuple $\epsilon = (D, CP)$, where $D$ is a declaration and $CP$ is a predicate. We denote by $f_Z, f_{LP}$ the interpretation in the Z domain and LP domain respectively of the syntactic expression $fx$. Thus the left hand side of AR1 is

$$\gamma(S_{LP}[[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]],[[\rho_{LP}^\epsilon] ] )$$

$$= \gamma(\epsilon_{LP}[[x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet \{Bind_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, Bind_n(X_n, x_n)\} ]],[[\rho_{LP}^\epsilon] ] ).$$

The right hand side of AR1 is

$$S_Z[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]],[[\rho_Z^\epsilon] ]$$

$$= \epsilon_Z[[x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet \{X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots X_n \mapsto x_n \} ]],[[\rho_Z^\epsilon] ].$$

These are set comprehension, which have been treated in Section 5.6.5. These interpret exactly where components are finite and complete (as in the case of FileSys).

An example of a schema with an incomplete set of bindings is
The Gödel code and queries for $UnDef$ is in Appendix C.1.2. The bindings of $UnDef$ are interpreted in the LP

$$\{\{X \mapsto 1, Y \mapsto 1\}, \{X \mapsto 3, Y \mapsto 1\}\}_{\bot}$$

for the program flounders and the set is incomplete. This is because of the inadequate constraint satisfaction for the Gödel implementation.

The set of bindings of $UnDef$ is interpreted in $Z$:

$$\{\{X \mapsto 1, Y \mapsto 1\}, \{X \mapsto 3, Y \mapsto 1\}, \{X \mapsto 4, Y \mapsto 1\}, \{\{X \mapsto 1, Y \mapsto 2\}, \ldots\}$$

which demonstrates how the LP interpretation underestimates the $Z$. In general, where the answer sets is incomplete the LP interpretation underestimates.

### 5.6.7.4 Schema Conjunction and Disjunction

We now interpret syntactical objects such as $Sch = Sch^1 \land Sch^2$ and $Sch = Sch^1 \lor Sch^2$. Provided that $Sch^1, Sch^2$ have compatible declarations their conjunction and disjunction can be defined. These are modelled by conjunction and disjunction of the LP predicates of $Sch^1, Sch^2$ with lists of bindings appended. This does cause duplication but has not (so far) been found a practical problem. Suppose $Sch^1$ has predicate $CP^1$ and declaration sequence $D^1$ where

$$D^1 = X^1_1 : \tau^1_1 ; \ldots ; X^1_n : \tau^1_n$$

modelled by Gödel list $b_1$:

$$[Bind^1_1(X^1_1, x^1_1), \ldots, Bind^1_n(X^1_n, x^1_n)]$$

and $Sch^2$ has a predicate $CP^2$ and compatible declaration sequence $D^2$ where

$$D^2 = X^2_1 : \tau^2_1 ; \ldots ; X^2_n : \tau^2_n$$
modelled by Gödel list $b_2$. Given that the characteristic predicates of $Sch^1$, $Sch^2$ are respectively

$\text{SchemaType}(binding, Sch^1), \text{SchemaType}(binding, Sch^2)$

then the characteristic predicate of $Sch$ is

$\text{SchemaType}(binding, Sch) \iff (binding = b_1 \land b_2) \land D_{LF}[D^1; D^2]\rho^\mu_{LF} \land P_{LF}[GCP^1 \land GCP^2]\rho^\mu_{LF}.$

We can show that this interprets exactly the Z interpretation where the program terminates, and provides an incomplete set of answer substitutions when the program fails to terminate.

First ‘expand out’ the version of $Sch \equiv Sch^1 \land Sch^2$ which is interpreted in Z as

$S_Z[Sch^1 \land Sch^2]\rho_Z$

$= S_Z[[D^1; D^2 \mid CP^1 \land CP^2]]\rho^\theta_Z.$

The above represents the declaration sequences before they are merged, so some repetitions would be expected. Schema $Sch$ is then expressed as a set comprehension in the usual way:

$E_Z[\{x_1^{i_1} : \tau_1^{i_1}; \ldots; x_n^{i_n} : \tau_n^{i_n}; \ x_1^{2_1} : \tau_1^{2_1}; \ldots; x_n^{2_n} : \tau_n^{2_n} \mid GCP^1 \land GCP^2$

$\bullet \{X_1 \mapsto x_1^1, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n^1; \ X_1 \mapsto x_1^2, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n^2\}]\rho^\theta_Z.$

Then $Sch^1 \land Sch^2$ in the LP is

$S_{LP}[Sch^1 \land Sch^2]\rho_{LP}$

where given that the characteristic predicates of $Sch^1$, $Sch^2$ are respectively

$\text{SchemaType}(binding, Sch^1), \text{SchemaType}(binding, Sch^2)$

then the characteristic predicate of $Sch$ evaluates to

$\text{SchemaType}(binding, Sch) \iff$

(binding = [Bind^1_1(X_1^1, x_1^1), \ldots, Bind^1_n(X_n^1, x_n^1),

Bind^2_1(X_1^2, x_1^2), \ldots, Bind^2_n(X_n^2, x_n^2)] \land$

$D_{LP}[D^1; D^2]\rho^\mu_{LP} \land P_{LP}[GCP^1 \land GCP^2]\rho^\mu_{LP}$
which is the same as if the expression had been expanded first. Since this is so, then
the interpretations are exact or not according to the values of their components, as
for $Sch$ defined without conjunction. The criteria for exactness or underestimation
for each of these interpretations has already been discussed. In general, where each
component of an expression is exact, the whole expression is exact, but where one
component underestimates, the whole underestimates.

Schema disjunction is defined in a similar manner. If $Sch \equiv Sch^1 \lor Sch^2$ then
the bindings are appended and the LP interpretations of the schema predicates
are disjoined. In Chapter 4, the convention for naming variables is further refined,
so that priming, input, output becomes apparent. The formalism is not explored
here. However the naming convention enables schema composition and piping to be
accomplished. An outline is presented in [119].

5.6.7.5 Schema Reference in a Declaration

A declaration can contain a schema reference. If $x_i \in VAR, t, t_i \in expr, Sch \in
NAME$, then recall from Section 5.3.1:

$$basic\_decl ::= x_1, \ldots, x_n : t \mid Sch$$

where $Sch$ is a schema reference. The interpretation of this in Z is that its declara-
tions are merged with the declarations of the schema which reference it and its
predicate is conjoined. Thus if

$$Sch_1 \equiv [X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots X_n : \tau_n; Sch \mid predicate \ of \ Sch_1]$$

then this is equivalent to $Sch_1 \equiv Sch \land Sch_2$ where

$$Sch_2 \equiv [X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots X_n : \tau_n \mid predicate \ of \ Sch_1].$$

Thus if a schema $Sch$ appears as a reference in the declarations of schema $Sch_1$, then
this is treated as for schema conjunction above: $Sch$ is removed from the declarations
and conjoined to the predicate of $Sch$ and its remaining declarations.

5.6.7.6 Binding Formation $\theta$

The value of the binding formation $\theta Sch$ depends on its context. However we inter-
pret it here in the same context as in the Unix file system case study. In that case
study $\{Sch \bullet \theta Sch\}$ was constructed first and $\theta Sch$ was interpreted as a member of
that set. The set \( \{ \text{Sch} \cdot \theta \text{Sch} \} \) in the LP is the ‘same’ set as \( S_{LP} [\text{Sch}] \rho_{LP} \) however in this case it is a set term and not an answer set. It is the set comprehension \( S \) defined by

\[
S = \{ \text{SchemaType}(binding, \text{Sch}) \cdot binding \}
\]

so that the binding formation \( \theta \text{Sch} \in S \), where the code can be found in Appendix C.

This means that if the computation terminates its interpretation is exact, and if one of the members of \( s \) fails to terminate then the output of the whole computation is \( \bot \).

### 5.6.7.7 Axiomatic and Generic Definitions

**Axiomatic and Generic Definitions** require individual definitions; they are interpreted in such a way that they are exact where the computations terminate.

**Axiomatic Definitions** are modelled in the same way as schemas, and suitable names must be generated for them \( \text{Axiom}1, \text{Axiom}2 \ldots \). They must then be conjoined to the schema which refer to them, as in the assembly case study in Chapter 4. Their interpretation is the same as for schemas.

**Generic definitions** are treated in the same way as the parametrised definitions of partial function etc, ie by using parameters \( a, b \ldots \). They are instantiated when the set is instantiated, and are defined by a predicate in the LP, as for Sequence in Appendix C.

### 5.7 Summary

This chapter has presented an extension of the work of Breuer and Bowen [17] in determining a formal framework for the correct animation of \( Z \). In formalising the structure simulation rules of Chapter 4, we have completed **Contribution 4** of this thesis. The contents can be summarised:

1. It has provided a tutorial introduction to the formal framework and proof rules of abstract approximation. Abstract approximation is based on the procedures of *abstract interpretation*, formalised by the Cousots in [23]. A comparison has been made with the more established procedures of abstract approximation;
2. It formalises the animation rules of Chapter 4 by applying the correctness criteria of abstract approximation to the rules. Since these rules are practical, it is now possible to use correct rules which have been effective for two case studies;

3. In order to fit the logic program semantics into the correctness criteria it frames the resolution inference rules in a novel way and models the ‘incomplete set structure’ using the formalisms of Finite Sets in Appendix B;

4. The rules from Chapter 4 are shown to adhere to the correctness criteria. Since these rules do include the possibility of non-integer (given) sets and include important features of Z, the results have a potential application to ‘real world’ examples such as the assembler and Unix file system. Although the possibility that the program might not terminate was explored in great detail, this very rarely happened and the examples had to be contrived. The existence of proven rules for animation provide the user with confidence that the results of the animation represent Z.
Chapter 6

Summary and Further Work

6.1 Summary

Delivered computer systems are at worst, unusable by their purchasers, and at best often do not satisfy requirements of functionality and/or safety. The use of formal methods in the development of computer based systems is seen as addressing these problems. When a specification is written in a formal mathematical notation, formal reasoning can be used to ensure that the specification has desirable functionality but with no undesired side-effects. However it is often difficult for the specifier to communicate the functionality of the specification to the user of the implemented system and a proposed method is to animate the specification. It is thought that a non-executable specification is best for the specifier since it allows the concise expression of what the system should do with no unwanted details as to how it should be implemented. Thus for animation, it is necessary that a tool be used to translate the specification to some executable form and this thesis addresses the lack of usable tools for the animation of the Z notation. Contributions are as follows:

Contribution 1 is presented in Chapter 2 which contains a survey of current tools and weaknesses in these tools which have been identified. These are, principally, that the current tools are not usable (in terms of the ability to be used on ‘real’ examples) or that their translation rules are not correct, or both. The advisability of using a declarative language (such as Haskell or Prolog)
is then argued, and in particular the use of a logic programming language is recommended. This is because of its desirable property of being used for ‘what if’ queries, where the program can be used to test possible differences between real and expected test results. The resulting program is then amenable to analysis via meta-interpreters and techniques of inductive logic as in [79];

**Contribution 2** is presented in Chapter 3, in which a formal link between finite set theory and ZF is investigated. A ‘partially correct’ program is one which is derived logically from a specification, and this way of obtaining a correct specification is presented in Chapter 3. Since there were certain shortcomings in this approach, the work took a different direction and this is presented in Chapter 4;

**Contribution 3** In Chapter 4 previous work by ourselves and other researchers in the animation of Z by Prolog using structure simulation is presented first [119]. However, it was noted that while the animation was successful in some respects, several disadvantages were discovered. We argue next that a better technique is to use the Gödel language as described in [117]. Gödel has support for sets, and a program in Gödel is defined as a theory in first order logic and an implementation must be sound with respect to this semantics. Two case studies were presented in Chapter 4, the assembler case study (originally animated in Prolog) and the Unix file system. A test case strategy for animation was presented, of systematic functional and structural testing similar to that for testing of software. Animation can be used to make visible the structure of the specification and, in certain cases, show that a property is not present. This makes animation complementary to proof, for formal proof can be expensive and time consuming. Animation tests specific cases and can be made understandable to a customer or a user of the implemented system. This means that potential misunderstandings as to the functionality of the implemented system can be avoided. However testing can seldom be exhaustive so that proof provides for the general case.

The animator proved practical and the method sophisticated is enough to handle the animation of the non-trivial specifications such as the assembler and the Unix file system;

**Contribution 4** is the formalisation of structure simulation and Chapter 5 of this thesis utilised more recent criteria for correctness for animations of Z first
proposed by [17], viz. abstract approximation. The latter paper presented a functional language (Miranda) for implementation, wherein sets are represented as lazy lists. Breuer and Bowen suggest that a ‘correct’ interpretation of Z syntax in the executable language will approximate from below its interpretation via ZF. Thus for example where a set is implemented in a manner which exceeds memory bounds, non-termination means that the output (⊥) is an under-interpretation thus the answer is ‘correct’. Chapter 5 contains a tutorial presentation of these proof criteria and they are applied to the rules for animation presented in Chapter 4 for the animation of the assembler and the Unix file system were proved correct, and in order to do so the logic program semantics and resolution rules were framed in a novel way. The formal arguments are presented in a tutorial fashion, with illustrative examples throughout.

6.2 Further Work

Further work includes

1. The extension of the investigation to include more of the Z notation and the completion of proofs;

2. The development of meta-interpreters and techniques of inductive logic to trace and correct flaws in the specification discovered when animation returns an unexpected result, as in [79];

3. Automation of the rules: in order to provide an effective validation technique, the rules require automation with a suitable interface for user instantiation and input of queries;

4. Further investigation into a strategy for selecting test cases for animation, including (where possible) the automatic generation of test cases;

5. The investigation of a functional logic programming language for animation: an interesting area of work would be the investigation of a functional logic language for animation purposes as suggested in [124]. A functional logic language can take advantage of both the logic and functional paradigms. A first step would be to look at the use in practice, by applying the suggested rules to a substantial case study, as in the case of Gödel;
6. An ‘embedding’ of Z in HOL is described in [16], where the theorem prover HOL is used to support proof in Z. A suggestion is to embed Gödel in HOL so that reasoning can be applied to link the two formalisms.

6.3 Impact of the Work

The impact of the work is that a set of rules for the animation of the Z notation has been presented. The potential of the rules and the animating language, Gödel for contributing to an effective tool have been demonstrated (Chapter 4). Furthermore, the rules have been proved correct using correctness criteria developed by others and techniques developed by ourselves (Chapter 5). The IMPRESS tools has been cited, as having successfully supported validation of a large system using a logic programming language. These tools have potential implications on the further development of our own tool, in that techniques of inductive logic and machine learning could be used to make the animation tool more effective, by facilitating the search, and correction of, flaws in the Z specification being animated.
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Appendix A

ZF SET THEORY

A.1 Introduction

The axioms of the Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF) system of axiomatic set theory are necessary for the main part of the thesis and they are outlined here. ZF set theory was developed because ‘naive’ set theory, introduced by Cantor had given rise to contradictions. Cantor’s paper begins$^1$:

“By a ‘set’ (Menge) we are to understand any comprehension (Zusammenfassung) into a whole $M$ of definite and separate objects $m$ of our intuition or our thought”

This ‘comprehension’ was eventually replaced by the abstract idea that every property (predicate) gives rise to the set of all things which possess the property. Nevertheless this still gives rise to contradictions, and the ZF system of axiomatic set avoids these by considering every object to be a set.

ZF is a first order theory with equality where the only terms are variables; there are no constant or function letters. ZF has primitive relationship $\in$ denoting membership so that $x \in y$ is the wff denoting the fact that ‘$x$ is a member of $y$’. The system shown here is ‘ZF-without-replacement’ and is taken from [50]. The replacement axiom is one which can construct a new set as an image of an old, and this is not included for Z and so not included here.

$^1$The quotation is from [66].
A.2 ZF Axioms

A.2.1 ZF1 Axiom of Extensionality (Set Equality)

\[ y = w \Rightarrow \forall x \cdot (x \in y \iff x \in w) \]

ZF1 defines equality between two sets, that they are equal if they have the same members. The definition of subset follows from ZF1.

**Definition 1: Subset (\( \subseteq \))**

\[ x \subseteq y \iff (\forall w \cdot w \in x \Rightarrow w \in y). \]

A.2.2 ZF2 Null Set Axiom

This can be deduced from the other axioms, but is included as it is standard.

\[ \exists x \forall y \cdot (\neg y \in x) \]

The axiom defines an empty set or \( \emptyset \), which can be shown to be unique by ZF1.

A.2.3 ZF3 Pairing Axiom

\[ \forall x \forall y \exists w \forall z \cdot (z \in w \iff (z = x \lor z = y)) \]

Given any sets \( x \) and \( y \) there is a set \( w \) whose elements are \( x \) and \( y \). This ‘unordered pair’ is usually denoted \( \{x, w\} \), which is the same as \( \{y, x\} \) from ZF1. By setting \( x = y \), the set \( \{x, x\} \) (i.e. the singleton set \( \{x\} \)) is obtained.

A.2.4 ZF4 Union Axiom

\[ \forall x \exists y \forall w \cdot (w \in y \iff \exists z \cdot (z \in x \land w \in z)) \]

Given any set \( x \) whose elements are sets, there is a set \( y \) which has as its elements all elements of elements of \( x \). The definition of ‘distributed union’ and ‘union’ follows.

**Definition 2: Distributed Union (\( \cup \)) and Union (\( \bigcup \))**

The set \( y \) from ZF4 is denoted \( \bigcup x \); \( \cup \) is then defined: \( (a_1 \cup a_2) = \bigcup \{a_1, a_2\} \) or

\[ (z \in x \cup y) \iff z \in x \lor z \in y. \]
A.2.5 ZF5 Power Set Axiom

\[ \forall x \exists y \forall w \bullet (w \in y \leftrightarrow w \subseteq x) \]

Given any set \( x \) there is a set \( y \), denoted \( \mathcal{P}(x) \), the power set of \( x \), which has as its elements all subsets of \( x \).

A.2.6 ZF6 The Axiom of Separation

Given any wff of ZF (as defined above), denoted \( \mathcal{A}(z) \) with free variable \( z \),

\[ \forall x \exists y \forall z \bullet (z \in y \leftrightarrow z \in x \land \mathcal{A}(z)). \]

In other words set \( y \) is a subset of \( x \) containing those members \( z \) of \( x \) for which \( \mathcal{A}(z) \) holds. This replaces the stronger ZF7 (or replacement axiom), which is omitted. The definition of intersection of two sets \( x, y \) follows from ZF6, in that the wff \( \mathcal{A}(z) \) becomes \( z \in w \).

**Definition 3: Intersection (\( \cap \))**

\[ x \cap w = y \leftrightarrow \forall z \bullet (z \in y \leftrightarrow z \in x \land z \in w) \]

A.2.7 ZF8 Infinity Axiom

\[ \exists x \bullet (\emptyset \in x \land \forall y \bullet (y \in x \Rightarrow y \cup \{x\} \in x)). \]

Taken with the previous axioms it can be proved that this constructs the natural numbers. ZF theory has all sets derivable from the empty set \( \emptyset \), and the natural numbers 0, 1, 2, \ldots are

\[ \emptyset, \{\emptyset\}, \{\emptyset, \{\emptyset\}\}, \ldots \]

In other words each number is the set of all smaller natural numbers.
Appendix B

Theory of Finite Sets – Key Axioms

The following key axioms are taken from [76]. There are two unary predicate symbols $element(u), set(x)$\(^1\) and $(u \circ x)$ denotes a binary insertion function: the result of inserting element $u$ in set $x$. The constant symbol $\emptyset$ denotes the empty set. A binary predicate symbol $u \in x$ denotes membership. The text uses a distinctive notation; for example quantification is expressed $\forall set(x) : p(x)$ and logical and is $\text{and}$. We retain the quantification notation, but we write $\&$ for conjunction, for compatibility with later work. The following are examples of axioms in the theory, for set generation, membership, set equality and set union. There set equality axioms are additional to the usual equality axioms.

**Generation Empty Set** $set(\emptyset)$

**General Case** $\forall element(u) : \forall set(x) : set(u \circ x)$.

**Membership** $\neg \exists element(z) : (z \in \emptyset)$

$\forall element(z) : \forall element(u) : \forall set(x) : z \in (u \circ x) \iff z = u \lor z \in x$.

**Set equality** The following axioms apply to sets:

**element multiplicity** $\forall element(u) : \forall set(x) : u \circ (u \circ x) = (u \circ x)$

---

\(^1\)an element can also be a set
**element exchange** \( \forall \text{element}(u) : \forall \text{element}(v) : \forall \text{set}(x) : u \circ (v \circ x) = v \circ (u \circ x) \).

**Induction Principle** For each sentence \( \mathcal{F}(x) \), \( u \) not free in \( x \), the following is an axiom:

\[
\text{if } ( \mathcal{F}(\{\}) \& \forall \text{element}(u) : \forall \text{set}(x) : \mathcal{F}(x) \Rightarrow \mathcal{F}(u \circ x) )
\text{then } \forall \text{set}(x) : \mathcal{F}(x)
\]

**Union with empty set** \( \forall \text{set}(x) : \emptyset \cup x = x \)

**Union: insertion** \( \forall \text{element}(u) : \forall \text{set}(x) : \forall \text{set}(y)(u \circ x) \cup y = u \circ (x \cup y) \)

**Set constructor** The general form of the set constructor (unary) function for each \( \mathcal{F}(u) \) is \( \{ u : u \in x \& \mathcal{F}(u) \} \)

The axioms are as follows:

**Empty Set**

\[ \{ u : u \in \emptyset \& \mathcal{F}(u) \} = \emptyset \]

**General Case**

\[ \forall \text{element}(v) \forall \text{set}(x) : \{ u : u \in v \circ x \& \mathcal{F}(u) \} = \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{if } \mathcal{F}(v) & \text{then } v \circ \{ u : u \in x \& \mathcal{F}(u) \} \\
\text{else } & \{ u : u \in x \& \mathcal{F}(u) \}
\end{align*} \]

This yields the set of all elements \( u \) of set \( x \) such that \( \mathcal{F}(u) \) is true.

Sets can be conceptualised as lists where multiplicity and order of elements is irrelevant, and there are many representations of the same set. Set operations resembling those of ZF can be derived from the axioms using the induction principle. For example ‘intersection’ can be obtained from set comprehension. A sample follows:

**Set Intersection** \( \forall \text{set}(x) : \forall \text{set}(y) : x \cap y = \{ u : u \in x \& u \in y \} \)

**Subset** \( \forall \text{set}(x) : \forall \text{set}(y) : x \subseteq y \Leftrightarrow \forall \text{element}(w) : (w \in x \Rightarrow w \in y) \)

**Union** \( \forall \text{element}(u) \forall \text{set}(x) : \forall \text{set}(y) : u \in (x \cup y) \Leftrightarrow u \in x \lor u \in y \)

**Set equality - derived** \( \forall \text{set}(x) : \forall \text{set}(y) : x = y \Leftrightarrow x \subseteq y \& y \subseteq x \)
Appendix C

Library of Set Code

C.1 Introduction

This appendix includes the Gödel code discussed in the main part of the thesis. The first element of each module is the EXPORT part, and the second is the LOCAL part.

C.1.1 Library code

This section contains the library code for sets and relations.

Library Code: EXPORT

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EXPORT Lib.} \\
\text{IMPORT Sets, Lists, Integers.} \\
\text{CONSTRUCTOR OP/2.} \\
\text{FUNCTION OrdPair : x * y -> OP(x,y).} \\
\end{align*}
\]

%% ZF Sets and Relations

%% Distributed union

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PREDICATE DUnion: Set(Set(a)) * Set(a).} \\
\end{align*}
\]

%% Cardinality of a set

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PREDICATE Card: Set(a) * Integer.} \\
\end{align*}
\]
%Relation
PREDICATE  Rel : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).

%Partial Function
PREDICATE  PF : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  TF : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  PINJ : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  TINJ : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  PSURJ : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  TSURJ : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  TONF : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  DomContents : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a).
PREDICATE  RanContents : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(b).
PREDICATE  Composition : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(OP(a,c)) * Set(OP(c,b)).
PREDICATE  Inverse : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(OP(b,a)).
PREDICATE  DomRestrict : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(OP(a,b)).
PREDICATE  RanRestrict : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(b) * Set(OP(a,b)).
PREDICATE  DomExclude : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(a) * Set(OP(a,b)).
PREDICATE  RanExclude : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(b) * Set(OP(a,b)).
PREDICATE  FunOverride : Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(OP(a,b)) * Set(OP(a,b)).
PREDICATE  LambdaSquareNo : Set(OP(Integer,Integer)) * Set(Integer).
PREDICATE  IsSequ : Set(OP(Integer,a)) * Set(a) * Integer.
PREDICATE  HeadSequ : a * Set(OP(Integer,a)).
%% GCD - taken from Hill and Lloyd


---

Library Code: LOCAL

LOCAL Lib.
IMPORT Sets, Lists, Integers.

%% ZF Sets and Relations

%% Distributed union

\[
\text{DU} \text{Union}(x, y) \leftarrow y = \{z : \text{SOME}[w \ (w \ \text{In} \ x \ \& \ z \ \text{In} \ w) \}\}.
\]

%% Cardinality of a set

\[
\text{Card}([\ ], 0).
\]

\[
\text{Card}(\text{set}, \text{sub} \_ \text{total} + 1)
\]

\[
\leftarrow \text{ } x \ \text{In} \ \text{set} \ \& \ \text{Card}(\text{set}\setminus\{x\}, \text{sub} \_ \text{total}).
\]

%% Relation

\[
\text{Rel}(\text{rel}, s1, s2) \leftarrow \text{ALL}[z,x,y]
\]

\[
( z \ \text{In} \ \text{rel} \ \& \ (z = \text{OrdPair}(x,y))
\]

\[
\rightarrow (x \ \text{In} \ s1) \ \& (y \ \text{In} \ s2)).
\]

%% partial function

\[
\text{PF}(\text{pf}, s1, s2) \leftarrow \text{ALL}[z,x,y]
\]

\[
( z \ \text{In} \ \text{pf} \ \& \ (z = \text{OrdPair}(x,y))
\]

\[
\rightarrow (x \ \text{In} \ s1) \ \& (y \ \text{In} \ s2) \ \&
\]

\[
\text{ALL}[u \ (\text{OrdPair}(x,u) \ \text{In} \ \text{pf} \ \rightarrow u = y)).
\]

%% total function

\[
\text{TF}(\text{tf}, s1, s2) \leftarrow \text{ALL}[z,x,y]
\]

\[
( z \ \text{In} \ \text{tf} \ \& \ (z = \text{OrdPair}(x,y))
\]

\[
\rightarrow (x \ \text{In} \ s1) \ \& (y \ \text{In} \ s2) \ \&
\]

\[
\text{DomContents}(\text{tf}, s1) \ \&
\]

\[
\text{ALL}[u \ (\text{OrdPair}(x,u) \ \text{In} \ \text{tf} \ \rightarrow u = y)).
\]
% partial injection

PINJ(p inj, s1, s2) <- ALL [z,x,y]
  (z In p inj & (z = OrdPair(x,y))
  -> (x In s1) & (y In s2) &
  ALL [u1] (OrdPair(x, u1) In p inj -> u1 = y)
  & ALL [u2] (OrdPair(u2, y) In p inj -> u2 = x)).

% total injection

TINJ(t inj, s1, s2) <- PINJ(t inj, s1, s2) & DomContents(t inj, s1).

% partial surjection

PSURJ(p surj, s1, s2) <- PF(p surj, s1, s2) & RanContents(p surj, s2).

DomContents(x, y) <- y = { dom: OrdPair(dom,_) In x}.

RanContents(x, y) <- y = { ran: OrdPair(_,ran) In x}.

Composition(x, y, z) <- x = {OrdPair(a,b);
  SOME [u] (OrdPair(a,u) In y & OrdPair(u,b) In z )}.

Inverse (x, y) <- x = {OrdPair(a,b): OrdPair(b,a) In y}.

% Relation x is Relation z with domain restricted to (set) y.

DomRestrict(x, y, z) <-
  x = {OrdPair(a,b): OrdPair(a,b) In z & a In y}.

% Relation x is Relation z with range restricted to (set) y.

RanRestrict(x, y, z) <-
  x = {OrdPair(a,b): OrdPair(a,b) In z & b In y}.

% Relation x is Relation z with (set) y deleted from its domain.

DomExclude(x, y, z) <-
  x = {OrdPair(a,b): OrdPair(a,b) In z & ~(a In y)}.

% Relation x is Relation z with (set) y deleted from its range.

RanExclude(x, y, z) <-
  x = {OrdPair(a,b): OrdPair(a,b) In z & ~(b In y)}.

% Function x is function y overridden by function z
FunOverlap(x, y, z) <- w = \{\text{OrdPair}(a, b); \text{OrdPair}(a, b) \text{ In } y \& \text{SOME}[u] \{\text{OrdPair}(a, u) \text{ In } z\}\} \& x = w + z.

% Example of lambda expression, x is set of squares of numbers in y
LambdaSquareNo(x, y) <- x = \{\text{OrdPair}(n, n*n); n \text{ In } y\}.

% Example of generic definition- head of sequence.
% First define a sequence
IsSequ(sequ, items, size) <- Size(sequ, size ) \&
domseq = \{n: 1 =< n =< size\} \&
TF(sequ, domseq, items).

% Head of sequence- corresponds to OrdPair(1, item);
% Non-empty sequence
HeadSequ(item, sequ) <- sequ ≠ {} \&
OrdPair(1, item) \text{ In } sequ.

%%% GCD - taken from Hill and Lloyd
%%% This works for positive and negative integers, i, j.

Gcd(i,j,d)
  <- CommonDivisor(i, j, d) \&
    \text{SOME } [e] \{(\text{CommonDivisor}(i, j, e) \& e > d)\}.

CommonDivisor(i, j, d) <-
  IF (i = 0 \& j = 0)
  THEN
d = \text{Max}(\text{Abs}(i), \text{Abs}(j))
  ELSE
1 =< d =< \text{Min}(\text{Abs}(i), \text{Abs}(j)) \&
  i \mod d = 0 \&
  j \mod d = 0.

%%% [Lib] <- Gcd(9,3, x).

%%% x = 3 ? ;
%%% No
%%% [Lib] <- Gcd(18, 5, y).

%%% y = 1 ? ;
%%% No
%%% [Lib] <- Gcd(18, 2, z).
%% z = 2 ;
%% No
%% [Lib] < Gcd(-9, 3, x).

%% x = 3 ;
%% No
%% [Lib] < Gcd(9, -3, x).

%% x = 3 ;
%% No
%% [Lib] < Gcd(-9, -3, x).

%% x = 3 ;
%% No

### C.1.2 Small File System Code

This section contains code for the small file system, FileSys, its unconstructive form and queries to both. It also contains code for UnDef.

**Small File System: EXPORT**

```lisp
EXPORT  Demo2.
IMPORT   Lib.
BASE

%%%meta variables
Name, Var, FileId, BindVar.
%%% given sets
CONSTANT
Files, Count, NewFile, X, Y : Var;
F1, F2, F3 : FileId;
FileSys, AddFID, AddFID1, UnDef : Name.

% AddFID1 is an unconstructive form of AddFID

% An example of a schema with undefined bindings is also included.
% variables are X, Y, name is UnDef.

% This function interprets the binding of a variable name to
% an integer value
```
FUNCTION Bind1 : Var + Set(FileId) -> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind2 : Var + Integer -> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind3 : Var + FileId -> BindVar.
%%% defines variable type of schema is set of  BindVar

%%%Decorations
%%% on Set names, ie priming, input, output
FUNCTION  DSet : Var  ->  Var.
FUNCTION  OUT : Var -> Var.
FUNCTION  IN : Var -> Var.
%%%on Schema names, ie priming, del
FUNCTION  DSch : Name  ->  Name.
FUNCTION  Del : Name -> Name.

PREDICATE SchemaType: List (BindVar ) + Name.
PREDICATE  D1 : Integer .
PREDICATE  IsFileId : FileId.

---

Small File System: LOCAL and code for UnDef

LOCAL Demo2.

IsFileId(F1). IsFileId(F2). IsFileId(F3).

%%% schema for state FileSys
SchemaType( [ Bind1(Files, files ), Bind2(Count, count )], FileSys)
  <-
    setFID = {x : IsFileId(x) } &
    files Subset setFID &
    count In {y : 0 =< y =< 10} &
    Card(files, count).

%%% schema for state FileSys'
SchemaType( [ Bind1(DSet(Files), files1 ), Bind2(DSet(Count), count1 )],
              DSch(FileSys) ) <-
    setFID = {x : IsFileId(x) } &
    files1 Subset setFID &
    count1 In {y : 0 =< y =< 10} &
    Card(files1, count1).

%%% schema for state Del FileSys
SchemaType(binding, Del(FileSys)) \leftarrow
\begin{align*}
\text{SchemaType}(b_1, \text{FileSys}) & \& \\
\text{SchemaType}(b_2, \text{DSch(FileSys)}) & \& \\
\text{Append}(b_1, b_2, \text{binding}) .
\end{align*}

\text{SchemaType( binding, AddFID ) \leftarrow}
\begin{align*}
\text{SchemaType}(\text{binding1, Del(FileSys)}) & \& \\
\text{binding1} = [\text{Bind1(Files, files )}, \text{Bind2(Count, count )}, \\
\text{Bind1(\text{DSets(Files)}, files1 )}, \text{Bind2(\text{DSets(Count)}, count1)}] & \& \\
\text{Append}(\text{binding1}, [\text{Bind3(IN(NewFile), newfile)}], \text{binding}) & \& \\
\text{count} < 10 & \& \\
\text{setFID} = \{x: \text{IsFileId(x)}\} & \& \\
\text{newfile In} & \text{setFID} & \\
\text{files1} = \text{files} + \{\text{newfile}\} & \& \\
\text{count1} = \text{count} + 1 .
\end{align*}

%%% queries and response
[Demo2] \leftarrow \text{SchemaType}(b, \text{FileSys}).
\begin{align*}
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{})}, \text{Bind2(Count,0)}] \ ? \\
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{F1})}, \text{Bind2(Count,1)}] \ ? \\
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{F1,F2})}, \text{Bind2(Count,2)}] \ ? \\
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{F1,F2})}, \text{Bind2(Count,2)}] \ ? \\
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{F1,F2,F3})}, \text{Bind2(Count,3)}] \ ? \\
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{F1,F2,F3})}, \text{Bind2(Count,3)}] \ ? \\
\text{Yes}
\end{align*}

[Demo2] \leftarrow \text{SchemaType}(b, \text{Del(FileSys)}).
\begin{align*}
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{})}, \text{Bind2(Count,0)}, \text{Bind1(DSet(Files),{})}, \\
\text{Bind2(DSet(Count),0)}] \ ? \\
b &= [\text{Bind1(Files,{})}, \text{Bind2(Count,0)}, \text{Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1})}, \\
\text{Bind2(DSet(Count),0)}] \ ? \\
\end{align*}
\begin{verbatim}
Bind2(DSet(Count),1)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1,F2}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),2)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1,F2}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),2)] ?

Yes

[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID).

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F1)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F2}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F2)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F3}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F3)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,1),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1,F2}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),2),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F2)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,1),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1,F2}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),2),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F2)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,1),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1,F3}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),2),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F3)] ?

Yes

% Queries which instantiate some variables

[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID) & b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),
    Bind1(DSet(Files), x), Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile), F1)].

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1 }),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F1)],

x = {F1} ? ;

No

% Error input
\end{verbatim}
[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID) & b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),
    Bind1(DSet(Files), x), Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile), F5)].

Error: undeclared or illegal symbol in term: "F5".

    SchemaType ( b, AddFID ) & b = [ Bind1 ( Files, {} ),
    Bind2 ( Count, 0 ), Bind1 ( DSet ( Files ), x ),
    Bind2 ( DSet ( Count ), 1 ), Bind3 ( IN ( NewFile ), F5
**here**
    ) ].

[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID) & b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),
    Bind1(DSet(Files),x), Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F5)];

  b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F1)],
  x = {F1},
  y = F1 ? ;

  b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F2}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F2)],
  x = {F2},
  y = F2 ? ;

  b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F3}),
    Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F3)],
  x = {F3},
  y = F3 ? ;

No

%% out of range value (of 12) for count

[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID) & b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),
    Bind1(DSet(Files),x), Bind2(DSet(Count),12),
    Bind3(IN(NewFile),y)].

No
% Unconstructive form of AddFID

SchemaType( binding, AddFID1 ) <-

SchemaType(binding1, Del(FileSys)) &

binding1 = [Bind1(Files, files ), Bind2(Count, count ),
            Bind1(DSet(Files), files1 ), Bind2(DSet(Count), count1 )] &
            Append(binding1, [ Bind3(IN(NewFile), newfile] , binding) &
            count < 10 &
            setFID = {x : IsFileId(x ) } &
            newfile In  setFID &
            files Subset files1 &
            files = files1 \ {newfile} &
            count1 = count +  1 .

%query to ‘unconstructive’ schema

[Demo2] <- SchemaType(b, AddFID1).

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1} ),
     Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F1)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F2} ),
     Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F2)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{}),Bind2(Count,0),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F3} ),
     Bind2(DSet(Count),1),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F3)] ? ;

b = [Bind1(Files,{F1}),Bind2(Count,1),Bind1(DSet(Files),{F1,F2} ),
     Bind2(DSet(Count),2),Bind3(IN(NewFile),F2)] ?

Yes
%%Schema with values undefined

SchemaType( [ Bind2(X, x ), Bind2(Y, y) ], UnDef)
   <- y In {1, 2, 3} & ( x = 1 \ ( x = 3 ) \ /
   ( { x, 1, 2, 3 } = { 1, 2, 3, 4 } )).

%% query and response

% [Demo2] <- SchemaType( [ Bind2(X, x ), Bind2(Y, y) ], UnDef).

% x = 1,
% y = 1 ? ;

% x = 3,
% y = 1 ? ;
% Floundered. Unsolved goals are:
% Goal: {v\_l,1,2,3}={1,2,3,4}
% Delayed on: v\_l
C.1.3 Assembler Code

This section contains code for the assembler.

**Assembly Code: EXPORT**

```
EXPORT Assembly.
IMPORT Lib.
BASE

%%% meta variables
Name, Var, BindVar,

%%% given sets

FUNCTION Bind1 : Var * Set(OP(A, Sym)) --> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind3 : Var * Set(OP(A, Integer)) --> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind4 : Var * Set(OP(M, Integer)) --> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind5 : Var * Set(OP(OpSym, Integer)) --> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind6 : Var * Set(OP(Integer, A)) --> BindVar. % sequence of A
FUNCTION Bind7 : Var * Set(OP(Integer, M)) --> BindVar. % sequence of M
FUNCTION Bind8 : Var * Integer --> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind9 : Var * Set(OP(Sym, Integer)) --> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind10 : Var * Set(OP(Integer, Sym)) --> BindVar.

%%% Decorations
%%% on Set names, ie priming, input, output
FUNCTION DSet : Var --> Var.
FUNCTION OUT : Var --> Var.
FUNCTION IN : Var --> Var.

%%% on Schema names, ie priming, del
FUNCTION DSch : Name --> Name.
FUNCTION Del : Name --> Name.

PREDICATE SchemaType : List (BindVar ) * Name.

PREDICATE SThetas : Set(List(BindVar)) * Name.

PREDICATE IsSym : Sym.

PREDICATE IsA : A.
```
PREDICATE IsM : M.


---

Assembly Code: LOCAL

LOCAL Assembly.

% Assembly Data %

%%% for sets a, m, sym, opsym, int
CONSTANT

V1, V2, Loop, Exit : Sym;
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9: A;
M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9: M;
Load, Subn, Store, Compare, Jumble, Jump, Return : Opsym;
SeqA, SeqM, Lab, Op, Ref, Num, OPCODE, Operand, Mnem, Rt, St, Core : Var;

Assembly, Assembly_context1, Assembly_context2, Assembly_context3,
IS, Phase1, Phase2, Implementation : Name.


IsM(M8). IsM(M9).

IsSym(V1). IsSym(V2). IsSym(Loop). IsSym(Exit).


%Schemas

%%% Context 1

SchemaType([ Bind1(Lab, lab), Bind2(Op, op), Bind1(Ref, ref),


\[ \text{Bind3(Num ,num)}, \text{Assembly\_context1} \leftarrow \]

% given sets 
% associated with declarations 
\begin{align*}
  a &= \{ x : \text{IsA}(x) \} & \\
  \text{sym} &= \{ x : \text{IsSym}(x) \} & \\
  \text{opsym} &= \{ x : \text{IsOpSym}(x) \} & \\
  \text{int} &= \{ x : 0 < x < 5000 \} &
\end{align*}

% vars, label, op, ref, num, declared */
\begin{align*}
  \text{PF}(\text{lab}, a, \text{sym}) & \quad \% A1 \\
  \text{PF}(\text{op}, a, \text{opsym}) & \quad \% A2 \\
  \text{PF}(\text{ref}, a, \text{sym}) & \quad \% A3 \\
  \text{PF}(\text{num}, a, \text{int}) & \quad \% A4
\end{align*}

% predicate */
\begin{align*}
  \text{DomContents}(\text{op}, \text{domop}) & \\
  \text{DomContents}(\text{ref}, \text{domref}) & \\
  \text{DomContents}(\text{num}, \text{domnum}) & \\
  \text{domref} * \text{domnum} = \{\} & \quad \% A5 \\
  a &= (\text{domref} + \text{domnum} + \text{domop}). \quad \% A6
\end{align*}

%% Context 2
\begin{align*}
  \text{SchemaType}(\text{[Bind4(Opcode, opcode ), Bind4(Operand, operand )]}), \\
  \text{Assembly\_context2} \leftarrow \\
  \% declaration of opcode, operand \\
  \text{int} &= \{ x : 0 < x < 5000 \} & \quad \% M1 \\
  \text{m} &= \{ x : \text{IsM}(x) \} & \\
  \text{PF}(\text{opcode}, m, \text{int}) & \quad \% M2 \\
  \text{PF}(\text{operand}, m, \text{int}) & \quad \% M3
\end{align*}

% predicate 
\begin{align*}
  \text{DomContents}(\text{opcode}, \text{domopcode}) & \\
  \text{DomContents}(\text{operand}, \text{domoperand}) & \\
  \text{m} &= (\text{domopcode} + \text{domoperand}). \quad \% M4
\end{align*}

%% Context 3
\begin{align*}
  \text{SchemaType}(\text{[Bind5( Mnem, mnem )]}, \text{Assembly\_context3} \leftarrow \\
  \text{int} &= \{ x : 0 < x < 5000 \} & \\
  \text{opsym} &= \{ x : \text{IsOpSym}(x) \} & \\
  \text{PF}(\text{mnem}, \text{opsym}, \text{int}) & \quad \% M4
\end{align*}

[\text{Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa )}, \text{Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm)}, \\
  \text{Bind1(Lab,lab)}, \text{Bind2(Op,op)}, \\
  \text{Bind1(Ref,ref)}, \text{Bind3(Num ,num)}, \text{Bind4( Opcode , opcode )},]
Bind4(Operand, operand), Bind5( Mnem, mnem ),

%% Assembler

% appended list of input, output and three context bindings

SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA), seqa), Bind7(OUT(SeqM), seqm),
              Bind1(Lab, Lab), Bind2(Op, op),
              Bind1(Ref, ref), Bind3(Num, num), Bind4( Opcode, opcode ),
              Bind4(Operand, operand), Bind5( Mnem, mnem )], Assembly)
<- SchemaType([Bind1(Lab, Lab), Bind2(Op, op), Bind1(Ref, ref),
                Bind3(Num, num)], Assembly, context1) & % A1-A6

SchemaType([Bind4( Opcode, opcode ), Bind4(Operand, operand )],
            Assembly, context2) & % M1-M3

SchemaType([Bind5( Mnem, mnem )], Assembly, context3) & % M4

Append(b1, [Bind6(IN(SeqA), seqa), Bind7(OUT(SeqM), seqm)],
       [Bind4( Opcode, opcode ), Bind4(Operand, operand )],

    a = \{ x : \text{IsA}(x) \} &
    m = \{ x : \text{IsM}(x) \} &
    \text{sym} = \{ x : \text{IsSym}(x) \} &
    \text{int} = \{ x : 0 < x < 5000 \} &
    \text{IsSequ}(seqa, a, n1) &
    \text{IsSequ}(seqm, m, n2) &

SOME [symtab]
(PF(symtab, sym, int) &
 Compositon(seqalab, seqa, lab) &
 Inverse(symtab, seqalab) &
 DomContents(symtab, domsymtab) &
 Compositon( seqaref, seqa, ref ) &
 RanContents(seqaref, rangeseqaref) &
 rangeseqaref Subset domsymtab & % S3

Compositon(seqarefsymtab, seqaref, symtab) &
 Compositon(seqaop, seqa, op) &
 RanContents(seqaop, rangeseqaop) &
 DomContents(mnmem, dommnem) &
 rangeseqaop Subset dommnem & % S4

Compositon(seqmoperand, seqm, operand) &
 Compositon(seqanum, seqa, num) &
 seqmoperand = seqarefsymtab + seqanum & % S5
Composition(seqmopcode, seqn, opcode ) &
Composition(seqaopmnem, seqaop, mnem ) &
seqaopmnem = seqmopcode ). % S6

% Two phase assembler

% Intermediate state

SchemaType([ Bind9(St, st ), Bind10(Rt, rt ),Bind7(Core, core) ] , IS)

<- int = { x : 0 < x < 5000 } &
sym = { x : IsSym(x) } &
Rel( st, sym, int ) &
PF( rt, int, sym ) &
m = { x : IsM(x) } &
IsSequ(core, m, n).

% Assembler Phase 1

SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa ), Bind9(St, st ), Bind10(Rt, rt ),
Bind7(Core, core),
% context schemas
Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op),
Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num,num), Bind4( Opcode , opcode ),
Bind4(Operand,operand ),Bind5( Mnem, mnem ) ], Phase1)

<- SchemaType([Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref),
Bind3(Num,num)], Assembly_context1 ) & % A1-A6
SchemaType([Bind4( Opcode , opcode ), Bind4(Operand,operand )],
Assembly_context2 ) &
% M1-M3
SchemaType([Bind5( Mnem, mnem )], Assembly_context3 ) &
% M4

a = { x : IsA(x) } &
IsSequ(seqa, a, n1) &

Composition(seqlab, seqa, lab ) &
Inverse(st, seqlab) & % P1.1

Composition( rt, seqa, ref ) & % P1.2

Composition( coreoperand, core, operand ) &
DomContents(rt, domrt) &
Composition(innum, seqa, num) &
\text{DomExclude}(\text{innum}, \text{domrt}, \text{coreoperand}) \ & \ % \ P1.3

\text{Composition}(\text{seqaop}, \text{seqa}, \text{op}) \ &
\text{Composition}(\text{seqaopmnm}, \text{seqaop}, \text{mnm}) \ &
\text{Composition}(\text{coreopcode}, \text{core}, \text{opcode}) \ &
\text{seqaopmnm} = \text{coreopcode} \ & \ % \ P1.4

\text{RanContents}(\text{seqaop}, \text{rangedseqaop}) \ &
\text{DomContents}(\text{mnm}, \text{dommmn}) \ &
rangedseqaop(\text{mnm}, \text{dommmn}) \ & \ % \ P1.5

\text{%% Assembler Phase 2}
\text{SchemaType}([\text{Bind7}(\text{OUT}(\text{SeqM}), \text{seqm}), \text{Bind9}(\text{St}, \text{st}), \text{Bind10}(\text{Rt}, \text{rt}),
\text{Bind7}(\text{Core}, \text{core}))
\text{context schemas}
\text{Bind1}(\text{Lab}, \text{Lab}), \text{Bind2}(\text{Op}, \text{op}), 
\text{Bind1}(\text{Ref}, \text{ref}), \text{Bind3}(\text{Num}, \text{num}), \text{Bind4}(\text{Opcode}, \text{opcode}), 
\text{Bind4}(\text{Operand}, \text{operand}), \text{Bind5}(\text{Mnm}, \text{mnm})], \text{Phase2})
\text{<- SchemaType}([\text{Bind1}(\text{Lab}, \text{Lab}), \text{Bind2}(\text{Op}, \text{op}), \text{Bind1}(\text{Ref}, \text{ref}), 
\text{Bind3}(\text{Num}, \text{num})], \text{Assembly._context1}) \ & \ % \ A1-A6
\text{SchemaType}([\text{Bind4}(\text{Opcode}, \text{opcode}), \text{Bind4}(\text{Operand}, \text{operand})],
\text{Assembly._context2}) \ & \ % \ M1-M3
\text{SchemaType}([\text{Bind5}(\text{Mnm}, \text{mnm})], \text{Assembly._context3}) \ & \ % \ M4

\text{m} = \{ x : \text{IsM}(x) \} \ &
\text{int} = \{ x : 0 < x < 5000 \} \ &
\text{sym} = \{ x : \text{IsSym}(x) \} \ &
\text{IsSequ}(\text{seqm}, \text{m}, \text{n1}) \ &
\text{PF}(\text{st}, \text{sym}, \text{int}) \ & \ % \ P2.1

\text{RanContents}(\text{rt}, \text{rangert}) \ &
\text{DomContents}(\text{st}, \text{domst}) \ &
rangert \text{ Subset domst} \ & \ % \ P2.2

\text{Composition}(\text{coreopcode}, \text{core}, \text{opcode}) \ &
\text{Composition}(\text{seqmopcode}, \text{seqm}, \text{opcode}) \ &
\text{seqmopcode} = \text{coreopcode} \ & \ % \ P1.3

\text{Composition}(\text{seqmoperand}, \text{seqm}, \text{operand}) \ &
\text{Composition}(\text{coreoperand}, \text{core}, \text{operand}) \ &
\text{DomContents}(\text{rt}, \text{domrt}) \ &
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\[\text{DomExclude(tmp1, domrt, seqmoperand) \&} \]
\[\text{\% tmp1 is seqmoperand with domain excluded domrt} \]
\[\text{\% which equals coreoperand with domain excl domrt} \]
\[\text{DomExclude(tmp1, domrt, coreoperand) \& \% P2.4} \]

\[\text{Composition(rtst, rt, st) \&} \]
\[\text{\% rtst is seqmoperand with domain restricted to rtst} \]
\[\text{DomRestrict(rtst, domrt, seqmoperand). \% P2.5} \]

\[\text{SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA).seqa), Bind7(OUT(SeqM).seqm), Bind7(Core, core),} \]
\[\text{Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num,num),} \]
\[\text{Bind4(Opcode, opcode), Bind4(Operand, operand),} \]
\[\text{Bind5(Mnem, mnem], Implementation)} \]
\[\text{<-} \]
\[\text{SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA).seqa), Bind9(St, st), Bind10(Rt, rt),} \]
\[\text{Bind7(Core, core),} \]
\[\text{Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op),} \]
\[\text{Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num,num), Bind4(Opcode, opcode),} \]
\[\text{Bind4(Operand, operand), Bind5(Mnem, mnem], Phase1)} \]
\[\text{\&} \]
\[\text{SchemaType([Bind7(OUT(SeqM).seqm), Bind9(St, st), Bind10(Rt, rt),} \]
\[\text{Bind7(Core, core), Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op),} \]
\[\text{Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num,num), Bind4(Opcode, opcode),} \]
\[\text{Bind4(Operand, operand), Bind5(Mnem, mnem], Phase2).} \]

---

**Assembly Queries**

This section contains full queries for the assembler.

---

\[\text{\% Query to SchemaType assembly context 1:} \]

\[\text{[Assembly] <-} \]
\[\text{SchemaType([Bind1(Lab, {OrdPair(A1, V1), OrdPair(A2, V2)},} \]
\[\text{OrdPair(A3, Loop), OrdPair(A9, Exit)}],} \]
\[\text{Bind2(Op, {OrdPair(A3, Load), OrdPair(A4, Subn),} \]
\[\text{OrdPair(A5, Store), OrdPair(A6, Compare),} \]
\[\text{OrdPair(A7, Jump), OrdPair(A8, Jump), OrdPair(A9, Return})],} \]
\[\text{Bind1(Ref, {OrdPair(A3, V2), OrdPair(A5, V2), OrdPair(A6, V1),} \]
\[\text{OrdPair(A7, Exit), OrdPair(A8, Loop})],} \]
\[\text{Bind3(Num, {OrdPair(A1, 100), OrdPair(A2, 4095), OrdPair(A4, 8})},} \]
\[\text{Assembly\_context1).} \]

Yes.
% Query to SchemaType assembly context 2:

[Assembly] <-

SchemaType([Bind4(Opcode ,{OrdPair(M3,1),
   OrdPair(M4,3),OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,50),OrdPair(M7,61),
   OrdPair(M8,71),OrdPair(M9,77)}),
   Bind4(Operand,{OrdPair(M1,100),OrdPair(M2,4095),
   OrdPair(M3,2),OrdPair(M4,8),
   OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,1),OrdPair(M7,9),OrdPair(M8,3)}),
   Assembly_context2 )).

yes.

% Query to SchemaType assembly context 3:

[Assembly] <-

SchemaType([Bind5(Mnem ,{OrdPair(Load,1),OrdPair(Subn,3),OrdPair(Store,2),
   OrdPair(Compare,50),OrdPair(Jumple,61),
   OrdPair(Jump,71),OrdPair(Return,77)}),
   Assembly_context3 )).

yes

% Query to SchemaType assembly

[Assembly] <-

seqa = {OrdPair(1, A1), OrdPair(2, A2), OrdPair(3, A3),
   OrdPair(4, A4), OrdPair(5, A5), OrdPair(6, A6),
   OrdPair(7, A7), OrdPair(8, A8), OrdPair(9, A9)} &

seqm = {OrdPair(1, M1), OrdPair(2, M2), OrdPair(3, M3),
   OrdPair(4, M4), OrdPair(5, M5), OrdPair(6, M6),
   OrdPair(7, M7), OrdPair(8, M8), OrdPair(9, M9)} &

lab = {OrdPair(A1, V1), OrdPair(A2, V2), OrdPair(A3, Loop),
   OrdPair(A9, Exit)} &

op = {OrdPair(A3, Load), OrdPair(A4, Subn), OrdPair(A5, Store),
   OrdPair(A6, Compare), OrdPair(A7, Jumple), OrdPair(A8, Jump),
   OrdPair(A9, Return)} &

ref = {OrdPair(A3, V2), OrdPair(A5, V2), OrdPair(A6, V1),
   OrdPair(A7, Exit), OrdPair(A8, Loop)} &

num = {OrdPair(A1, 100), OrdPair(A2, 4095), OrdPair(A4, 8)} &

opcode = {OrdPair(M3, 1), OrdPair(M4, 3), OrdPair(M5, 2),
OrdPair( M6, 50 ), OrdPair( M7, 61 ), OrdPair( M8, 71 ),
OrdPair( M9, 77 } &
operand = { OrdPair( M1, 100 ), OrdPair( M2, 4095 ), OrdPair( M3, 2 ),
OrdPair( M4, 8 ), OrdPair( M5, 2 ), OrdPair( M6, 1 ),
OrdPair( M7, 9 ), OrdPair( M8, 3 ) } &
mnem = { OrdPair( Load, 1 ), OrdPair( Subn, 3 ), OrdPair( Store, 2 ),
OrdPair( Compare, 50 ), OrdPair( Jumple, 61 ),
OrdPair( Jump, 71 ), OrdPair( Return, 77 ) } &

SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa ), Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm), Bind1(Lab,lab),
Bind2(Op,op),
Bind1(Ref,ref),
Bind3(Num,num), Bind4( Opcode , opcode ),
Bind4(Operand,operand),Bind5( Mnem, mnem )], Assembly).

lab = {OrdPair(A1,V1),OrdPair(A2,V2),OrdPair(A3,Loop),OrdPair(A9,Exit)}},
mnem = {OrdPair(Compare,50),OrdPair(Jump,71),OrdPair(Jumple,61),
OrdPair(Load,1),OrdPair(Return,77),OrdPair(Store,2),
OrdPair(Subn,3)},
num = {OrdPair(A1,100),OrdPair(A2,4095),OrdPair(A4,8)},
op = {OrdPair(A3,Load),OrdPair(A4,Subn),OrdPair(A5,Store),
OrdPair(A6,Compare),OrdPair(A7,Jumple),OrdPair(A8,Jump),
OrdPair(A9,Return)},
opcode = {OrdPair(M3,1),OrdPair(M4,3),OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,50),
OrdPair(M7,61),OrdPair(M8,71),OrdPair(M9,77)},
operand = {OrdPair(M1,100),OrdPair(M2,4095),OrdPair(M3,2),OrdPair(M4,8),
OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,1),OrdPair(M7,9),OrdPair(M8,3)},
ref = {OrdPair(A3,V2),OrdPair(A5,V2),OrdPair(A6,V1),OrdPair(A7,Exit),
OrdPair(A8,Loop)},
seqa = {OrdPair(1,A1),OrdPair(2,A2),OrdPair(3,A3),OrdPair(4,A4),
OrdPair(5,A5),OrdPair(6,A6),OrdPair(7,A7),OrdPair(8,A8),OrdPair(9,A9)},
seqm = {OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4),
OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8),
OrdPair(9,M9)} ?

Yes

% Query 1 to Phase1 - operand has intermediate value

[Assembly] <-
seqa = { OrdPair( 1, A1 ), OrdPair( 2, A2 ), OrdPair( 3, A3 ),
OrdPair( 4, A4 ), OrdPair( 5, A5 ), OrdPair( 6, A6 ),
OrdPair( 7, A7 ), OrdPair( 8, A8 ), OrdPair( 9, A9 ) } &
core = { OrdPair ( 1, M1 ), OrdPair ( 2, M2 ), OrdPair ( 3, M3 ),
        OrdPair ( 4, M4 ), OrdPair ( 5, M5 ), OrdPair ( 6, M6 ),
        OrdPair ( 7, M7 ), OrdPair ( 8, M8 ), OrdPair ( 9, M9 ) } &
lab = { OrdPair ( A1, V1 ), OrdPair ( A2, V2 ), OrdPair ( A3, Loop ),
        OrdPair ( A9, Exit ) } &
op = { OrdPair ( A3, Load ), OrdPair ( A4, Subn ), OrdPair ( A5, Store ),
        OrdPair ( A6, Compare ), OrdPair ( A7, Jumple ), OrdPair ( A8, Jump ),
        OrdPair ( A9, Return ) } &
ref = { OrdPair ( A3, V2 ), OrdPair ( A5, V2 ), OrdPair ( A6, V1 ),
        OrdPair ( A7, Exit ), OrdPair ( A8, Loop ) } &

num = { OrdPair ( A1, 100 ), OrdPair ( A2, 4095 ), OrdPair ( A4, 8 ) } &
opcode = { OrdPair ( M3, 1 ), OrdPair ( M4, 3 ), OrdPair ( M5, 2 ),
        OrdPair ( M6, 50 ), OrdPair ( M7, 61 ), OrdPair ( M8, 71 ),
        OrdPair ( M9, 77 ) } &

% intermediate value
operand = { OrdPair ( M1, 100 ), OrdPair ( M2, 4095 ), OrdPair ( M4, 8 ) } &
mnem = { OrdPair ( Load, 1 ), OrdPair ( Subn, 3 ), OrdPair ( Store, 2 ),
        OrdPair ( Compare, 50 ), OrdPair ( Jumple, 61 ),
        OrdPair ( Jump, 71 ), OrdPair ( Return, 77 ) } &

SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA).seqa ), Bind9(St, st),
        Bind10(Rt, rt), Bind7(Core, core), Bind1(Lab,Lab),
        Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num ,num),
        Bind4( Opcode , opcode ), Bind4(Operand,operand ),
        Bind5( Mnem, mnem ]), Phsel).

core = {OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4),
        OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8),OrdPair(9,M9)},
lab = {OrdPair(A1,V1),OrdPair(A2,V2),OrdPair(A3,Loop),
        OrdPair(A9,Exit)},
mnem = {OrdPair(Compare,50),OrdPair(Jump,71),OrdPair(Jumple,61),
        OrdPair(Load,1),OrdPair(Return,77),OrdPair(Store,2),OrdPair(Subn,3)},
um = {OrdPair(A1,100),OrdPair(A2,4095),OrdPair(A4,8)},
op = {OrdPair(A3,Load),OrdPair(A4,Subn),OrdPair(A5,Store),
        OrdPair(A6,Compare),OrdPair(A7,Jumple),OrdPair(A8,Jump),
        OrdPair(A9,Return)},
opcode = {OrdPair(M3,1),OrdPair(M4,3),OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,50),
        OrdPair(M7,61),OrdPair(M8,71),OrdPair(M9,77)},
operand = {OrdPair(M1,100),OrdPair(M2,4095),OrdPair(M4,8)},
ref = {OrdPair(A3,V2),OrdPair(A5,V2),OrdPair(A6,V1),OrdPair(A7,Exit),
        OrdPair(A8,Loop)},
rt = {OrdPair(3,V2),OrdPair(5,V2),OrdPair(6,V1),OrdPair(7,Exit),
      OrdPair(8,Loop)};
seqa = {OrdPair(1,A1),OrdPair(2,A2),OrdPair(3,A3),OrdPair(4,A4),
        OrdPair(5,A5),OrdPair(6,A6),OrdPair(7,A7),OrdPair(8,A8),OrdPair(9,A9)};
st = {OrdPair(Exit,9),OrdPair(Loop,3),OrdPair(V1,1),OrdPair(V2,2)}?

% Query 2 to Phase1 - operand has final value

[Assembly] <-
seqa = { OrdPair ( 1, A1 ), OrdPair ( 2, A2 ), OrdPair ( 3, A3 ),
         OrdPair ( 4, A4 ), OrdPair ( 5, A5 ), OrdPair ( 6, A6 ),
         OrdPair ( 7, A7 ), OrdPair ( 8, A8 ), OrdPair ( 9, A9 ) } &
core = { OrdPair ( 1, M1 ), OrdPair ( 2, M2 ), OrdPair ( 3, M3 ),
         OrdPair ( 4, M4 ), OrdPair ( 5, M5 ), OrdPair ( 6, M6 ),
         OrdPair ( 7, M7 ), OrdPair ( 8, M8 ), OrdPair ( 9, M9 ) } &
lab = { OrdPair ( A1, V1 ), OrdPair ( A2, V2 ), OrdPair ( A3, Loop ),
        OrdPair ( A9, Exit ) } &
op = { OrdPair ( A3, Load ), OrdPair ( A4, Subn ), OrdPair ( A5, Store ),
        OrdPair ( A6, Compare ), OrdPair ( A7, Jumple ), OrdPair ( A8, Jump ),
        OrdPair ( A9, Return ) } &
ref = { OrdPair ( A3, V2 ), OrdPair ( A5, V2 ), OrdPair ( A6, V1 ),
        OrdPair ( A7, Exit ), OrdPair ( A8, Loop ) } &

num = { OrdPair ( A1, 100 ), OrdPair ( A2, 4095 ), OrdPair ( A4, 8 ) } &
opcode = { OrdPair ( M3, 1 ), OrdPair ( M4, 3 ), OrdPair ( M5, 2 ),
           OrdPair ( M6, 50 ), OrdPair ( M7, 61 ), OrdPair ( M8, 71 ),
           OrdPair ( M9, 77 ) } &
operand = { OrdPair ( M1, 100 ), OrdPair ( M2, 4095 ), OrdPair ( M3, 2 ),
             OrdPair ( M4, 8 ), OrdPair ( M5, 2 ), OrdPair ( M6, 1 ),
             OrdPair ( M7, 9 ), OrdPair ( M8, 3 ) } &
mnem = { OrdPair ( Load, 1 ), OrdPair ( Subn, 3 ), OrdPair ( Store, 2 ),
          OrdPair ( Compare, 50 ), OrdPair ( Jumple, 61 ),
          OrdPair ( Jump, 71 ), OrdPair ( Return, 77 ) } &

SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa), Bind9(St, st),
    Bind10(Rt, rt), Bind7(Core, core), Bind1(Lab,lab),
    Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num ,num),
    Bind4( Opcode , opcode ), Bind4(Operand,operand ),
    Bind5( Mnem, mnem ]), Phase1).

core = {OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4),
OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8),OrdPair(9,M9),
lab = {OrdPair(A1,V1),OrdPair(A2,V2),OrdPair(A3,Loop),
          OrdPair(A9,Exit)},
mnem = {OrdPair(Compare,50),OrdPair(Jump,71),OrdPair(Jumble,61),
          OrdPair(Load,1),OrdPair(Return,77),OrdPair(Store,2),OrdPair(Subn,3)},
um = {OrdPair(A1,100),OrdPair(A2,4095),OrdPair(A4,8),
op = {OrdPair(A3,Load),OrdPair(A4,Subn),OrdPair(A5,Store),
          OrdPair(A6,Compare),OrdPair(A7,Jumble),OrdPair(A8,Jump),
          OrdPair(A9,Return)},
opcode = {OrdPair(M3,1),OrdPair(M4,3),OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,50),
          OrdPair(M7,61),OrdPair(M8,71),OrdPair(M9,77)},
operand = {OrdPair(M1,100),OrdPair(M2,4095),OrdPair(M3,2),
          OrdPair(M4,8),OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,1),OrdPair(M7,9),
          OrdPair(M8,3)},
ref = {OrdPair(A3,V2),OrdPair(A5,V2),OrdPair(A6,V1),OrdPair(A7,Exit),
          OrdPair(A8,Loop)},
rt = {OrdPair(3,V2),OrdPair(5,V2),OrdPair(6,V1),OrdPair(7,Exit),
          OrdPair(8,Loop)},
seqa = {OrdPair(1,A1),OrdPair(2,A2),OrdPair(3,A3),OrdPair(4,A4),
          OrdPair(5,A5),OrdPair(6,A6),OrdPair(7,A7),OrdPair(8,A8),OrdPair(9,A9),
st = {OrdPair(Exit,9),OrdPair(Loop,3),OrdPair(V1,1),OrdPair(V2,2) ?

% Query to Phase2 values of rt and st are provided by Phase1

[Assembly] <-
    core = { OrdPair ( 1, M1 ), OrdPair ( 2, M2 ), OrdPair ( 3, M3 ),
        OrdPair ( 4, M4 ), OrdPair ( 5, M5 ), OrdPair ( 6, M6 ),
        OrdPair ( 7, M7 ), OrdPair ( 8, M8 ), OrdPair ( 9, M9 ) } &
    seqm = {OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4),
        OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8),
        OrdPair(9,M9) } &
    st = {OrdPair(Exit,9),OrdPair(Loop,3),OrdPair(V1,1),OrdPair(V2,2) } &
    rt = {OrdPair(3,V2),OrdPair(5,V2),OrdPair(6,V1),OrdPair(7,Exit),
          OrdPair(8,Loop) } &
    lab = { OrdPair ( A1, V1 ), OrdPair ( A2, V2 ), OrdPair ( A3, Loop ),
        OrdPair ( A9, Exit ) } &
    op = { OrdPair ( A3, Load ), OrdPair ( A4, Subn ), OrdPair ( A5, Store ),
        OrdPair ( A6, Compare ), OrdPair ( A7, Jumble ), OrdPair ( A8, Jump ),
        OrdPair ( A9, Return ) } &
    ref = { OrdPair ( A3, V2 ), OrdPair ( A5, V2 ), OrdPair ( A6, V1 ),
OrdPair ( A7, Exit ), OrdPair ( A8, Loop ) } &

num = { OrdPair ( A1, 100 ), OrdPair ( A2, 4095 ), OrdPair ( A4, 8 ) } &
opcode = { OrdPair ( M3, 1 ), OrdPair ( M4, 3 ), OrdPair ( M5, 2 ),
          OrdPair ( M6, 50 ), OrdPair ( M7, 61 ), OrdPair ( M8, 71 ),
          OrdPair ( M9, 77 ) } &
operand = { OrdPair ( M1, 100 ), OrdPair ( M2, 4095 ), OrdPair ( M3, 2 ),
           OrdPair ( M4, 8 ), OrdPair ( M5, 2 ), OrdPair ( M6, 1 ),
           OrdPair ( M7, 9 ), OrdPair ( M8, 3 ) } &
mnem = { OrdPair ( Load, 1 ), OrdPair ( Subn, 3 ), OrdPair ( Store, 2 ),
        OrdPair ( Compare, 50 ), OrdPair ( Jumble, 61 ),
        OrdPair ( Jump, 71 ), OrdPair ( Return, 77 ) } &

SchemaType([Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm ), Bind9(St, st), Bind10(Rt, rt),
              Bind7(Core, core), Bind1(Lab,lab), Bind2(Op,op),
              Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num,num), Bind4( Opcode , opcode ),
              Bind4(Operand,operand ),Bind5( Mnen, mnem ) ], Phase2).

core = {OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4),
         OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8),
         OrdPair(9,M9)},
lab = {OrdPair(A1,V1),OrdPair(A2,V2),OrdPair(A3,Loop),OrdPair(A9,Exit)},
mnem = {OrdPair(Compare,50),OrdPair(Jump,71),OrdPair(Jumble,61),
        OrdPair(Load,1),OrdPair(Return,77),OrdPair(Store,2),OrdPair(Subn,3)},
num = {OrdPair(A1,100),OrdPair(A2,4095),OrdPair(A4,8)},
op = {OrdPair(A3,Load),OrdPair(A4,Subn),OrdPair(A5,Store),
       OrdPair(A6,Compare),OrdPair(A7,Jumble),OrdPair(A8,Jump),
       OrdPair(A9,Return)},
opcode = {OrdPair(M3,1),OrdPair(M4,3),OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,50),
           OrdPair(M7,61),OrdPair(M8,71),OrdPair(M9,77)},
operand = {OrdPair(M1,100),OrdPair(M2,4095),OrdPair(M3,2),
           OrdPair(M4,8),OrdPair(M5,2),OrdPair(M6,1),OrdPair(M7,9),
           OrdPair(M8,3)},
ref = {OrdPair(A3,V2),OrdPair(A5,V2),OrdPair(A6,V1),OrdPair(A7,Exit),
       OrdPair(A8,Loop)},
rt = {OrdPair(3,V2),OrdPair(5,V2),OrdPair(6,V1),OrdPair(7,Exit),
      OrdPair(8,Loop)},
seqm = {OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4),
        OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8),OrdPair(9,M9)},
st = {OrdPair(Exit,9),OrdPair(Loop,3),OrdPair(V1,1),OrdPair(V2,2)}

% Query to Implementation with final operand
\[
\text{[Assembly]} \leftarrow
\]
\[
\text{seqa} = \{ \text{OrdPair (1, A1 ), OrdPair (2, A2 ), OrdPair (3, A3 ), OrdPair (4, A4 ), OrdPair (5, A5 ), OrdPair (6, A6 ), OrdPair (7, A7 ), OrdPair (8, A8 ), OrdPair (9, A9 )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{seqm} = \{ \text{OrdPair (1, M1 ), OrdPair (2, M2 ), OrdPair (3, M3 ), OrdPair (4, M4 ), OrdPair (5, M5 ), OrdPair (6, M6 ), OrdPair (7, M7 ), OrdPair (8, M8 ), OrdPair (9, M9 )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{core} = \{ \text{OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4), OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8), OrdPair(9,M9)} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{lab} = \{ \text{OrdPair (A1, V1 ), OrdPair (A2, V2 ), OrdPair (A3, Loop ), OrdPair (A9, Exit )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{op} = \{ \text{OrdPair (A3, Load ), OrdPair (A4, Subn ), OrdPair (A5, Store ), OrdPair (A6, Compare ), OrdPair (A7, Jumble ), OrdPair (A8, Jump ), OrdPair (A9, Return )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{ref} = \{ \text{OrdPair (A3, V2 ), OrdPair (A5, V2 ), OrdPair (A6, V1 ), OrdPair (A7, Exit ), OrdPair (A8, Loop )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{num} = \{ \text{OrdPair (A1, 100 ), OrdPair (A2, 4095 ), OrdPair (A4, 8 )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{opcode} = \{ \text{OrdPair ( M3, 1 ), OrdPair ( M4, 3 ), OrdPair ( M5, 2 ), OrdPair ( M6, 50 ), OrdPair ( M7, 61 ), OrdPair ( M8, 71 ), OrdPair ( M9, 77 )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{operand} = \{ \text{OrdPair ( M1, 100 ), OrdPair ( M2, 4095 ), OrdPair ( M3, 2 ), OrdPair ( M4, 8 ), OrdPair ( M5, 2 ), OrdPair ( M6, 1 ), OrdPair ( M7, 9 ), OrdPair ( M8, 3 )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{mnem} = \{ \text{OrdPair ( Load, 1 ), OrdPair ( Subn, 3 ), OrdPair ( Store, 2 ), OrdPair ( Compare, 50 ), OrdPair ( Jumble, 61 ), OrdPair ( Jump, 71 ), OrdPair ( Return, 77 )} \} \&
\]
\[
\text{SchemaType}([\text{Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa )}, \text{Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm )}, \text{Bind7(Core, core )}, \text{Bind1(Lab,lab )}, \text{Bind2(Op,op )}, \text{Bind1(Ref,ref )}, \text{Bind3(Num ,num )}, \text{Bind4( Opcode , opcode )}, \text{Bind4( Operand, operand )}, \text{Bind5( Mnem, mnem )}], \text{Implementation}) .
\]
\[
\text{core} = \{ \text{OrdPair(1,M1),OrdPair(2,M2),OrdPair(3,M3),OrdPair(4,M4), OrdPair(5,M5),OrdPair(6,M6),OrdPair(7,M7),OrdPair(8,M8), OrdPair(9,M9)} \},
\]
\[
\text{lab} = \{ \text{OrdPair(A1,V1),OrdPair(A2,V2),OrdPair(A3,Loop),OrdPair(A9,Exit)} \},
\]
\[
\text{mnem} = \{ \text{OrdPair(Compare,50),OrdPair(Jump,71),OrdPair(Jumble,61), OrdPair(Load,1),OrdPair(Return,77),OrdPair(Store,2),OrdPair(Subn,3)} \},
\]
\[
\text{num} = \{ \text{OrdPair(A1,100),OrdPair(A2,4095),OrdPair(A4,8)} \},
\]
op = {OrdPair(A3, Load), OrdPair(A4, Subn), OrdPair(A5, Store),
       OrdPair(A6, Compare), OrdPair(A7, Jumple), OrdPair(A8, Jump), OrdPair(A9, Return)}
opcode = {OrdPair(M3, 1), OrdPair(M4, 3), OrdPair(M5, 2), OrdPair(M6, 50),
           OrdPair(M7, 61), OrdPair(M8, 71), OrdPair(M9, 77)}
operand = {OrdPair(M1, 100), OrdPair(M2, 4095), OrdPair(M3, 2),
           OrdPair(M4, 8), OrdPair(M5, 2), OrdPair(M6, 1), OrdPair(M7, 9), OrdPair(M8, 3)}
ref = {OrdPair(A3, V2), OrdPair(A5, V2), OrdPair(A6, V1), OrdPair(A7, Exit),
       OrdPair(A8, Loop)}
seqa = {OrdPair(1, A1), OrdPair(2, A2), OrdPair(3, A3), OrdPair(4, A4),
        OrdPair(5, A5), OrdPair(6, A6), OrdPair(7, A7), OrdPair(8, A8), OrdPair(9, A9)}
seqm = {OrdPair(1, M1), OrdPair(2, M2), OrdPair(3, M3), OrdPair(4, M4),
        OrdPair(5, M5), OrdPair(6, M6), OrdPair(7, M7), OrdPair(8, M8), OrdPair(9, M9)}

Yes

% Query to Implementation with intermediate operand

[Assembly] <- seqa = { OrdPair( 1, A1 ), OrdPair( 2, A2 ),
                       OrdPair( 3, A3 ),
                       OrdPair( 4, A4 ), OrdPair( 5, A5 ), OrdPair( 6, A6 ),
                       OrdPair( 7, A7 ), OrdPair( 8, A8 ), OrdPair( 9, A9 ) } &
seqm = { OrdPair( 1, M1 ), OrdPair( 2, M2 ), OrdPair( 3, M3 ),
           OrdPair( 4, M4 ), OrdPair( 5, M5 ), OrdPair( 6, M6 ),
           OrdPair( 7, M7 ), OrdPair( 8, M8 ), OrdPair( 9, M9 ) } &
core = {OrdPair(1, M1), OrdPair(2, M2), OrdPair(3, M3), OrdPair(4, M4),
        OrdPair(5, M5), OrdPair(6, M6), OrdPair(7, M7), OrdPair(8, M8),
        OrdPair(9, M9)} &

lab = { OrdPair( A1, V1 ), OrdPair( A2, V2 ), OrdPair( A3, Loop ),
       OrdPair( A9, Exit ) } &

op = { OrdPair( A3, Load ), OrdPair( A4, Subn ), OrdPair( A5, Store ),
       OrdPair( A6, Compare ), OrdPair( A7, Jumple ), OrdPair( A8, Jump ),
       OrdPair( A9, Return ) } &

ref = { OrdPair( A3, V2 ), OrdPair( A5, V2 ), OrdPair( A6, V1 ),
        OrdPair( A7, Exit ), OrdPair( A8, Loop ) } &

num = { OrdPair( A1, 100 ), OrdPair( A2, 4095 ), OrdPair( A4, 8 ) } &

opcode = { OrdPair( M3, 1 ), OrdPair( M4, 3 ), OrdPair( M5, 2 ),
            OrdPair( M6, 50 ), OrdPair( M7, 61 ), OrdPair( M8, 71 ),
            OrdPair( M9, 77 ) } &

operand = { OrdPair( M1, 100 ), OrdPair( M2, 4095 ), OrdPair( M4, 3 ) } &

nnem = { OrdPair( Load, 1 ), OrdPair( Subn, 3 ), OrdPair( Store, 2 ),
         OrdPair( Compare, 50 ), OrdPair( Jumple, 61 ),
         OrdPair( Jump, 71 ), OrdPair( Return, 77 ) } &
SchemaType([Bind6(IN(SeqA),seqa), Bind7(OUT(SeqM),seqm),
    Bind7(Core, core),
    Bind1(Lab,lab),  Bind2(Op,op), Bind1(Ref,ref), Bind3(Num,num),
    Bind4( Opcode, opcode ), Bind4(Operand,operand ),
    Bind5( Mnem,mnem ), Implementation )

No

% intermediate value is not acceptable

[Xassembly] <-
C.1.4 Unix File Code

This section contains unix file system code.

**Unix File: EXPORT**

```haskell
EXPORT UnixFiles.
IMPORT Lib.
BASE Typevars, SetNames, SchNames, BindVar, FileId, Cid.

%%%CONSTRUCTOR BD/2.

FUNCTION Bind1 : SetNames * FileId -> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind2 : SetNames * Integer -> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind3 : SetNames * Cid -> BindVar.
FUNCTION Bind4 : SetNames * Set(OP(Cid, List(BindVar)))
                 -> BindVar.

% Decorations
% on set names, ie priming, input, output
FUNCTION DSet : SetNames -> SetNames.
FUNCTION OUT : SetNames -> SetNames.
FUNCTION IN : SetNames -> SetNames.
% on Schema names, ie priming, del
FUNCTION DSch : SchNames -> SchNames.
FUNCTION Del : SchNames -> SchNames.

PREDICATE SchemaType: List (BindVar) * SchNames.

PREDICATE SThetaS: Set(List(BindVar)) * SchNames.

PREDICATE IsFileId : FileId.

PREDICATE IsCid : Cid.
```
Unix File: LOCAL

LOCAL UnixFiles.
CONSTANT  F1, F2, F3, F5, F7 : FileId;
           Cid1, Cid2, Cid3 : Cid;
           Fid, Posn, Cstore, ChId : SetNames;
           CloseCs, OpenCs, Chan, Cs : SchNames.

%Data%

IsFileId(F1), IsFileId(F2), IsFileId(F3), IsFileId(F5), IsFileId(F7),
IsCid(Cid1), IsCid(Cid2), IsCid(Cid3).

%Schemas%

SchemaType(binding, Chan) <-
  binding = [Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Posn, posn)] &
  fid = {x : IsFileId(x)} &
  posfile = {x : 0 <= x < 100} &
% Types of variables
  posn >= 0 &
  posn In posfile &
  f In fid.

SchemaType(binding, DSch(Chan)) <-
  binding = [Bind1(DSet(Fid), f), Bind2(DSet(Posn), posn)] &
% Given sets
  fid = {x : IsFileId(x)} &
  posfile = {x : 0 <= x < 100} &
% Types of variables
  posn >= 0 &
  posn In posfile &
  f In fid.

SThetaS(val, schname) <-
  val = {binding : SchemaType(binding, schname)}.

SchemaType(binding, Del(Chan)) <-
SchemaType(b1, Chan) &
SchemaType(b2, DSch(Chan)) &
    Append(b1, b2, binding) &
    b1 = [Bind1(Fid,f),_,_] &
    b2 = [Bind1(DSet(Fid,f),_)] .

SchemaType(binding, Cs) <-
    binding = [Bind4(Cstore, cs)] &
    cid = {x : IsCid(x) } &
    PF(cs, cid, shtyp) &
    Sthtas(shtyp, Chan).

SchemaType(binding, DSch(Cs)) <-
    binding = [Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1)] &
    cid = {x : IsCid(x) } &
    PF(cs1, cid, shtyp) &
    Sthtas(shtyp, Chan).

% Query:

SchemaType(binding, Del(Cs)) <-
    SchemaType(b1, Cs) &
    SchemaType(b2, DSch(Cs)) &
    Append(b1, b2, binding) .

% Bind1, Bind2 are from declaration of CHAN
% Bind4 vars are from declaration of Cs and Cs'

SchemaType([Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Posn, posn), Bind3(OUT(ChId), outc),
    Bind4(Cstore, cs), Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1)], Opens) <-

    SchemaType([Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Posn, posn)], Chan) &
    SchemaType([Bind4(Cstore, cs), Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1)], Del(Cs)) &
    cid = {x : IsCid(x) } &
    posfile = {x : 0 <=< x < 100} &
    outc In cid &
    DomContents(cs, domcs) &
    ~(outc In domcs) &
    posn In posfile &
    posn = 0 &

% Old channel store is updated by addition of a new
% channel whose file position is zero, but FileId is unconstrained
FunOverride(cs1, cs, {OrdPair(outc, [Bind1(Fid, f), Bind2(Posn, posn)])}) .
Unix File Queries

This section contains queries for the unix file system.

% A query to Cs where Fid is F1 and Posn is 2.
% There are no other values which satisfy the predicate.
[UnixFiles] <-
  SchemaType ( binding, Cs ) &
  binding = [ Bind4 ( Cstore, { OrdPair ( Cid1, [ Bind1 ( Fid, F1 ),
                                 Bind2 ( Posn, 2 ) ] ) } ) ]

binding = [Bind4(Cstore,{OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])})] ;
No

% A query to OpenCs.
% A new channel is added. This can be any of the remaining (unopened) ones and
% the file identifier can be any. The position in the file is 0.

[UnixFiles] <- cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])} &
  SchemaType([b1,b2,b3,Bind4(Cstore, cs),
               Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1 )], OpenCs ).

b1 = Bind1(Fid,F1),
b2 = Bind2(Posn,0),
b3 = Bind3(OUT(ChId),Cid2),
 cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])},
 cs1 = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)]),OrdPair(Cid2,
               [Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,0)])} ;

b1 = Bind1(Fid,F1),
b2 = Bind2(Posn,0),
b3 = Bind3(OUT(ChId),Cid3),
 cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])},
cs1 = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)]),OrdPair(Cid3,
       [Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,0)])} ;

b1 = Bind1(Fid,F2),
b2 = Bind2(Posn,0),
b3 = Bind3(OUT(ChId),Cid2),
cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])},
cs1 = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)]),OrdPair(Cid2,
       [Bind1(Fid,F2),Bind2(Posn,0)])} ;

b1 = Bind1(Fid,F3),
b2 = Bind2(Posn,0),
b3 = Bind3(OUT(ChId),Cid2),
cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])},
cs1 = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)]),OrdPair(Cid2,
       [Bind1(Fid,F3),Bind2(Posn,0)])} ?
Yes

% A query to CloseCs
% There are no other values of channel to close.
% Attempting to close Cid3 will not succeed.

[UnixFiles] <- cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)]),
       OrdPair(Cid2,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,5)])} &
       SchemaType ([Bind3(IN( ChId ),inc),Bind4(Cstore, cs ),
       Bind4(DSet ( Cstore ), cs1)], CloseCs).

cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)]),OrdPair(Cid2,
       [Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,5)])},
cs1 = {OrdPair(Cid2,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,5)])},
inc = Cid1 ? ;

cs = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)]),OrdPair(Cid2,
       [Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,5)])},
cs1 = {OrdPair(Cid1,[Bind1(Fid,F1),Bind2(Posn,2)])},
inc = Cid2 ? ;
No

[UnixFiles] \leftarrow cs = \{\text{OrdPair}(\text{Cid1},[\text{Bind1}(\text{Fid},F1),\text{Bind2}(\text{Posn},2))],

\text{OrdPair}(\text{Cid2},[\text{Bind1}(\text{Fid},F1),\text{Bind2}(\text{Posn},5)]) \} &
\text{SchemaType}(\text{[Bind3(IN(\text{ChId}),\text{Cid3})]},\text{Bind4(Cstore, cs),}
\text{Bind4(DSet(Cstore), cs1]), CloseCs}).

No

___________________________________________________________
Appendix D

Proofs: Abstract Approximation

D.1 Induction Process

The base types for the induction are (i) integers, (ii) sets of integers, (iii) given sets and their instantiated elements and (iv) variables, so the first task is to show how their interpretation in the LP underestimates the interpretation in Z. Induction is over each Z construct and includes

1. Numeric expressions
2. Set expressions (union and distributed union)
3. Predicate expressions: infix
4. Set comprehension and variable declarations
5. Predicates: quantified expressions (which depend on declarations)
6. Schemas and Schema Expressions

D.2 Base Types

(i) Integers
The assumption is that there are largest positive and negative integers available in
the system, \( \text{MaxInt}, \text{MinInt} \), which cannot be exceeded. Any attempt to do so may cause the computation to terminate. Thus for \( m \in \mathbb{Z} \):

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[m] \rho_{LP} = m = \mathcal{E}_{Z}[m] \rho_{Z}, \quad -\text{MinInt} \leq m \leq \text{MaxInt}
\]

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[m] \rho_{LP} = \bot, \quad m < -\text{MinInt} \text{ or } m > \text{MaxInt}
\]

(\( \bot \) may be implemented by the output of an error message, or alternatively to the character \( \infty \). The latter is suggested by the IEEE floating point standard.) Thus since \( \gamma(\bot) = \bot \):

\[
\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[m] \rho_{LP}) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{Z}[m] \rho_{Z}, m \in \mathbb{Z}
\]

(ii) Sets of integers \( s \)

Suppose \( s \) is a subset of \( \{i : \mathbb{N} \mid -\text{MinInt} \leq i \leq \text{MaxInt} \} \) and assuming that the memory bounds are not exceeded, then the abstract interpretation is exact.

Where \( \text{MinInt}, \text{MaxInt} \) are exceeded, (for example \( s = \mathbb{Z} \)) then \( s \) is interpreted as \( \bot \circ \bot \) in the LP, and therefore underestimates its interpretation in the \( Z \) domain.

\[
\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{i : -\text{MaxInt} \leq i \leq \text{MaxInt}\}]_{\cup \bot} \rho_{LP}) = \gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset_{\cup \bot} \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{Z}[\mathbb{Z}] \rho_{Z},
\]

(iii) Given sets and their instantiated elements

Suppose \( G, g \) is a given set and typical element. The are interpreted in the LP by base type \( G \), associated constant \( g \) and predicate \( \text{IsG} \). In each case the abstract interpretation is exact for:

\[
\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[g] \rho_{LP}) = g
\]

\[
\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[G] \rho_{LP}) = \gamma(\{x : \text{IsG}(x)\}) = G
\]

(iv) Variables

The value of a variable can be obtained as a ‘lookup’ in the environment, where \( \text{Env} \) interprets the LP environment as in Andrews [6]. Assuming that the variable has a defined value, the trivial interpretation in the LP is:

\[
(x_i = a_i) \leftarrow \text{Env}_{LP}
\]

which can be denoted:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_i] \rho_{LP} = a_i \iff
\]

\[
(x_i = a_i) \text{ and true } (a_i \neq \bot).
\]
If the variable is undefined because of finite failure, the answer returned is false:

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_i]_{\rho_{LP}} = \bot \iff (a_i = \bot) \& \text{false.} \]

If the variable is associated with a schema binding, there are no values which satisfy the instantiated variables and the schema predicate, so no answer substitutions. For further discussion see Section D.7.

If the variable is undefined because of non-termination or floundering, the answer returned is \( \bot \):

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_i]_{\rho_{LP}} = \bot \iff (a_i = \bot) \& \bot. \]

In either case this is an exact approximation of the interpretation in \( D_Z \), since \( \rho_Z = \gamma \circ \rho_{LP} \).

### D.3 Numerical and Set Expressions

Provided \( \text{MaxInt}, \text{MinInt} \) are not exceeded (as in Section D.2) the evaluation is via the Peano rules of arithmetic, as in the concrete domain, otherwise the expression evaluates to \( \bot \). Thus if \( fx \) is a numerical expression, evaluating to \( m \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[fx]_{\rho_{LP}} &= m = \mathcal{E}_Z[fx]_{\rho_Z}, \quad \text{MinInt} \leq m \leq \text{MaxInt} \\
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[fx]_{\rho_{LP}} &= \bot; \quad \mathcal{E}_Z[fx]_{\rho_Z} = m, \quad m > \text{MaxInt} \text{ or } m < -\text{MinInt}
\end{align*}
\]

Thus the abstract evaluation underestimates the concrete and:

\[ \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[fx]_{\rho_{LP}}) \subseteq \mathcal{E}_Z[fx]_{\rho_Z}, \]

We next apply the rules to set expressions, beginning with set union\(^1\). Set operators such as intersection and power set are a special case of set comprehensions and will be treated in Section D.5.

#### D.3.1 Set Union

Consider the syntactic expression ‘\( x_1 \cup x_2 \)’ which is interpreted via an equivalent ‘term’ in the LP, denoted ‘\( x_1 \cup_{LP} x_2 \)’. (Recall that in Gödel, ‘union’ is provided by

\(^1\)The reason for following this route rather than commencing from \( \bigcup \) and specialising is that \( \bigcup \) is easier to demonstrate.
a function ‘+’.)

Suppose sets are complete and with complete elements:

\[ x_1 \mapsto a_1, x_2 \mapsto a_2 \in \rho_{LP}. \]

The expression \( x_1 \cup_{LP} x_2 \) is evaluated using the LP ground substitution \( \{x_1/a_1, x_2/a_2\} \) so that \( (x_1 \cup_{LP} x_2)\{x_1/a_1, x_2/a_2\} \) evaluates to \( (a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2) \). We assume that \( \cup_{LP} \) is set-theoretic and implements \( \cup \) for finite sets in the same manner as \( \cup \) for ZF. (See Appendices B, C.)

**Condition 1** becomes:

\[ f_{LP} (\mathcal{E}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_{LP}) = a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2 = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_1 \cup x_2]\rho_{LP}. \]

which will hold for set operations for terminating computations. That is the interpretation of ZF operations on sets is built recursively.

**Condition 2**

If \( x_1, x_2 \) are complete sets, \( \gamma(x_1, x_2) \) in \( D_Z \) evaluates in the expected way to \( (\gamma(a_1), \gamma(a_2)) \) and

\[ f_Z(\mathcal{E}_Z[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_Z) = \gamma(a_1) \cup_Z \gamma(a_2) = \mathcal{E}_Z[x_1 \cup x_2]\rho_Z. \]

Since \( \cup_{LP} \) is set-theoretic then \( \gamma(a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2) = \gamma(a_1) \cup_Z \gamma(a_2) \) and **Condition 3** becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma(f_{LP} (\mathcal{E}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_{LP})) \\
= \gamma(a_1 \cup_{LP} a_2) = \gamma(a_1) \cup_Z \gamma(a_2) = f_Z(\gamma(a_1, (a_2))) = \\
f_Z(\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_{LP})).
\end{align*}
\]

In other words the computation is exact for terminating computations. There are two ways of extending the result to non terminating computations.

1. Provide an extension of union to incomplete sets and use **AR2** as the proof rule. If

\[ x_1 = a_{\perp}, x_2 = b, \]

we define the extension for union:

\[ (a_{\perp} \cup_Z b_{\perp}) = (a \cup_Z b_{\perp}) = (a \cup_Z b)_{\perp} \]
which is pointwise monotonic in the Z domain for non-standard sets. **Conditions 1–3** thus hold when ‘f’ is ‘U’, thus: since AR2 holds for $x_1, x_2$, then AR2 holds for $\epsilon = x_1 \cup x_2$, where $\cup$ is pointwise monotonic for both standard and non-standard sets.

2. Interpret figure 5.4 directly and we see that in $D_{LP}$, if $x_1$ is not a standard finite set it can only have the value $x_1 = \bot \circ \bot$ and the left hand side of AR1 for $\epsilon = x_1 \cup x_2$ is

$$\gamma((\bot \circ \bot) \cup_{LP} b) = \gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset \cup \bot,$$

since all set terms in the LP involving $\bot \circ \bot$ evaluate to $\bot \circ \bot$. Then since

$$x_1 \mapsto \emptyset \cup \bot, x_2 \mapsto \gamma(b)$$

are both members of environment $\rho_Z(= \gamma \circ \rho_{LP})$, the right hand side of the ordering relationship becomes:

$$\emptyset \cup \bot \cup \gamma(b)$$

which will, in any case always exceed $\emptyset \cup \bot$, whatever its value, provided that it is still type correct. Since we have established conditions (1–3) for complete sets and AR1 directly for incomplete or infinite sets, then AR1 holds when ‘f’ is ‘U’.

### D.3.2 Distributed Union

We denote distributed union in the LP by $\cup_{LP}$ and it is defined so that it implements $\cup$ for finite sets in the same manner as $\cup$ for ZF. The argument that the LP interpretation underestimates the Z interpretation follows in a similar fashion to the argument for $\cup$.

Consider, first, the evaluation of $\cup x$ where $x = \{a_1 \ldots a_n\}$ is a complete, finite set in the LP environment. Then $x$ is $\gamma(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\}$ in the Z environment.

$$f_{LP}(\varepsilon_{LP}[x]|\rho_{LP}) = \bigcup_{LP}(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \varepsilon_{LP}[\bigcup x]|\rho_{LP} = \varepsilon_{LP}[f x]|\rho_{LP}.$$ 

Thus **Condition 1** will hold for set operations for terminating computations.

**Condition 2**
If \( x \) is complete and involves only complete sets, the interpretation in \( D_Z \) evaluates in the expected way, \( \gamma(x) = \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\} \) and we have

\[
f_Z(\mathcal{E}_Z[(x)\rho_Z]) = \bigcup_{\gamma} \{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\} = \bigcup_{\gamma}(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \mathcal{E}_Z[\bigcup x]\rho_Z.
\]

Since \( \bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P} \) is set-theoretic then: \( \gamma(\bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P}(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P}(\{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\}) \) and **Condition 3** becomes:

\[
\gamma(f_{\mathcal{L}P}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x])\rho_{\mathcal{L}P})) = \gamma(\bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P}(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}) = \bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P}(\{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\}) = f_Z(\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x])\rho_{\mathcal{L}P})).
\]

Since it is equivalent to the set-theoretic definition then \( \bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P} \) approximates exactly in its interpretation of \( \bigcup x \) in the case where \( x \) is complete. Thus **AR1** is true for complete sets.

In [17], the operation \( \bigcup_{\gamma} \) is extended to incomplete sets or sets containing incomplete sets so

\[
\bigcup_{\gamma}\{u_{\bot}, v, w\} = \bigcup_{\gamma}\{u, v, w\}_{\bot},
\]

\[
\bigcup_{\gamma}(t_{\bot}) = (\bigcup_{\gamma} t)_{\bot}
\]

and is thus monotonic.

The case for **incomplete sets** follows for \( \bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P} x = \bot \circ \bot \) for \( x \) non-standard for the LP and we use the direct method rather than **AR1**. Evaluating left and right hand sides \( \bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P} x \), where \( x \) is incomplete, contains incomplete elements or is infinite. Thus if \( (x \mapsto \bot \circ \bot) \in \rho_{\mathcal{L}P} \), then

LHS \( = \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\bigcup x]\rho_{\mathcal{L}P}) \)

\( = \gamma(\bigcup_{\mathcal{L}P} x) = \gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset_{\bot} \)

RHS \( = \mathcal{E}_Z[\bigcup x](\gamma \circ \rho_{\mathcal{L}P}) \)

\( = \bigcup_{\gamma} \emptyset_{\bot} \)

and the LP interpretation underestimates whatever the value of the right hand side of the order relationship **AR1**.

Thus \( \bigcup \) is interpreted exactly for complete sets and underestimates where sets involved are infinite or non-standard.
D.4 Predicate Expressions

The evaluator $\mathcal{P}_{LP}$ interprets syntactic predicates $p$ in the LP domain in the manner expected, where a predicate evaluates to $\bot$ when a program flounders or fails to terminate during its evaluation. Thus if

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Bool}_Z &= \{tt, ff, \bot\} \\
\text{Bool}_{LP} &= \{\text{true}, \text{false}, \bot\}
\end{align*}$$

then

$$\gamma(\text{true}) = tt, \gamma(\text{false}) = ff, \gamma(\bot) = \bot.$$

We also have:

$$\begin{align*}
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_1 \land P_2]_{\rho_{LP}} &= (\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_1]_{\rho_{LP}} \land \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_2]_{\rho_{LP}} = \text{true}) \\&\iff
(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_1]_{\rho_{LP}} = \text{true}) \land (\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P_2]_{\rho_{LP}} = \text{true})
\end{align*}$$

The approximation requirement, $\mathbf{AR1}$ for predicates becomes:

$$\gamma(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[e]_{\rho_{LP}}) \sqsubseteq \mathcal{P}_Z[e](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}).$$

Examples of predicates to be interpreted are infix predicates $=, \subseteq$ and $\in$. Quantification predicates $\forall D \mid p \circ q$ and $\exists D \mid p \circ q$, where $D$ is a declaration will be treated later, after we have covered declarations.

In an LP, infix predicates $p \in \Sigma_2$ of the form $p(x_1, x_2), \ x_1, x_2 \in \Sigma_1$ are interpreted in such a way that they potentially provide enhancements to the existing environment as well as evaluating to boolean values. There are three constraint properties associated with predicate evaluation. Suppose $\mathcal{I}$ is an infix predicate, standing for equality, subset or membership. Then if either (or both) $x_1$ or $x_2$ is undefined or only partially defined they can become ground through resolution. We call this property: \textbf{Constraint Property 1:}

$$\mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1\mathcal{I}x_2]_{\rho_{LP}} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1\mathcal{I}x_2]_{\rho'_{LP}} = \text{true}$$

where $\rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1, x_2 \mapsto a_2\}$. The environments of predicates conjoined to the infix predicates are also enhanced:
Constraint Property 2:

\[ \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P \land (x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2)] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2) \land P] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P] \rho'_{LP} \]

where \( \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1, x_2 \mapsto a_2\} \). The same constraint properties can be extended to \( Z \): Constraint Property 1:

\[ \mathcal{P}_Z[x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2] \rho_{Z} = \mathcal{P}_Z[(x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2) \land P] \rho_{Z} = \mathcal{P}_Z[P] \rho'_{Z} = true \]

where \( \rho'_{Z} = \rho_{Z} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto \gamma(a_1), x_2 \mapsto \gamma(a_2)\} \).

The environments of predicates conjoined to the infix predicates are also enhanced:

Constraint Property 2:

\[ \mathcal{P}_Z[P \land (x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2)] \rho_{Z} = \mathcal{P}_Z[(x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2) \land P] \rho_{Z} = \mathcal{P}_Z[P] \rho'_{Z} \]

where \( \rho'_{Z} = \rho_{Z} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto \gamma(a_1), x_2 \mapsto \gamma(a_2)\} \).

An extension of these properties is the case where \( x_1 \) can take many values. We call this:

Constraint Property 3

\[ \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2] \rho'_{LP} = true \]

\[ \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P \land (x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2)] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1 \mathcal{I} x_2) \land P] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P] \rho'_{LP} \]

where

\[ \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1\} \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_2\} \lor \ldots \]

\[ \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_n\} \]

where \( \rho'_{LP} \in Env_{LP} \). Constraint Property 3 can similarly be applied to the \( Z \) interpretation. The first infix predicate we shall examine is equality, which considers the equality or otherwise of expressions \( x_1, x_2 \).

D.4.1 Infix Predicate: Equality

The interpretation of \( x_1 = x_2 \) in the LP not only evaluates to true or false but also potentially provides values for the environment. We need to examine three cases, where both \( (x_1, x_2) \) are defined, where only one is defined and where neither are defined.

(i) Both \( (x_1, x_2) \) defined:
We assume that both \((x_1, x_2)\) are defined, or that there is sufficient information in \(\rho_{LP}\) for their evaluation. The truth or falsity of \(x_1 = x_2\) in both the LP and in \(\mathbb{Z}\) is determined by the value of both expressions:

\[
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 = x_2]_{\rho_{LP}} \iff (\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_1]_{\rho_{LP}} = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_2]_{\rho_{LP}})
\]

\[
\mathcal{P}_{Z}[x_1 = x_2]_{\rho_{Z}} \iff (\mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_1]_{\rho_{Z}} = \mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_2]_{\rho_{Z}})
\]

When both variables are defined, it is appropriate to consider \(AR1\).

**Condition 1** will hold for set operations for terminating computations, for if ‘\(f\)’ is equality, then

\[
f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_1]_{\rho_{LP}}, \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_2]_{\rho_{LP}})
\]

is the boolean value of

\[
(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_1]_{\rho_{LP}} = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_2]_{\rho_{LP}})
\]

and so

\[
f_{LP}(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]_{\rho_{LP}}) = f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_1]_{\rho_{LP}}, \mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_2]_{\rho_{LP}})
\]

\[
= \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 = x_2]_{\rho_{LP}}.
\]

**Condition 2** follows in a similar manner because if ‘\(f\)’ is equality, then

\[
f_{Z}(\mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_1]_{\rho_{Z}}, \mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_2]_{\rho_{Z}}) \iff (\mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_1]_{\rho_{Z}} = \mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_2]_{\rho_{Z}})
\]

and so

\[
f_{Z}(\mathcal{P}_{Z}[(x_1, x_2)]_{\rho_{Z}}) = f_{Z}(\mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_1]_{\rho_{Z}}, \mathcal{E}_{Z}[x_2]_{\rho_{Z}})
\]

\[
= \mathcal{P}_{Z}[x_1 = x_2]_{\rho_{Z}}.
\]

**Condition 3:**
We require for \(f\) syntactic infix ‘\(=\)’:

\[
\gamma(f_{LP}(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]_{\rho_{LP}})) = f_{Z}(\gamma(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1, x_2)]_{\rho_{LP}})).
\]

Suppose that \((a_1 = a_2)\) evaluates to \texttt{true} and since from finite theory of sets, equality is set-theoretic for finite sets, then \((\gamma(a_1) = \gamma(a_2))\) evaluates to \texttt{tt} and we have

\[
\gamma(a_1 = a_2) = \gamma(\texttt{true})
\]

\[
= \texttt{tt} = \gamma(a_1) = \gamma(a_2) = f_{Z}(\gamma(a_1), \gamma(a_2)).
\]
The same holds if \((a_1 = a_2)\) evaluates to false. Thus when \(x_1, x_2\) are both defined and termination is successful, the predicate evaluation in the LP is an exact approximation to evaluation in the \(Z\) domain.

(ii) **One of \((x_1, x_2)\) defined:**
Supposing that \(x_1\) is undefined, \(x_1 \mapsto \bot \in \rho_{LP}\) and \(x_2 \mapsto a\) then the equality predicate results in the evaluation of \(x_1\) via unification (and we obtain a similar result for \(x_1\) defined, \(x_2\) undefined).

If either of \(x_1, x_2\) is undefined, it is more appropriate to consider **AR1** directly. Thus assuming that the execution terminates, and **Constraint Property 1** applies, then the approximation is again exact, for the left and right hand sides of **AR1** are equal:

\[
\text{LHS of AR1} = \gamma(\langle P_{LP}[\langle x_1 = x_2 \rangle \rho_{LP}] \rangle) = \gamma(\text{true}) = \text{tt}
\]

\[
\text{RHS of AR1} = (P_Z[\langle x_1 = x_2 \rangle \rho_Z]) = \text{tt}
\]

It is possible that the computation fails to terminate and the LHS to evaluate to \(\bot\). In that case the execution underestimates the \(Z\) interpretation.

(iii) **Both \((x_1, x_2)\) undefined:**
If both \(x_1, x_2\) are undefined or incomplete, then it is still possible for the environment to be enhanced since both of \(x_1, x_2\) may become ground through unification. This is another example of **Constraint Property 1**: where \(x_1, x_2\) both unify to the same ground term \(a\) and \(\rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a, x_2 \mapsto a\}\).

**AR1** can be evaluated for the case where \(x_1, x_2\) are undefined, and there are three possibilities:

**Program terminates** This occurs when both \(x_1, x_2\) become ground through unification, as explained above. **Conditions 1–3** hold in the same manner as when \(x_2\) is defined and the approximation is exact.

**Execution does not terminate, but variables become ground in Z** This occurs when (for example) constraint properties on sets are such that \(x_1, x_2\) in \(Z\), but non-ground in the LP. The approximation underestimates for

\[
\text{LHS of AR1} = \gamma(\langle P_{LP}[\langle x_1 = x_2 \rangle \rho_{LP}] \rangle) = \gamma(\bot) = \bot
\]

\[
\text{RHS of AR1} = (P_Z[\langle x_1 = x_2 \rangle \rho_Z]) = \text{tt}
\]
Execution does not terminate and neither variable becomes ground in Z

In that case the approximation is exact for

\[
\text{LHS of AR1} = \gamma(\bot) = \bot \\
\text{RHS of AR1} = (P_Z[(x_1 = x_2)\rho_Z]) = \bot
\]

We can summarise, thus. Three cases have been examined, depending on whether or not \(x_1, x_2\) are defined prior to execution of equality function and in each case AR1 is true where ‘f’ is the syntactic predicate = for variable \((x_1, x_2)\): AR1 holds for \((x_1 = x_2)\).

D.4.2 Infix Predicate: Subset

The proof of correctness for predicate \(\subseteq x\) where \(x = (x_1, x_2)\) follows a similar structure to that for =. However the subset predicate potentially provides more than one possible value for the environment. In this case we must have \(x_2\) defined. However, before the computation commences it may be the case that \(x_1 \mapsto \bot \in \rho_{LP}\). After the computation, \(x_1\) takes values from set \(x_2\). The proof follows that for equality, with the difference that \(x_1\) can take many values. The different values contribute to different answer substitutions. It can be shown that the predicate evaluation in the LP underestimates the evaluation in the Z domain. Again there are three cases, where we shall assume that the environment does not include incomplete sets and that sets are finite

(i) Both \((x_1, x_2)\) defined:

Condition 1-2 will hold for set operations for terminating computations: the interpretation of ZF predicates on sets is built recursively in both the LP and Z.

\[
f_L(P_{LP}(x_1, x_2)\rho_{LP}) = f_L(S_{LP}(x_1)\rho_{LP}, S_{LP}(x_2)\rho_{LP}) \\
= (S_{LP}(x_1)\rho_{LP} \subseteq_{LP} S_{LP}(x_2)\rho_{LP}) = P_{LP}[x_1 \subseteq x_2]\rho_{LP}.
\]

\[
f_Z(P_Z[(x_1, x_2)]\rho_Z) = f_Z(S_{Z}(x_1)\rho_{Z}, S_{Z}(x_2)\rho_{Z}) \\
= (S_{Z}(x_1)\rho_{Z} \subseteq_{Z} S_{Z}(x_2)\rho_{Z}) = P_{Z}[x_1 \subseteq x_2]\rho_{Z}.
\]

Condition 3:

We require for \(f\) syntactic infix ‘\(\subseteq\)’:

\[
\gamma(f_L(S_{LP}(x_1, x_2)\rho_{LP})) \subseteq f_L(\gamma(S_{LP}(x_1, x_2)\rho_{LP})).
\]
Suppose that \((a_1 \subseteq_{LP} a_2)\) evaluates to true and since 'subset' for finite sets in the LP is set-theoretic, then \((\gamma(a_1) \subseteq_Z \gamma(a_2))\) evaluates to \(tt\) and we have

\[
\gamma(a_1 \subseteq_{LP} a_2) = \gamma(\text{true}) = tt = \gamma(a_1) \subseteq_Z \gamma(a_2) = f_Z(\gamma(a_1), \gamma(a_2)).
\]

The same holds if \((a_1 \subseteq_{LP} a_2)\) evaluates to false. Thus when termination is successful, the predicate evaluation in the LP is an exact approximation to evaluation in the Z domain.

(ii) Variable \(x_1\) undefined

If variable \(x_1\) is undefined, then we have an example of Constraint Property 3 for suppose \(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}\) are subsets of \(x_2\) in the LP then

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{LP}[x_1 \subseteq x_2] &\rho_{LP} = P_{LP}[x_1 \subseteq x_2] \rho'_{LP} = \text{true} \\
P_{LP}[P \land (x_1 \subseteq x_2)] &\rho_{LP} = P_{LP}[(x_1 \subseteq x_2) \land P] \rho_{LP} = P_{LP}[P] \rho'_{LP}
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho'_{LP} &= \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1\} \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_2\} \lor \ldots \\
&\lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_n\}.
\end{align*}
\]

In a similar fashion suppose \(\{\gamma(a_1) \ldots \gamma(a_n)\}\) are subsets of \(x_2\) in \(Z\) then

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{Z}[x_1 \subseteq x_2] &\rho_{Z} = P_{Z}[x_1 \subseteq x_2] \rho'_{Z} = \text{true} \\
P_{Z}[P \land (x_1 \subseteq x_2)] &\rho_{Z} = P_{Z}[(x_1 \subseteq x_2) \land P] \rho_{Z} = P_{Z}[P] \rho'_{Z}
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho'_{Z} &= \rho_{Z} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto \gamma(a_1)\} \lor \rho'_{Z} = \rho_{Z} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto \gamma(a_2)\} \lor \ldots \\
&\lor \rho'_{Z} = \rho_{Z} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto \gamma(a_n)\}.
\end{align*}
\]

Where there is only one way the environment can be enhanced, then we can consider AR1. However where there is more than one way of enhancing the environment, the comparison between the \(Z\) and LP domains will be deferred to Section D.5 for in that case the values contribute to a set expression.

Thus assuming that the execution terminates, and \(x_1, x_2\) take unique values then
the left and right hand sides of AR1 are as follows

\[
\text{LHS of AR1} = \gamma((P_{LP}[(x_1 \subseteq x_2)]_{\rho_{LP}})) \\
= \gamma(\text{true}) = tt \\
\text{RHS of AR1} = (P_{Z}[(x_1 \subseteq x_2)]_{\rho_{Z}}) = tt
\]

(iii) Both Variables \(x_1, x_2\) undefined

If both \(x_1, x_2\) are undefined, then the computation in an LP such as Gödel will fail to terminate:

\[
\text{LHS of AR1} = \gamma((P_{LP}[(x_1 \subseteq x_2)]_{\rho_{LP}})) \\
= \gamma(\bot) = \bot
\]

which will underestimate the RHS. Thus the interpretation in the LP underestimates the interpretation in \(Z\) for all three cases above.

If either of \(x_1, x_2\) are incomplete sets, then \(x_1 \subseteq x_2\) evaluates to ‘\(\bot\)’ in the LP, which underestimates the interpretation in \(Z\). Thus AR1 is true where ‘\(f\)’ is the syntactic predicate \(\subseteq\) for variable \((x_1, x_2)\), and the LP interpretation of \(\subseteq\) underestimates the \(Z\) interpretation.

D.4.3 Infix Predicate: Membership

The last infix predicate is membership, \(x_1 \in x_2\) and the proof follows that for \(\subseteq\). If \(x_1 \in x_2\) then \(x_1\) has potentially many values for \(x_2\) defined and not empty. The three cases can be summarised:

(i) Both \(x_1, x_2\) are defined

\[P_{LP}[[x_1 \in x_2]_{\rho_{LP}} = \text{true}\]

where \(x_1 \in x_2\). Otherwise the value if \(\text{false}\). The predicate is interpreted as \(tt, \text{ff}\) respectively when evaluated in \(D_Z\) for \(x_1 \in x_2, x_1 \notin x_2\).

If the computation terminates then the approximation is exact, as for \(=\) and \(\subseteq\).

The result follows similarly for \(Z\), where as before we extend the interpretation of predicates in \(D_Z\) to cover constraint satisfaction. Thus for \(x_2\) defined and not empty:

\[P_{Z}[[x_1 \in x_2]_{\rho_Z} = P_{Z}[[x_1 \in x_2]_{\rho'_Z} & \text{true}\]

where \(\rho'_L = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a\}, a \in x_2\). If \(x_2\) is defined and empty, then the predicate
evaluates to \( ff \) in \( Z \):

\[
\mathcal{P}_Z[x_1 \in \emptyset] \rho_Z = \mathcal{P}_Z[x_1 \in x_2] \rho_Z & \iff
\]

Thus the approximation for \( \in \) is exact for both \( x_1, x_2 \) defined

(ii) for \( x_1 \) undefined and \( x_2 \) defined. Constraint Properties 2-3 apply also for ‘membership’: Suppose \( x_2 = \{a_1 \ldots a_n\} \), then

\[
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 \in x_2] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 \in x_2] \rho'_{LP} \\
\mathcal{P}_{LP}[P \land (x_1 \in x_2)] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1 \in x_2) \land P] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[P] \rho'_{LP}
\]

where

\[
\rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \uplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_1\} \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \uplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_2\}, \ldots \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \uplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_n\}.
\]

Thus assuming that the execution terminates, the situation is the same as for subset in that the choice of the binding for \( x_1 \) is non-deterministic for sets with more than one member. Where the choice is deterministic then

\[
\text{LHS of AR1} = (\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(x_1 \in x_2)] \rho_{LP})) \\
= \gamma(\text{true}) = \mathit{tt} \\
\text{RHS of AR1} = (\mathcal{P}_Z[(x_1 \in x_2)] \rho_Z)) = \mathit{tt}
\]

(iii) Both \( x_1, x_2 \) undefined

For \( x_2 \) undefined the LP interpretation results in \( \perp \) and underestimates the \( Z \) interpretation, however it evaluates.

We have examined all possibilities for values of \( x_1, x_2 \) and in all cases AR1 is true where ‘\( f \)’ is the syntactic predicate \( \in \) for variable \( (x_1, x_2) \); the LP interpretation of \( \in \) underestimates the \( Z \) interpretation as required.

D.5 Set Comprehension and Variable Declarations

Set Comprehension is defined in terms of declarations \( D_1; \ldots; D_n \), a constraining predicate \( p \) and an expression \( t \) involving the declared variables:

\[
x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t
\]
We first present the interpretation of declarations, then within the context of a set declaration.

### D.5.1 Variable Declarations

Variable declarations occur within bound expressions with structure: $D | p ullet t$, where $D$ is a declaration, $p$ is a predicate and $t$ a term. $D$ is of the form:

$$\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n\}$$

These include set comprehensions, quantified expressions, lambda expressions and schemas. The declaration results in a single tuple of values $(x_1, \ldots x_n)$ being generated (or tested in the case of schemas). Each value is constrained by $p$ and used to evaluate $t$.

An evaluation function $\mathcal{D}_{LP}$ gives the interpretation in $D_{LP}$ of syntactic declarations $x : \tau$, where $x$ is a variable and $\tau$ is set-valued with value provided by $\rho_{LP}$. The declarations considered in this section do not include schema references, for these are treated separately.

1. $\tau$ is a set:

$$\mathcal{D}_{LP}[x : \tau]\rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \in \tau]\rho_{LP}$$

‘$x : \tau$’ has the effect of either testing a value or updating the environment as in the case of the membership predicate.

2. $\tau$ is a Power Set, $\tau = \mathbb{P} \tau'$ say:

$$\mathcal{D}_{LP}[x : \mathbb{P} \tau']\rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \subseteq \tau']\rho_{LP}$$

‘$\tau : \mathbb{P} \tau'$ ’ uses a ‘subset’ test rather than a ‘membership of power set’ test for reasons of efficiency. It has the same effect on the environment as the subset predicate.

3. $\tau$ is a Cartesian Product, $\tau_1 \times \tau_2$:

$$\mathcal{D}_{LP}[x : \tau_1 \times \tau_2]\rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x = (x_1 \mapsto x_2)]\rho_{LP}$$

& $\mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_1 \in \tau_1]\rho_{LP}) & \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x_2 \in \tau_2]\rho_{LP})$

‘T2’ captures a representation of ordered pair (as an example of a tuple) in
the LP. In our Gödel library this is ‘OrdPair’. The following shows the implement-
mentation of \(\rightarrow\), which illustrates the interpretation of cartesian product.

\[
\text{PF}(\text{pf}, s_1, s_2) \leftarrow \text{ALL } [z, x, y] \ (z \text{ In pf } \& \\
\quad (z = \text{OrdPair}(x, y)) \\
\quad \rightarrow (x \text{ In } s_1) \& (y \text{ In } s_2) \& \\
\quad \text{ALL } [u] \ (\text{OrdPair}(x, u) \text{ In pf } \rightarrow u = y)).
\]

Thus a single declaration (such as \(x : \tau\)) has the effect of enhancing the environment
as for the membership predicate:

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[x : \tau] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \in \tau] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \in \tau] \rho'_{LP}
\]

where if \(\tau = \{a_1 \ldots a_n\}\) then

\[
\rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_1\} \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_2\}, \ldots \lor \rho'_{LP} = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_n\}.
\]

In general, if \(x : \tau\) is a declaration, then

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[x : \tau] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{P}_{LP}[x \in \tau] \rho'_{LP}
\]

where it is possible for \(\rho'_{LP}\) to take many values determined by the nature of the
type \(\tau\).

A sequence of declarations is evaluated in the LP as a conjunction

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n] \rho_{LP} = \mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_1] \rho_{LP} \& \ldots \& \mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_n] \rho_{LP}.
\]

Declarations can be represented in a simpler manner in \(Z\), where again values
are chosen from some set-valued \(\tau\). However in this case \(\tau\) is a type constructor thus

\[
\mathcal{D}_{Z}[x : \tau] \rho_{Z} = \mathcal{P}_{Z}[x \in \tau] \rho'_{Z}
\]

where \(\tau\) is a set, or a power set, \(\mathbb{P} \tau'\), or a cartesian product \(\tau' \times \tau''\) and \(\rho'_{Z}\) takes its
values from \(\tau\).

**D.5.2 Interpretation of Set Comprehension**

A set comprehension is

\[
\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}
\]
where each $x_i : \tau_i$ provides a value which contributes to the tuple $(x_1, \ldots x_n)$ which is used to evaluate $t$. Thus if $s = \{d \mid p \bullet t\}$ is a syntactical set comprehension it is interpreted in $D_L$ as $\mathcal{E}_L[s] \rho_L$ and in $D_Z$ as $\mathcal{E}_Z[s] \rho_Z$. Since declarations in the LP are treated as predicates, then the set comprehension of $s$ is interpreted in the LP

$$\mathcal{E}_L[s] \rho_L' = \{D_L[d] \rho_L' \land P_L[p] \rho_L' \bullet \mathcal{E}_L[t] \rho_L'\}$$

The environment $\rho_L'$ inside the comprehension is the variable which acts as a set generator, for recall that $D_L[x : \tau] \rho_L = P_L[x \in \tau] \rho_L'$. A similar interpretation is true for $D_Z$.

We assert that for terminating computations, $\text{AR1}$ is true, since the interpretation of set comprehension is exact. We initiate an induction process over the set generators (as in [17]).

A set with no set generators, is defined in the LP domain:

$$\mathcal{E}_L[\{p \bullet t\}] \rho_L' = \{\mathcal{E}_L[t] \rho_L'\} \text{ where } P_L[p] \rho_L' = \text{true}$$
$$\mathcal{E}_L[\{p \bullet t\}] \rho_L' = \{\} \text{ where } P_L[p] \rho_L' = \text{false}$$

In the Z domain

$$\mathcal{E}_Z[\{p \bullet t\}] \rho_Z' = \{\mathcal{E}_Z[t] \rho_Z'\}, \text{ where } P_Z[p] \rho_Z' = \text{tt}$$
$$\mathcal{E}_Z[\{p \bullet t\}] \rho_Z' = \{\} \text{ where } P_Z[p] \rho_Z' = \text{ff}$$

Induction is based on the equivalence:

$$\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\} = \bigcup\{x_1 : \tau_1; \{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}\}$$

We first consider terminating computations where the interpretation is proposed as exact. The induction process depends on showing that if we assume that $\text{AR1}$ holds for

$$\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \bullet t\}$$

then it holds for

$$\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n; x_{n+1} : \tau_{n+1} \mid p \bullet t\}$$

For the induction process we first consider the base case
Base Case: no set generators

We consider \textbf{AR1} for the base case where there are no set generators. **Conditions 1–2** are true for standard sets since the interpretation is built recursively in both the LP and Z domains:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{p \cdot t\}] \rho_{LP}' &= \{\mathcal{E}_{LP}[t] \rho_{LP}'\} \text{ where } P_{LP}[p] \rho_{LP}' = \text{true} \\
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{p \cdot t\}] \rho_{LP}' &= \{\} \text{ where } P_{LP}[p] \rho_{LP}' = \text{false} \\
\mathcal{E}_{Z}[\{p \cdot t\}] \rho_{Z}' &= \{\mathcal{E}_{Z}[t] \rho_{Z}'\}, \text{ where } P_{Z}[p] \rho_{Z}' = tt \\
\mathcal{E}_{Z}[\{p \cdot t\}] \rho_{Z}' &= \{\} \text{ where } P_{Z}[p] \rho_{Z} = ff
\end{align*}
\]

Assuming that the calculation of \(p, t\) for environment \(\rho_{LP}\) terminates, the approximation of \(\{p \cdot t\} = f(p, t)\) in the LP domain is exact, since **Condition 3** becomes:

\[
\gamma(f_{LP}(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{(p, t)\}] \rho_{LP}')) = f_{Z}(\gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{(p, t)\}] \rho_{LP}')).
\]

If the calculation of \(p, t\) fails to terminate, then the LHS of the approximation evaluates to \(\gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset_{\bot\bot}\) and thus underestimates the RHS, however it is evaluated.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LHS} &= \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[f(p, t)] \rho_{LP}) = \gamma(\bot \circ \bot) = \emptyset_{\bot\bot} \\
\text{RHS} &= \mathcal{E}_{Z}[f(p, t)](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP})
\end{align*}
\]

**Set Comprehension – Induction on Declaration Sequence**

Induction is based on the equivalence:

\[
\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\} = \bigcup\{x_1 : \tau_1 \bullet \{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\}\}
\]

for values of \(\tau_1, \ldots \tau_n\) in the environment. Write the interpretation of \(\bigcup\) in Z domain and LP domains as \(\bigcup_{Z}\) and \(\bigcup_{LP}\) as in Section D.3.

The equivalence means that the set comprehension with one generator, \(\{x : \tau \mid p \cdot t\}\), can be evaluated in the LP environment:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{x : \tau \mid p \cdot t\}] \rho_{LP} = \bigcup_{LP} \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{p \cdot t\}] \rho_{LP}'
\]

where \(\tau\) is \(\{a_1 \ldots a_n\}\) in \(\rho_{LP}\) and \(\rho_{LP}' = \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x \mapsto a_i\}\). The interpretation is similar for \(D_{Z}\).

For \(n\) generators, \(x_1 : \tau_1; \ x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots x_n : \tau_n\), if \(\tau_1 \mapsto s \in \rho_{LP}\), then \(\tau_1 \mapsto \gamma(s) \in \rho_{Z}\) and the set comprehensions in both the Z and LP domains can be represented as the
distributed union of a family of sets indexed by \( i \) where \( a_i \in s, b_i \in \gamma(s) \) respectively:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\}]_{LP} = \bigcup_{LP} \{a_i \in s \mid \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\}]_{LP}(\rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_i\})\}
\]

\[
\mathcal{E}_Z[\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\}]_Z = \bigcup_{Z} \{b_i \in \gamma(s) \mid \mathcal{E}_Z[\{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\}]_{Z}(\rho_Z \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto b_i\})\}
\]

For finite sets, the approximation of **Condition 3** is exact. Thus since **AR1** holds for the empty sequence and assuming it holds for the sequence

\[
\{x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\}
\]

in environments

\[
\rho_Z \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto b_i\}, \ \rho_{LP} \oplus \{x_1 \mapsto a_i\}
\]

it then holds for

\[
\{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\}
\]

in environments \( \rho_Z, \rho_{LP} \). Thus **AR1** holds for \( \{x_1 : \tau_1; x_2 : \tau_2; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t\} \) since it holds for each of its components \( \tau_i, p, t \).

For infinite sets, or if any set is non-standard in the LP, the induction process depends on whether we are addressing set terms or sets of answer substitutions:

- For set terms the LP interpretation of \( s \) evaluates to \( \bot \circ \bot \) and underestimates the \( Z \) interpretation in the same manner as the 'no set generator case'.

- For the 'answer set' the result depends on distributed union, where incomplete sets are involved. This is because we can equivalently express a set comprehension as a distributed union. We see that this underestimates for incomplete sets.

Thus set comprehension in the LP is an exact interpretation for finite or complete sets. For infinite or incomplete sets the LP interpretation is an underestimation. This is true for either set terms or sets of answer substitutions.

### D.5.3 Set Operations Power Set, Set Intersection

Other set operations \( \epsilon = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) can be expressed via set comprehensions. Examples are set intersection and power set:
Set Intersection \( s = x_1 \cap x_2 \) in the LP is part of the library of set operations. However \( \cap \) can be expressed as

\[
s = \{ x : (x \text{ In } x_1) \& (x \text{ In } x_2) \}.
\]

where we are assuming that \( x_1, x_2 \) are appropriately typed. In Z this last condition is expressed explicitly so

\[
s = x_1 \cap x_2 = \{ x : X \mid (x \in x_1 \land x \in x_2) \bullet x \}\]

This is treated as a set comprehension where \( p = x \in x_1 \land x \in x_2 \) Thus for terminating computations, the interpretation in the LP approximates exactly, and for non-terminating computations, the LP interpretation underestimates.

Power Set in the LP, \( s = \mathbb{P} x \) can be be expressed in Gödel as

\[
s = \{ z : z \text{ Subset } x \}.
\]

Its generic ‘LP form’ is as a set comprehension with predicate \( \text{true} \):

\[
s = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{ z \subseteq x \mid \text{true} \bullet z \}]_{LP}.
\]

Since ‘power set’ is a type in Z, there is no specific definition for it (see Chapter 3). The power set axiom of ZF (from Appendix A) provides a definition in Z: The power set set \( s = \mathbb{P} x \) is such that

\[
\forall z \bullet (z \in s \Leftrightarrow z \subseteq x)
\]

and this set and the interpretation in the LP can be shown to be equal. Thus the interpretation of power set is exact for finite sets. For infinite sets, the LP interpretation is \( \bot \circ \bot \) which always underestimates.

The interpretation is exact if the computations terminate. For infinite or incomplete sets, the interpretation in the LP evaluates to \( \bot \circ \bot \) and so underestimates the interpretation in Z.

### D.5.4 Quantifiers

Universal Quantification

The syntactic predicate ‘\( \forall x : s \mid p \bullet q \)’ is interpreted in the LP:
\[ \text{ALL [x] (x In s <-> p => q)} \]

and in \( Z \forall x : s \mid p \Rightarrow q \) and is evaluated for finite sets \( s \) on an element by element basis for values of \( s \). Its interpretation can be denoted in the LP as \( \mathcal{P}_{LP}[f_x][\rho_{LP}] \), where \( x \) is the tuple \( s, p, q \) and \( f^* \) the syntactic \( \forall \). For terminating computations, Condition 1–2 hold in the LP and in \( Z \). If \( \forall x : s \mid p \Rightarrow q \) is true then Condition 3 becomes

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LHS} &= \gamma(f_{LP}(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(s, p, q)]\rho_{LP})) \\
&= \gamma(\text{true}) = tt \\
\text{RHS} &= f_Z(\gamma(\mathcal{P}_{LP}[(s, p, q)]\rho_{LP})) = tt.
\end{align*}
\]

and is thus exact for each \( p, q \) in an environment containing \( s \). The result follows similarly if \( \forall x : s \mid p \bullet q \) is false.

For infinite sets the truth value in the LP will be \( \perp \) i.e. it will fail to terminate and the LHS of Condition 3 will evaluate to \( \perp \). For infinite sets, the \( Z \) interpretation of the quantification will result in the value \( tt \) or \( ff \), and \( \gamma(\perp) = \perp \) and \( \perp \subseteq ff, \perp \subseteq tt \). For cases where \( s \) is incomplete, or not fully defined, then the LP interpretation results in \( \perp \), which either underestimates the interpretation in \( Z \), if it is \( ff, tt \), or is exact, if the interpretation in \( Z \) is \( \perp \). Thus in all cases, the interpretation in the LP of universal quantification adheres to AR1.

**Existential Quantification**

A similar interpretation is true for \( \exists \) where \( \exists x : s \mid p \bullet q \) is interpreted in the LP

\[ \text{SOME [x] (x In s <-> p & q)} \]

and in \( Z \): \( \exists x : s \mid p \land q \) The LP interpretation evaluates to \( \text{true, false, } \perp \), which always underestimates its interpretation in \( Z \), as for \( \forall \).

### D.6 Function Application and Lambda Expressions

**Function application** of \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \) assumes that \( t_1 \) is appropriately typed, as a set of pairs. It is interpreted in the LP by

\[
\mathcal{E}_{LP}[t_1 t_2][\rho_{LP}] = a \leftrightarrow t_2 \mapsto a \in t_1
\]

It is mapped in a similar way in \( Z \). For terminating computations, where set \( t_1 \) is finite, the interpretation is exact. Where \( t_1 \) is infinite or incomplete, the LP
underestimates the Z interpretation for

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[t_1 t_2] \rho_{LP} = \bot. \]

**Lambda expressions** require evaluation individually:
\[ \lambda x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t \text{ where } t \text{ is a term can be expressed (in Z) as a set of } \]

maplets \( x \mapsto a \) where the \( x \) is a tuple \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) and \( a \) is the term \( t \) evaluated at \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\):

\[ \{ x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \mapsto t \} \]

It is interpreted as the equivalent set expression in the LP:

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\lambda x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot t] \rho_{LP} = \]

\[ \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{ x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid p \cdot (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \mapsto t \}] \rho_{LP} = \]

\[ \{ D_{LP}[x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n] \rho_{LP} \land P[p] \mid T^2(Tn(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \mapsto t) \} \]

An example can be seen in Appendix C. The approximation is exact for terminating computations and underestimates for the rest.

### D.7 Interpretation of Schemas and Schema Expressions

Suppose that the syntactic objects *schema, axdef* \( \in \Sigma_3 \) are interpreted in the LP and in Z by \( \mathcal{S}_{LP}, \mathcal{S}_Z \) respectively. A schema can be represented (in its horizontal form) by the following syntactic object:

\[ \text{Sch} \equiv [ D_1; \ldots; D_n \mid \text{CP} ] \]

where \( D_i = X_i : \tau_i \), and \( \text{CP} ::= \text{CP}_1 \land \ldots \land \text{CP}_m. \)

\( \text{Sch} \) evaluates to a set expression, of bindings of variable name(s) to values. The bindings are constrained by the variable declarations and by the schema predicate. Suppose \( \text{GCP} \) is defined as \( \text{CP} \) where all the free occurrences of \( X_1 \ldots X_n \) are replaced by \( x_1 \ldots x_n \)

\[ \text{GCP}(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \text{CP}(X_1/x_1, \ldots, X_n/x_n) \]

and any bound variables replaced by arbitrary local variables. A set of schema
bindings of Sch can be represented in Z (as suggested in [17]) by a set expression:

\[ \{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet \{X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n\}\} \]

There is a similar representation in the LP where \([\text{Bind}_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, x_n)]\) replaces \(\{X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n\}\). If we assume that the set of bindings is constrained by an initial imposed environment \(\rho^0\) then the interpretation of the schema \(\text{Sch} \equiv [D \mid CP]\) is the interpretation of a set expression

\[
\mathcal{S}_{LP}[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]]_{\rho_{LP}^0} = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet [\text{Bind}_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, x_n)]\]]_{\rho_{LP}^0}
\]

The interpretation of schemas and schema expressions is in terms of a characteristic predicate, providing a single binding for a schema expression.

### D.7.1 Characteristic Predicate for a Schema Expression

A schema binding is obtained by providing the schema with some initial environment, \(\rho_{LP}^0\). In its initial state a schema is interpreted as:

\[
\mathcal{S}_{LP}[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]]_{\rho_{LP}^0}
\]

and this evaluates in the LP to bindings of variable names to values. During the execution the environment has been enhanced to \(\rho\) This binding is a member of the set defined previously:

\[
\mathcal{S}_{LP}[[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; X_n : \tau_n \mid CP]]_{\rho_{LP}^0} = \mathcal{E}_{LP}[\{x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet [\text{Bind}_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, x_n)]\]]_{\rho_{LP}^0}
\]

where each \(x_i\) satisfies

\[
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]_{\rho_{LP}} \& \mathcal{P}_{LP}[GCP]_{\rho_{LP}}.
\]
where each enhanced environment \( \rho_{LP} \in \text{Env}_{LP} \). The characteristic schema predicate of \( \text{Sch} \) is as follows:

\[
\text{SchemaType}(\text{binding}, \text{Sch}) \iff \\
\begin{align*}
(\text{binding} &= [\text{Bind}_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, x_n)]) \& \\
\mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]_{\rho_{LP}} &\& \mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{GCP}]_{\rho_{LP}}.
\end{align*}
\]

The values \( x_1 \mapsto a_1 \ldots x_n \mapsto a_n \) which satisfy \( \text{SchemaType} \) have been either generated or were part of the initial environment. Note that although the schema definition in the LP uses ‘if’ (\( \iff \)), by the CWA, this has the same effect as ‘if an only if’ (\( \equiv \)).

The \( Z \) interpretation can similarly be represented by a set of bindings where

\[
\text{binding} = \{ \{ X_1 \mapsto \gamma(x_1), \ldots, X_n \mapsto \gamma(x_n) \}
\]

The values \( \gamma(x_i) \in \text{ran} \rho_Z \) satisfy

\[
(\mathcal{D}_Z[x_1 : \tau_1]_{\rho_Z}) \& \ldots (\mathcal{D}_Z[x_n : \tau_n]_{\rho_Z}) \& \mathcal{P}_Z[\text{GCP}]_{\rho_Z}.
\]

**AR1** can now be considered for schemas and is worth restating. If \( \epsilon \) is a syntactic \( Z \) expression for a set of schema bindings then condition **AR1** must hold for a correct animation of \( Z \) in \( D_{LP} \):

**Approximation Rule 1 (AR1)**

\[
\gamma(\mathcal{S}_{LP}[\epsilon]_{\rho_{LP}}) \subseteq \mathcal{S}_Z[\epsilon](\gamma \circ \rho_{LP}).
\]

where

\[
\epsilon = \{ X_1 : \tau_1 \ldots X_n \tau_n \mid CP \bullet \{ X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n \}\}
\]

The structural induction rule states that if it can be shown that **AR1** holds for syntactic variable \( \epsilon = x \), then it also holds for syntactical expression \( \epsilon = fx \), where in this case, \( f \) is a syntactic operator which forms a schema from tuple \( \epsilon = (D, CP) \), where \( D \) is a declaration and \( CP \) is a predicate. We denote by \( f_Z, f_{LP} \) the interpretation in the \( Z \) domain and LP domain respectively of the syntactic expression \( fx \). Thus the left hand side of **AR1** is

\[
\gamma(\mathcal{S}_{LP}[X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; X_n : \tau_n \mid CP \bullet [\text{Bind}_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, x_n)]]_{\rho_{LP}})
= \gamma(\mathcal{E}_{LP}[x_1 : \tau_1; \ldots; x_n : \tau_n \mid \text{GCP} \bullet [\text{Bind}_1(X_1, x_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}_n(X_n, x_n)]])_{\rho^0_{LP}}
\]

where

\[
\rho^0_{LP} = \mathcal{D}_{LP}[D_1; \ldots; D_n]_{\rho_{LP}} \& \mathcal{P}_{LP}[\text{GCP}]_{\rho_{LP}}.
\]
The right hand side of AR1 is:

\[
S_z[[X_1: \tau_1; \ldots; X_n: \tau_n \mid CP]] \rho^2_Z = \mathcal{E}_z[[\{x_1: \tau_1; \ldots; x_n: \tau_n \mid GCP \bullet \{X_1 \mapsto x_1, \ldots, X_n \mapsto x_n}\}]\rho^2_Z
\]

These are set comprehension, which have been treated in Section D.5. These interpret exactly where components are finite and complete. Where the answer sets is incomplete the LP interpretation underestimates.

### D.7.2 Schema Conjunction and Disjunction

We now interpret syntactical objects such as \( Sch \equiv Sch^1 \land Sch^2 \) and \( Sch \equiv Sch^1 \lor Sch^2 \). Provided that \( Sch^1, Sch^2 \) have compatible declarations their conjunction and disjunction can be defined. These are modelled by conjunction and disjunction of the LP predicates of \( Sch^1, Sch^2 \) with lists of bindings appended. This does cause duplication but has not (so far) been found a practical problem. Suppose \( Sch^1 \) has predicate \( CP^1 \) and declaration sequence \( D^1 \) where

\[
D^1 = X^1_1: \tau^1_1; \ldots; X^1_n: \tau^1_n
\]

modelled by G\"odel list \( b_1 \):

\[
[Bind^1_1(X^1_1, x^1_1), \ldots, Bind^1_n(X^1_n, x^1_n)]
\]

and \( Sch^2 \) has a predicate \( CP^2 \) and compatible declaration sequence \( D^2 \) where

\[
D^2 = X^2_1: \tau^2_1; \ldots; X^2_n: \tau^2_n
\]

modelled by G\"odel list \( b_2 \). Given that the characteristic predicates of \( Sch^1, Sch^2 \) are respectively

\[
SchemaType(binding, Sch^1), SchemaType(binding, Sch^2)
\]

then the characteristic predicate of \( Sch \) is

\[
SchemaType(binding, Sch) \equiv (binding = b_1 \land b_2) \&
\]

\[
D_{LF}[D^1; D^2] \rho^{o}_{LF} \& \mathcal{P}_{LF}[GCP^1 \land GCP^2] \rho^{o}_{LF}.
\]

We show that this interprets exactly the Z interpretation where the program terminates, and provides an incomplete set of answer substitutions when the program
fails to terminate.

We show this by showing that the above definition gives the same value(s) as the value(s) obtained by ‘expanding out’ the version of $\text{Sch} \equiv \text{Sch}^1 \land \text{Sch}^2$, which is interpreted in $\mathbb{Z}$ as

$$S_\mathbb{Z}[\text{Sch}^1 \land \text{Sch}^2]_{\rho_\mathbb{Z}} = S_\mathbb{Z}[\{D^1, D^2 \mid CP^1 \land CP^2\}]_{\rho_\mathbb{Z}}$$

The above represents the declaration sequences before they are merged, so some repetitions would be expected. The above represents the declaration sequences before they are merged, so some repetitions would be expected. $\text{Sch}$ is then expressed as a set comprehension in the usual way:

$$\mathcal{E}_\mathbb{Z}[\{x_1^1 : \tau_1^1; \ldots; x_n^1 : \tau_n^1; \quad x_1^2 : \tau_1^2; \ldots; x_n^2 : \tau_n^2 \mid GCP^1 \land GCP^2 \}
\bullet \{X^1_1 \mapsto x_1^1, \ldots, X^1_n \mapsto x_n^1, \quad X^2_1 \mapsto x_1^2, \ldots, X^2_n \mapsto x_n^2\}]_{\rho_\mathbb{Z}}$$

Then $\text{Sch}^1 \land \text{Sch}^2$ in the LP is:

$$S_{\text{LP}}[\text{Sch}^1 \land \text{Sch}^2]_{\rho_{\text{LP}}}$$

where given that the characteristic predicates of $\text{Sch}^1, \text{Sch}^2$ are respectively

$$\text{SchemaType}(\text{binding}, \text{Sch}^1), \text{SchemaType}(\text{binding}, \text{Sch}^2).$$

then the characteristic predicate of $\text{Sch}$ evaluates to

$$\text{SchemaType}(\text{binding}, \text{Sch}) \iff
(binding = [ \text{Bind}^1_1(X^1_1, x^1_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}^1_n(X^1_n, x^1_n), \text{Bind}^2_1(X^2_1, x^2_1), \ldots, \text{Bind}^2_n(X^2_n, x^2_n) ] ) \quad \& \quad D_{\text{LP}}[D^1, D^2]_{\rho_{\text{LP}}} \quad \& \quad \mathcal{P}_{\text{LP}}[GCP^1 \land GCP^2]_{\rho_{\text{LP}}}$$

which is the same as if the expression had been expanded first. The criteria for exactness or underestimation for each of these interpretations has already been discussed. In general, where each component of an expression is exact, the whole expression is exact, but where one component underestimates, the whole underestimates.

Schema disjunction is defined in a similar manner. If $\text{Sch} \equiv \text{Sch}^1 \lor \text{Sch}^2$ then the bindings are appended and the LP interpretations of the schema predicates are disjoined. In Chapter 4, the convention for naming variables is further refined, so that priming, input, output becomes apparent. The formalism is not explored here.
However the naming convention enables schema composition and piping to be accomplished. An outline is presented in [119].

D.7.3 Schema Reference in a Declaration

A declaration can contain a schema reference. If \( x_i \in VAR, t_i \in expr, S_i \in NAME \), where \( Sch \) is a schema reference then recall from Section 5.3.1

\[
\text{basic_decl ::= } x_1, \ldots, x_n : t \mid Sch
\]

The interpretation of this in \( Z \) is that its declarations are merged with the declarations of the schema which reference it and its predicate is conjoined. Thus if

\[
Sch_1 \equiv [ X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots X_n : \tau_n; S \mid \text{predicate of } Sch_1 ]
\]

Then this is equivalent to \( Sch_1 \equiv Sch \land Sch_2 \) where

\[
Sch_2 \equiv [ X_1 : \tau_1; \ldots X_n : \tau_n \mid \text{predicate of } Sch_1 ]
\]

Thus if a schema \( Sch \) appears as a reference in the declarations of schema \( Sch_1 \), then this is treated as for schema conjunction above: \( Sch \) is removed from the declarations and conjoined to the predicate of \( Sch \) and its remaining declarations.

D.7.4 Binding Formation \( \theta \)

The binding formation \( \theta Sch \) can be used to form a binding. Its value depends on the environment. However we interpret it here in the same context as in the Unix file system case study. In that case study \( \{ Sch \bullet \theta Sch \} \) was constructed first and \( \theta Sch \) was interpreted as a member of that set. The set \( \{ Sch \bullet \theta Sch \} \) in the LP is the ‘same’ set as \( S_{LP}[Sch] [\rho_{LP} \text{ however in this case it is a set term and not an answer set. It is the set comprehension } S \text{ defined by} \]

\[
S = \{ SchemaType(binding, Sch) \bullet binding \}
\]

so that the binding formation \( \theta Sch \in S \) where the code can be found in Appendix C.

This means that if the computation terminates its interpretation is exact, and if one of the members of \( s \) fails to terminate then the output of the whole computation is \( \bot \).
D.7.5 Axiomatic and Generic Definitions

Axiomatic and Generic Definitions require individual definitions; they are interpreted in such a way that they are exact where the computations terminate.

Axiomatic Definitions are modelled in the same way as a schema, and suitable names must be generated for them $\text{Axiom}_1$, $\text{Axiom}_2$, ... They must then be conjoined to the schema which refer to them, as in the assembly case study in Chapter 4. Their interpretation is the same as for schemas,

Generic definitions are treated in the same way as the parametrised definitions of partial function etc, i.e. by using parameters $a, b, \ldots$. They are instantiated when the set is instantiated, and are defined by a predicate in the LP, as for Sequence in Appendix C.